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ABSTRACT
THE AERODYNAMICS AND NEAR WAKE OF AN
OFFSHORE FLOATING HORIZONTAL AXIS
WIND TURBINE
FEBRUARY 2012
THOMAS SEBASTIAN
B.Sc., NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
M.Sc., NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Matthew A. Lackner
Offshore floating wind turbines represent the future of wind energy. However,
significant challenges must be overcome before these systems can be widely used.
Because of the dynamics of offshore floating wind turbines — surge, sway, heave,
roll, pitch, and yaw — and the resulting interactions between the rotor and gener-
ated wake, the aerodynamic analysis methods and design codes that have found wide
use throughout the wind energy industry may be inadequate. Application of these
techniques to offshore floating wind turbine aerodynamics may result in off–optimal
designs, effectively handicapping these next–generation systems, thereby minimizing
their full potential. This dissertation will demonstrate that the aerodynamics of off-
shore floating wind turbines are sufficiently different from conventional offshore and
onshore wind turbines, warranting the use of higher fidelity analysis approaches. It
will outline the development and validation of a free vortex wake code, the Wake
v
Induced Dynamics Simulator, or WInDS, which uses a more physically realistic La-
grangian approach to modeling complex rotor–wake interactions. Finally, results from
WInDS simulations of various offshore floating wind turbines under different load
conditions will be presented. The simulation results indicate that offshore floating
wind turbine aerodynamics are more complex than conventional offshore or onshore
wind turbines and require higher fidelity analysis approaches to model adequately.
Additionally, platform pitching modes appear to drive the most aerodynamically–
significant motions, followed by yawing modes. Momentum balance approaches are
shown to be unable to accurately model these dynamic systems, and the associated
dynamic inflow methods respond to velocity changes at the rotor incorrectly. Fu-
ture offshore floating wind turbine designs should strive to either minimize platform
motions or be complementarily optimized, via higher fidelity aerodynamic analysis
techniques, to account for them. It is believed that this dissertation is the first in–
depth study of offshore floating wind turbine aerodynamics and the applicability of
various analysis methods.
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PREFACE
Sailing vessels represent the oldest known examples of aero-hydrodynamic engi-
neering. From the Phoenician vessels of 4000 BCE to the sleek craft competing in the
America’s Cup, sailboats and sailing ships have to balance the forces generated by
the wind and waves within the boundary conditions fixed by material properties and
desired vehicle performance to achieve an objective: getting from one place to an-
other. Offshore floating wind turbine systems have similar boundary conditions and
experience similar load sources. However, they are designed in pursuit of an entirely
different objective: to remain stable in a fixed location and to efficiently direct aero-
dynamic loads into electrical power generation. A large fraction of the loads acting on
an offshore floating wind turbine are aerodynamically-derived, so a thorough under-
standing of the wind turbine rotor from the perspective of the not-quite-so-quiescent
flow field is a must.
Most utility-scale wind turbines look the same: three blades, tapering in spanwise
chord and twist from root to tip, with the rotor located upwind relative to the nacelle.
This apparent convergence of designed form implies a thorough understanding of the
aerodynamically-derived forces acting on a wind turbine. In reality, wind turbine
aerodynamics are exceptionally complex. These complexities are further compounded
when wind turbines are placed offshore as part of an integrated floating system.
There are additional degrees-of-freedom present in an offshore floating wind tur-
bine system as compared to an onshore or conventional offshore wind turbine, re-
sulting in a more complex aerodynamic operating environment for the turbine rotor.
The magnitudes of the relative motions at the rotor hub are larger, introducing an
additional effective wind component. Skewed flows with respect to the rotor are also
vii
significant, and non-axial flow through the rotor disk can be difficult to model accu-
rately. The potential for large angular platform motions will introduce an effective
wind shear across the rotor disk, invalidating the common assumption of uniform
wind speed over the rotor disk. Additionally, increased kinematics associated with a
floating wind turbine make dynamic stall and rotor-wake interactions, in the form of
transitional and vortex ring states, a potential modeling challenge.
Before offshore floating wind turbines are widely adopted, uncertainty stemming
from inadequate aerodynamic analysis approaches must first be addressed. Improve-
ments in the understanding of offshore floating wind turbine aerodynamics will lead
to more accurate load and performance predictions and design improvements.
viii
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CHAPTER 1
THESIS OVERVIEW AND CONTRIBUTIONS
Offshore floating wind turbines represent the future of wind energy. However, sig-
nificant challenges must first be overcome, particularly with regards to understanding
the complex aerodynamic environment of these systems. This dissertation will address
the following key areas of interest regarding the unsteady aerodynamics of offshore
floating wind turbines (OFWTs):
• How does the aerodynamic operating environment of an OFWT differ from a
conventional turbine? In what ways is it more complex?
• How applicable are various “engineering-level” analysis methods in predicting
the aerodynamic response of an OFWT?
• How do the kinematics associated with an OFWT affect its near wake?
• Can offshore floating HAWT designs be significantly improved through im-
proved understanding of the flow field and aerodynamics?
It is believed that this dissertation is the first in-depth study of offshore floating
wind turbine aerodynamics and the applicability of various analysis methods. Identi-
fication of aerodynamically complex OFWT designs and load conditions by this study
will help wind energy researchers determine when higher-order aerodynamic analysis
techniques are required. Additionally, this dissertation will provide an improved un-
derstanding of the rotor-wake interactions of an OFWT, thereby improving turbine
designs and optimizing turbine placement. Finally, wind turbine aerodynamic anal-
ysis techniques are woefully inadequate. While the focus of this dissertation is on
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OFWTs, a secondary goal is to draw attention to modeling approaches that balance
physical realism with computational effort for any horizontal axis wind turbine, both
on- and offshore.
Chapter 2 provides an introduction to offshore wind energy and OFWTs. Chapter
3 discusses the unique aerodynamic environment of the OFWT and why some of the
more commonly-used aerodynamic analysis techniques may be insufficient. Chap-
ter 4 discusses the various aerodynamic analysis methods used by the wind industry
and outlines the assumptions used by each. Chapter 5 outlines the free wake analysis
code developed in the present work, the Wake Induced Dynamics Simulator (WInDS).
Chapter 6 presents the results obtained from WInDS simulations of various OFTWs
operating under different load conditions and identifies some of the unique charac-
teristics of the resulting rotor-wake environment. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the
overall conclusions of this study, identifies ways that OFWT design may be improved
from an aerodynamic perspective, and proposes future avenues of investigation.
Appendix A describes the individual functions and variable structures used by
WInDS and contains the source code. Appendix B contains supplemental figures for
reference.
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CHAPTER 2
AN INTRODUCTION TO OFFSHORE FLOATING WIND
TURBINES
Most utility-scale wind turbines look the same: three blades, tapering in spanwise
chord and twist from the root to the tip, with the rotor located upwind relative to
the nacelle. This apparent convergence of designed form implies a thorough under-
standing of the aerodynamically-derived forces acting on a wind turbine. In reality,
wind turbine aerodynamics are exceptionally complex. These complexities are further
compounded when wind turbines are placed offshore as part of an integrated floating
system. This chapter will present the argument for offshore wind energy, the moti-
vation for the development of floating systems, and describe the currently proposed
OFWT designs.
2.1 Chapter Outline
• Section 2.2 presents the argument for offshore wind and lists the reasons for
moving wind resource development out into deeper waters via floating systems.
• Section 2.3 describes the current classes of OFWT platforms.
• Section 2.4 provides geometric and physical descriptions of a simulated baseline
OFWT and scaled platforms.
• Section 2.5 lists the aerodynamic challenges expected to manifest for OFWT
and the overall research objectives.
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2.2 Offshore Wind Resources
Offshore wind energy is a significant contributor to the U.S. Department of Energy
300 GW wind deployment scenario, projected to provide 54 GW, 20% of the overall
wind energy penetration, by 2030 [71]. With the exception of the midwestern states,
most of the viable wind resource in the United States is found offshore, as shown in
Figure 2.1.
01-APR-2011 2.1.1
Wind Speedm/s
>10.5  10.0     9.5    9.0    8.5    8.0    7.5    7.0    6.5    6.0    5.5    5.0    4.5    4.0 < 4.0
(a) 80 m onshore [71].
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11.5 - 12.011.0 - 11.510.5 - 11.010.0 - 10.5  9.5 - 10.0  9.0 -   9.5  8.5 -   9.0  8.0 -   8.5  7.5 -   8.0  7.0 -   7.5  6.5 -   7.0  6.0 -   6.5  0.0 -   6.0
     mph
25.7 - 26.824.6 - 25.723.5 - 24.622.4 - 23.521.3 - 22.420.1 - 21.319.0 - 20.117.9 - 19.016.8 - 17.915.7 - 16.814.5 - 15.713.4 - 14.5  0.0 - 13.4
(b) 90 m offshore [62].
Figure 2.1. Wind resource maps for the United States.
The proximity of offshore wind resources to high load centers on the coasts mini-
mizes the need for long distance power transmission. Additionally, offshore winds have
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a higher resource potential than is generally found onshore: the winds are stronger,
more consistent, and more predictable.
The available power in the wind within an area circumscribed by a circular disk
of radius R, Pwind is given by Equation 2.1
Pwind =
1
2
ρ∞U3∞
(
piR2
)
(2.1)
where ρ∞ and U∞ are the free-stream density and wind speed, respectively. The
available power in the wind scales with the square of the rotor radius and the cube
of the wind speed. Wind speed varies with altitude, modeled as a logarithmically-
increasing boundary layer flow. Therefore, wind turbine designs that seek to maximize
power generation at a given location must have tall towers and large rotors. This
presents a challenge for onshore developments. Transportation infrastructure, like
roads, overhanging power lines, and bridges, as well as visual preferences of nearby
communities, limit the allowable size of onshore turbines. By comparison, the size of
offshore turbines is primarily limited by the material properties of the components
used in construction.
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Figure 2. United States bathymetry distribution. 
Distance From Shore 
 
The distance a wind project is from shore determines a project’s visibility from shore, 
and whether it is located in state or federal jurisdiction.  Distance affects the potential 
cost of development through considerations such as the length of underwater cable 
needed to connect the offshore wind project to land-based electricity distribution 
facilities.  In addition, coastline definition is complex because it is derived from a series 
of baseline points representing the mean lower low water line in direct contact with the 
open ocean (Thormahlen 1999).  Some of these points can be seaward of the contiguous 
shoreline and change over time due to accretion and erosion of the shoreline.  The MMS 
computed geographic lines from these points determining the boundary of state/federal 
offshore jurisdictions required by the Submerged Lands Act (SLA) (Thormahlen 1999).  
In Hawaii, the state/federal boundary was determined by NOAA.  The database uses nm 
in its distance calculations.  Federal jurisdiction begins 3 nm from the MMS baseline, 
except for Texas and the Gulf coast of Florida, where it begins at 9 nm.  For the Atlantic 
coast, Pacific coast, and Gulf of Mexico distances are measured from the SLA line 
towards or away from shore, extending seaward a maximum of 50 nm.  For the Great 
Lakes and Hawaii, distances were measured from the shoreline (Figure 3). 
Figure 2.2. Bathymetric profile of the United States [62].
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Conventional offshore wind turbine foundations, typically monopiles driven into
the seabed, are depth-limited to approximately 30 m. A comparison of Figures 2.2
and 2.1(b) shows that excellent wind resources are available for water depths of less
than 30 m. However, when considering exclusion areas (commercial, military, and
environmental zones and lanes) and the visual impact of these systems, viable offshore
wind sites become less workable.
Significantly greater wind resources are available in the deeper waters further off-
shore. The United States National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) identified
876.1 GW of Class 4 or greater wind resources in water depths below 30 m [47]. By
contrast, 2694.7 GW of power was found to be available in water depths between
30 m and 900 m, a 308% increase over what conventional offshore turbines can access.
Additionally, as the available power scales with the cube of the wind speed, develop-
ments in these deeper waters may require fewer turbines than a conventional offshore
wind farm with an equivalent power output, potentially minimizing overall wind farm
foundation and installation costs. Offshore floating wind turbines (OFWTs) must be
developed and deployed to capitalize on the superior wind resources, negligible visual
impact, and placement flexibility that comes with moving further offshore into deeper
waters.
2.3 Floating Platform Configurations
The long-term survivability of floating platforms has been demonstrated by their
continued use in the oil and gas industries [28]. Figure 2.3 illustrates the three
dominant platform classes — barge, spar-buoy, and tension leg platform — as they
might appear as part of an integrated floating wind turbine system. Each platform
possesses inherent positive and negative attributes that may play a significant role in
floating wind turbine design and siting.
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Figure 2.3. Typical floating platform concepts [11].
2.3.1 Barge
A barge platform uses buoyancy, achieved by its relatively large water-plane plan-
form area, to maintain stability and is moored via catenary lines. From a construction
and installation perspective it is the simplest and least expensive platform concept.
As illustrated by Figure 2.4, the major penalties associated with this design are the
significantly larger structural loads. Viable installation sites would necessarily be
limited to sheltered waters [29].
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Figure 2.4. Ultimate load analysis of floating wind turbine systems [29].
2.3.2 Spar-buoy
The spar-buoy maintains static stability by using ballast to shift the center of mass
(CM) below the center of buoyancy (COB). Catenary lines trail from the platform
down to a system of anchors, maintaining station without generating large tensile
loads. The ultimate and fatigue loads associated with a spar-buoy, with the exception
of the tower base bending moment, are generally lower than those associated with
other platform types (Figure 2.4).
2.3.3 Tension Leg Platform
The tension-leg platform (TLP) is a mooring-line stabilized structure. Tension in
the mooring-lines, running between the anchoring structures and the over-buoyant
platform structure, results in a dynamically stiff system. A number of researchers
[26, 29, 63, 74] have demonstrated through simulations that a wind turbine mounted
on a TLP exhibits only slight increases in ultimate and fatigue loads compared to
a land-based turbine, as shown in Figure 2.4. The TLP “behaves essentially like a
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land-based turbine” [29]; however, aerodynamically-derived load sources will require
more scrutiny.
2.4 NREL 5-MW Turbine and Platforms
There are very little publicly available data on operational offshore floating wind
turbines, because of the limited number of deployed systems and their proprietary
nature. Only two full-scale floating wind turbines have been deployed to date: a
2.3 MW spar-buoy (installed in 2009) by StatoilHydro (now Statoil ASA) and a 80 kW
TLP (installed in 2007, decommissioned in 2008) by Blue H [29]. None of the data
obtained from these prototypes has been made public. In lieu of experimental data,
computer simulations may be used to generate time series of platform motions, using
realistically-scaled turbine and platform properties and user-defined load cases as
inputs.
(a) Blue H 80 kW TLP [7]. (b) Statoil 2.3 MW Spar-Buoy [68].
Figure 2.5. Prototype floating wind turbines.
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NREL identified the need for a standardized reference wind turbine to provide
realistic input values for offshore wind energy analysis and developed the “NREL
offshore 5-MW baseline wind turbine” [25], which is identified in this study as the
NREL 5-MW wind turbine. The NREL 5-MW turbine, based on the REpower 5M
machine, is a conventional three-bladed upwind turbine. A summary of the physical
properties and rated/off-rated operating conditions for the NREL 5-MW turbine is
given by Table 2.1. The blade geometry, with airfoil types defined along the span, is
illustrated by Figure 2.6.
Table 2.1. Properties of the NREL 5-MW baseline wind turbine [25].
Rating 5 MW
Rotor Orientation, Configuration Upwind, 3 Blades
Control Variable Speed, Collective Pitch
Rotor, Hub Diameter 126 m, 3 m
Hub Height 90 m
Cut-In, Rated. Cut-Out Wind Speed 3 ms−1, 11.4 ms−1, 25 ms−1
Cut-In, Rated Rotor Speed 6.9 rpm, 12.1 rpm
Rated Tip Speed 80 ms−1
Overhang, Shaft Tilt, Precone 5 m, 5◦, 2.5◦
Rotor Mass 110,000 kg
Nacelle Mass 240,000 kg
Tower Mass 347,460 kg
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Figure 2.6. NREL 5-MW rotor blade geometry.
A number of floating platforms (Figure 2.3) have been designed for integration
with offshore wind turbines. Likewise, the barge, spar-buoy, and TLP platforms have
been scaled to complement the NREL 5-MW turbine, thereby facilitating realistic
simulations. The ITI Energy barge [26] was developed by the Department of Naval
Architecture and Marine Engineering at the Universities of Glasgow and Strathclyde
under contract by ITI Energy. The OC3-Hywind spar-buoy [30] was developed un-
der the International Energy Agency (IEA) within the Offshore Code Comparison
Collaboration (OC3) project and is based on the StatoilHydro “Hywind” spar-buoy.
The MIT/NREL TLP [41] design is the product of a parametric optimization process
conducted at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), incorporating small
modifications to accommodate the NREL 5-MW turbine. The physical properties of
these platforms are summarized in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2. NREL 5-MW platform properties [28].
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy ITI Energy barge MIT/NREL TLP
Effective diameter [m] 6.5 to 9.5 45.14 (40 x 40) 18
Draft [m] 120 4 47.89
Water depth [m] 320 250 200
Displaced volume of water [m3] 8029.21 6000.0 12179.6
Mass [103 kg] 7466.33 5452 8600.41
CM location below SWL [m] 89.92 0.28 40.61
Roll inertia about CM [106 kg-m3] 4229.23 726.9 571.624
Pitch inertial about CM [106 kg-m3] 4229.23 726.9 571.624
Yaw inertia about CM [106 kg-m3] 164.23 1453.9 361.408
2.5 Potential Aerodynamic Challenges and Research Objec-
tives
The motions of an offshore floating wind turbine will result in significant cycli-
cal loads on all major turbine components. In order to minimize this effect, control
systems, such as generator torque or independent blade pitch, may be used to mini-
mize peak cyclical loads. However, tuning of these systems will require an accurate
aerodynamic simulation capability.
Most studies on the design and dynamics of offshore floating wind turbines im-
plicitly assume that the aerodynamic analysis methods appropriate for an OFWT
will be similar to those of an onshore or conventional offshore turbine; this assump-
tion may not be entirely correct. While the flow field of a conventional horizontal
axis wind turbine (HAWT) is highly complex and consists of various periodic and
aperiodic contributions [36], the additional degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) present in an
OFWT system and the subsequent platform motions result in an even more complex
aerodynamic operating environment for the turbine rotor, including:
• More significant skewed flows because of the yaw and pitch motions of the
platform.
• The introduction of an effective wind shear or gradient across the rotor disk
because of angular motions, invalidating uniform wind speed assumptions often
applied across the rotor disk.
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• Rapid local velocity changes because of unsteady flows arising from a platform-
derived effective wind component.
• Rotor-wake interactions in the form of transitional and turbulent operating
states.
xy
z
surgesway
heave
roll
pitch
yaw
Figure 2.7. Offshore floating wind turbine platform degrees-of-freedom.
Aerodynamic unsteadiness of an offshore floating wind turbine is due, in part,
to the additional DOFs associated with the platform motions: surge, sway, heave,
roll, pitch, and yaw (Figure 2.7). These platform DOFs yield an effective velocity
contribution with respect to the rotor, given by Equation 2.2,
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Uplatform =
(
Usurge + θ˙pitchz − θ˙yawy
)
iˆ
+
(
Usway + θ˙yawx− θ˙rollz
)
jˆ
+
(
Uheave + θ˙rolly − θ˙yawx
)
kˆ (2.2)
where x, y, and z correspond to a point in the flow field relative to the mean sea level
in the rotor reference frame. This additional velocity contribution is what sets the
aerodynamic analysis of OFWT apart from conventional HAWTs.
Many of the wind turbine aerodynamic analysis methods widely used today are
applied erroneously to designs and load cases that violate their original formulation
assumptions. An example is the assumption of momentum balance across a rotor
disk, used by blade element momentum (BEM) theory and dynamic inflow. This as-
sumption may not be valid for OFWT. While applying these techniques will generally
yield results — the methods generally possess no explicit flags to indicate physical
violations — the validity of these results is questionable. This dissertation will study
the aerodynamic operating environment of an OFWT using simple, widely-used tech-
niques to better characterize the complexities of this environment and identify the
potentially aerodynamically-significant platform modes and load cases (Chapter 3).
Next, the most commonly-used wind turbine aerodynamic analysis techniques will be
outlined and their limitations and formulation assumptions will be defined (Chapter
4). The free vortex wake code developed in the present study, the Wake Induced
Dynamics Simulator (WInDS) will be discussed and validation results will be pre-
sented that serve to support its use in modeling OFWT (Chapter 5). Finally, WInDS
will be used to simulate the response of OFWT undergoing various platform motions
with different operating conditions (Chapter 6). The results of these simulations will
be used to better understand the aerodynamics of OFWT and determine when the
assumptions used by simpler analysis techniques are violated.
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CHAPTER 3
FIRST-ORDER AERODYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS OF
AN OFFSHORE FLOATING HAWT
This chapter will demonstrate that offshore floating wind turbines differ signifi-
cantly from conventional offshore systems in terms of aerodynamics. While previous
studies have demonstrated that more advanced modeling techniques are needed for
conventional wind turbines [65], this study will characterize the aerodynamic consid-
erations specific to offshore floating wind turbines. The resulting analysis will identify
which platform DOFs are likely to contribute to aerodynamic unsteadiness and will
demonstrate the inadequacy of momentum balance assumptions for various platform
types.
3.1 Chapter Outline
• Section 3.2 describes the use of reduced frequency in characterizing the aerody-
namic unsteadiness of wind turbines.
• Section 3.3 outlines the simulation settings and inputs used in this analysis.
• Section 3.4 presents a novel spectral analysis approach for identifying aerody-
namically unsteady OFWT platform modes.
• Section 3.5 identifies spanwise regions and operating conditions that may violate
momentum balance assumptions.
• Section 3.6 summarizes this chapter.
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3.2 Reduced Frequency Analysis
As discussed in Section 2.5, aerodynamic unsteadiness of an offshore floating wind
turbine is due, in part, to the additional DOFs associated with the platform motions:
surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch, and yaw (Figure 2.7). These platform motions collec-
tively result in a time-varying geometric angle of attack, αgeo, along the blade span.
Both the platform motions and the variations in αgeo because of the platform mo-
tions vary at the same frequencies. It is therefore useful to analyze the impact of the
platform motions on the unsteady aerodynamic behavior of the rotor and to discern
which platform DOFs are the most critical contributors.
Reduced frequency, k, is a product of the non-dimensionalized Navier-Stokes equa-
tions and is a dimensionless metric often used to characterize the degree of unsteadi-
ness of an aerodynamic system [36] because of a disturbance with some frequency, ω.
Reduced frequency is defined as the ratio of the product of ω (in radians per second)
and the airfoil semi-chord, 0.5c, to the velocity, V , and is given by Equation 3.1.
k =
ωc
2V
(3.1)
Equation 3.1 provides the relationship between k and unsteady disturbances to
a flow, but does not define the ranges of k associated with steady, quasi-steady,
unsteady, or highly unsteady flow regions. Analytical models of oscillating airfoils,
parameterized on k, may be used to define these regions. The most often-used theory
was derived by Theodorsen and has been reformulated and altered for more complex
problems, such as the returning wake problem formulated by Loewy [36]. For small
values of k, no greater than 0.05–0.1, the circulatory contributions to airfoil lift from
Theodorsen’s theory dominate. The apparent mass contributions, which arise from
flow acceleration effects, begin to dominate for greater values of k, driving the flow
towards unsteadiness. The degree of flow unsteadiness, as determined by reduced
frequency, is typically categorized via Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1. Degree of flow unsteadiness, as determined by reduced frequency [36].
Range Flow type
k = 0 steady
0 < k ≤ 0.05 quasi-steady
0.05 < k ≤ 0.2 unsteady
k ≥ 0.2 highly unsteady
The local velocity of a wind turbine blade section has a rotational velocity com-
ponent, given in terms of the rotor speed, Ω, and a wind velocity component, U∞.
The overall magnitude of the resultant or kinematic velocity is defined as
V =
√
U2∞ + (rΩ)
2 (3.2)
where r is the local blade radius. Note that for a wind turbine, wind velocity and
the rotor speed are not independent; as the wind speed increases, the rotor speed
also increases up to a design-limited rated speed, after which the rotor speed is held
constant. Equation 3.2 may be substituted into Equation 3.1,
k =
ωc(r)
2
√
U2∞ + (rΩ)
2
(3.3)
where c is the local blade chord and is a function of r. Equation 3.3 is a first-
order approximation for the span-varying reduced frequency along a rotor blade. It
is meant to provide useful insight regarding the necessity of unsteady aerodynamic
models when analyzing the aerodynamics of a wind turbine. As such, induced velocity
and structural motions are neglected. A demarcation frequency, ωd, above which flow
may be unsteady, may be obtained by rearranging Equation 3.3, substituting in the
unsteady inequality from Table 3.1 (k = 0.05), as given by Equation 3.4.
ωd =
0.1
√
U2∞ + (rΩ)
2
c
(3.4)
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Equation 3.4 may be rewritten in terms of ordinary rather than angular frequency,
resulting in Equation 3.5.
fd =
0.05
pi
√
U2∞ + (rΩ)
2
c
(3.5)
Recall that the observed αgeo frequencies are expected to be driven in part by the
platform modes for a floating turbine. Therefore, platform modal frequencies that
are greater than the demarcation frequency are expected to cause aerodynamically
unsteady loading on the blades.
Blade geometries and steady state operating behavior (recall that Ω is a function
of U∞) for a wind turbine (see Section 2.4) may be substituted into Equation 3.5 to
generate Figure 3.1. This plot illustrates the cut-in, rated, and cut-out demarcation
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Figure 3.1. Demarcation curves for the NREL 5-MW turbine (see Table 2.1 and
Figure 2.6).
frequency curves for the NREL 5-MW wind turbine (see Table 2.1 and Figure 2.6
for turbine properties). The area between the cut-in and cut-out curves represents
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all operating conditions for the turbine. The demarcation frequencies increase with
increasing wind speed; at higher wind speeds, higher frequency platform motions
are necessary to cause unsteady aerodynamic loading. The effect of spanwise chord
variation on demarcation frequency curves shows up more clearly with increasing
wind speeds; large chord lengths result in lower demarcation frequencies (note that
peak chord length in Figure 2.6 occurs at 20% of the span).
Oscillation frequencies that fall to the right of a demarcation frequency curve,
associated with a particular wind speed, may cause unsteady loading. Figure 3.1 also
indicates that aerodynamically unsteady frequencies near the root may be aerody-
namically steady for outboard blade sections; as r/R increases for a given operating
point, the demarcation frequency increases. Using the NREL 5-MW turbine at rated
operating conditions as an example, an oscillation of 0.1 Hz would yield unsteady load-
ing for the inboard quarter-span of the blade, while an oscillation of 0.04 Hz would
be expected to be aerodynamically quasi-steady throughout the span.
There are two significant caveats to this approach. First, the flow is assumed to
be attached, incompressible, and locally two-dimensional; the same assumptions used
in Theodorsen’s theory [36]. As Mk2  1, incompressibility is a valid assumption.
Second, modal amplitude is neglected. Equation 3.5 does not include the effect of
oscillation amplitude, just frequency. Although the flow field will be unsteady because
of platform kinematics for a particular modal frequency greater than the demarcation
frequency, the effect of this unsteadiness may be small in magnitude if the amplitude
of the oscillation is also small.
3.3 FAST Settings and Load Cases
Because of its inclusion of mooring line and aero-hydrodynamic models, the NREL
wind turbine simulator FAST (Section 4.5) was used to synthesize time series of
turbine and platform responses to environmental and operating conditions. Table 3.2
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summarizes the FAST-simulated load cases for the NREL 5-MW monopile, barge,
spar-buoy, and TLP systems in terms wind speed and sea state. In addition to
Table 3.2. Wind and sea state definitions for FAST simulations of the NREL 5-MW
turbine.
U∞ [m s−1] Ω [rpm] λ Hs [m] Tp [s]
Below-rated 6.00 8.76 9.63 1.83 12.72
Rated 11.40 12.10 7.00 2.54 13.35
Above-rated 18.00 12.10 4.43 4.09 15.33
these operating conditions, the FAST simulations were conducted with the following
settings:
• The six platform DOFs and the tower fore-aft and side-side DOFs were switched
on to yield realistic modal responses.
• An equilibrium BEM inflow model was used. Use of a dynamic inflow model
would introduce a time lag to the inflow and load response, complicating the
reduced frequency analysis.
• Blade pitch and generator torque controllers were switched on.
• Dynamic stall is switched off.
• Free-stream wind was defined as constant, unidirectional, and without shear.
• Wind and wave data from BMT ARGOSS [26] were used to define the sea
state in terms of significant wave height, Hs, and peak spectral period, Tp. The
Joint North Sea Wave Project (JONSWAP) spectrum [1] was used to generate
a simulated time series.
Time domain simulations were performed for each of the cases described in Table
3.2, with each simulation lasting 800 seconds. The outputs generated by the initial
300 seconds of each simulation were omitted in the analysis. These load cases and
settings represent a compromise between simulation realism and the ability to extract
system-level understanding of the underlying platform DOF and αgeo trends.
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3.4 Spectral Analysis of the NREL 5-MW System Modes
Figure 3.2 illustrates the resulting FAST-simulated platform kinematics for rated
operating conditions. Plots of the platform kinematics for all cases are provided in
Appendix B. The amplitude of the sway, roll, and yaw modes are relatively small
for all three platforms. The relatively planar motion of the turbine is because of
the constant and unidirectional free-stream wind and aligned wave direction. Surge
and pitch DOFs appear to be the largest amplitude modes for all three platforms;
however, magnitudes and dominant frequencies vary significantly.
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(a) NREL 5-MW + ITI Energy barge.
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(b) NREL 5-MW + OC3/Hywind spar-buoy.
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(c) NREL 5-MW + MIT/NREL TLP.
Figure 3.2. FAST-simulated time series of platform motions of the NREL 5-MW
turbine for rated operating conditions.
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The local geometric angle of attack collapses the platform motions and operating
environment into a single span and time-varying aerodynamic forcing term. The
relationship between αgeo, the platform modes, and the demarcation frequency may
be revealed through the power spectral density (PSD) of these various signals. The
PSDs of each linearly-detrended time series, sampled at 80 Hz, were estimated using
a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) length of 213 with 50% segment overlap.
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(b) NREL 5-MW + ITI Energy barge.
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(c) NREL 5-MW + OC3/Hywind spar-buoy.
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(d) NREL 5-MW + MIT/NREL TLP.
Figure 3.3. Span-varying αgeo PSD with platform modes of the NREL 5-MW turbine
for rated operating conditions.
Figure 3.3 presents a unique way of visualizing the relationships between the
time-varying αgeo and the platform responses in the frequency domain, in this case
for rated operating conditions. Plots for all cases are provided in Appendix B. At
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each spanwise location, the PSD of the αgeo time series is calculated. These PSDs
are then normalized by the maximum αgeo PSD value across the blade span for all
frequencies and for a given platform model and operating condition, generating a
contour plot of normalized αgeo PSD values. Warm colors indicate relatively large
power densities at particular frequencies and spanwise locations, with cool colors
representing smaller values. Because of the normalization method and the use of
a logarithmic scale, the maximum value is zero (corresponding to 100) in all cases,
allowing for easy comparison.
Overlayed are PSD plots of the platform modes (tower top displacement for the
monopile), normalized with respect to the maximum values associated with the trans-
lational or rotational modes, respectively, for each particular platform and operating
condition. Normalizing provides a sense of which modes are likely to cause unsteady
aerodynamic effects; if two modes have peaks at the same frequency and the first is
three order of magnitude smaller than the second, then the latter is likely to contribute
more to the αgeo variation at that frequency.
One key observation that is unique to the rated operating case is the contribution
from the blade pitch controller. For the monopile, barge, spar-buoy, and TLP, the
blade pitch controller response appears at 0.04 Hz, 0.08 Hz, 0.025 Hz, and 0.015 Hz,
respectively. Because the free-stream wind is steady and corresponds to the rated
wind speed, the controller responds to changes in the local wind vector that deviate
from rated operation and switches back and forth between control regions, generating
minor variations in αgeo.
The sea state peak frequency and the rotor speed (see Table 3.2) are also indicated
in the figures along with the span-varying demarcation frequency curve (Equation
3.5). Unsteady modes fall to the right of the demarcation frequency curve, quasi-
steady to the left. Note that a peak in the αgeo response at the 1P frequency is
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clearly visible for all platforms, because of the azimuthally-varying αgeo caused by
the 5-degree shaft tilt of the turbine.
Peaks in the normalized platform response PSDs that fall on peaks in the nor-
malized αgeo PSD contours indicate that contributions in αgeo variation are likely
because of that particular platform mode. Thus, this plot provides insight into how
platform kinematics of floating wind turbines cause variations in αgeo, and possibly
unsteady aerodynamic effects. It also makes clear which modes are of little aerody-
namic importance; neither sway nor roll modes appear to affect the αgeo-spectrum
for any of the systems. This observation agrees with the conclusions drawn from the
low amplitudes observed in Figure 3.2.
3.4.1 NREL 5-MW + Monopile
The monopile (Figure 3.3(a)) serves as a baseline for comparison to the floating
cases and only has the first tower bending DOFs switched on, so the normalized PSDs
of the tower top fore-aft and side-side deflections are presented. There is a peak for
both the fore-aft and side-side displacements that corresponds to a peak in the αgeo
response at 0.04 Hz. As mentioned earlier, this is driven by the blade pitch controller.
Note that the magnitude of the normalized αgeo PSD peak varies inversely with span.
Also, because this peak occurs below the demarcation frequency, the contributions of
the pitch-controller-derived tower bending at this frequency are expected to be aero-
dynamically quasi-steady. A second significant tower top deflection occurs at the first
bending mode of the tower, 0.28 Hz, but there are no contributions to the αgeo varia-
tion at this frequency. The first significant frequency at 0.04 Hz, of roughly equivalent
normalized PSD to the second frequency at 0.28 Hz, has a tower top deflection ampli-
tude on the order of centimeters. While the second frequency is potentially unsteady,
the amplitude is too low to cause noticeable αgeo variation. The primary contribu-
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tions to aerodynamic unsteadiness for the monopile are the azimuthally-varying αgeo
caused by the 5-degree shaft tilt of the turbine at the 1P frequency.
3.4.2 NREL 5-MW + ITI Energy Barge
The barge response (Figure 3.3(b)) demonstrates similar normalized PSDs for
surge and heave modes at 0.075 Hz. The lower frequency surge mode at 0.01 Hz has
an even higher normalized PSD peak, which is in agreement with the time series given
in Figure 3.2(a). However, it appears to have no effect on αgeo variability at this lower
frequency. The pitch mode, driven by the sea state, clearly dominates in terms of αgeo
contributions. Because of their relative magnitudes at 0.075 Hz (recall that transla-
tional modes are normalized by the maximum of the largest translational mode), it
is difficult to determine whether the surge and/or heave modes also contribute to the
αgeo peak at this frequency. Surge contributions can be ruled out by observing that
the surge peak at 0.01 Hz had minimal impact on αgeo variability and is many orders
of magnitude greater than the peak at 0.075 Hz. By extension, heave contributions
at 0.075 Hz are also expected to be negligible. These observations indicate that the
pitch mode is the most significant platform DOF to contribute to variations in αgeo.
Note that the αgeo PSD peak at 0.075 Hz is greater than the demarcation frequency
for some portion of the blade and that it varies inversely with span; unsteady aero-
dynamics are likely to occur, particularly inboard. Note that the 1P peak shows up
prominently as well, as was the case with the monopile.
3.4.3 NREL 5-MW + OC3/Hywind Spar-buoy and MIT/NREL TLP
The spar-buoy (Figure 3.3(c)) αgeo response appears to have a peak that corre-
sponds to peaks in the surge and pitch modes at 0.025 Hz. A spanwise increase in
the αgeo peak occurs at this same frequency, beginning at 40 m and extending to
the blade tip, indicating that yaw may also be an aerodynamically significant mode;
the effective wind contribution because of yaw will increase along the span. Note
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that 0.025 Hz falls within the steady region of the plot, indicating that the surge
and pitch DOFs drive a quasi-steady aerodynamic response at this frequency. Yaw,
pitch, and surge modes also appear to influence αgeo variability at 0.06 Hz and around
0.1 Hz despite being considerably diminished at these frequencies. The magnitude of
the frequencies corresponding to these normalized PSD peaks indicate contributions
to unsteady aerodynamic loading. The TLP (Figure 3.3(d)) also demonstrates αgeo
variability because of the surge, pitch, and yaw modes for aerodynamically quasi-
steady frequency of 0.015 Hz. An additional peak in αgeo occurs at the sea state
frequency and corresponds to a peak in surge, although at a much lower magnitude
than at 0.015 Hz. Pitch and yaw peaks of similar magnitude to that observed for
0.015 Hz occur around 0.1 Hz, yet fail to excite αgeo as much as was observed at the
lower frequency, indicating that the surge mode is the primary mode of aerodynamic
significance.
3.4.4 Off-Design Response
The below and above-rated cases yielded similar results across all platforms in
terms of relevant platform modes. Sway and roll modes appear to have little effect
on αgeo variability for all platform types. Pitch, surge, and heave modes appear to
have some impact on the barge system αgeo variability for both below and above-
rated cases. However, by comparing the relative peak magnitudes for the different
modes at different frequencies, similar to what was done in the earlier analysis of the
rated case (Section 3.4.2), it becomes clear that the pitch mode is likely to be the
aerodynamically significant mode and will result in unsteady loading for all operating
cases for the barge.
The normalized surge, pitch, and yaw PSDs are orders of magnitude greater than
any of the other modes for the spar-buoy for both below and above-rated cases. Sim-
ilar to what was observed with the barge, the low frequency surge mode peak at
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0.0075 Hz did not excite variability in αgeo for the below-rated case, despite the sig-
nificant magnitude of the normalized PSD. This means that the surge mode has little
aerodynamic significance for below-rated operating conditions. A similar response
in the surge mode was observed for above-rated operating conditions. Pitch and
yaw modes affect the αgeo variability of the spar-buoy at aerodynamically unsteady
frequencies, 0.08 Hz and 0.11 Hz respectively, for the below-rated condition. For the
above-rated condition, the pitch mode continued to affect αgeo variability for the spar-
buoy, but at an aerodynamically steady frequency of 0.025 Hz. The yaw mode for the
above-rated case appears to significantly increase αgeo variability for aerodynamically
unsteady frequencies, peaking at 0.06 Hz and 0.12 Hz.
Surge and pitch modes also appeared to affect αgeo variability of the TLP for
below-rated cases. The low frequency of the surge mode, around 0.01 Hz, does not
contribute to aerodynamically unsteady loading, although a higher frequency peak at
the sea state frequency of 0.08 Hz has some effect on the αgeo variability. The pitch
mode appears to affect αgeo variability at the aerodynamically unsteady frequencies
of 0.1 Hz and 0.23 Hz. For the above-rated case, the surge mode appears to be the
only mode to have an effect on the αgeo variability, corresponding to a peak at the
sea state frequency of 0.065 Hz. This case is expected to be most comparable to the
monopile in terms of aerodynamic steadiness.
3.4.5 Aerodynamically Unsteady Energy Relative to Monopile
Integrating the αgeo PSDs to the right of the demarcation frequency curve (k ≥
0.05) yields the amount of aerodynamically unsteady energy associated with a partic-
ular platform for a given load case. Because of the significant effect of the 1P response
on the αgeo PSDs, this integration yields large unsteady energy values, which may
lead to incorrect conclusions when comparing fractions of unsteady energy. For ex-
ample, from Figure 3.3(a) it is clear that this integrated fraction of unsteady energy
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to total energy is quite large for the monopile, 94.3%. In fact, it is larger than the
fraction associated with the spar-buoy for rated operating conditions, 82.4%; this is
misleading. To get a better sense of the unsteady energy fractions of each of the
systems, it is necessary to omit the influence of the 1P response on the αgeo PSD.
Table 3.3 presents the fractions of unsteady energy to total energy, neglecting the
band of frequencies Ω± 0.02 Hz.
Table 3.3. Percentage of aerodynamically unsteady to total energy from αgeo PSDs
for the NREL 5-MW turbine.
Monopile ITI Energy barge OC3/Hywind spar-buoy MIT/NREL TLP
Below-rated 0.3 88.5 18.0 11.9
Rated 1.7 71.9 17.9 8.1
Above-rated 0.1 35.9 17.9 1.9
Omitting the 1P contributions, the monopile has the lowest fraction of unsteady
energy to total energy. The fractions of the floating systems are inversely related to
wind speed, which is in agreement with the trends associated with the demarcation
frequency. As expected, the barge demonstrates the greatest fraction of unsteadiness
and the TLP the lowest. The unsteady fraction associated with the spar-buoy is com-
parably insensitive to wind speed; this is attributed to the contributions associated
with the yaw mode.
If the unsteady energies of the floating systems are normalized by the unsteady
energy of the monopile, then the 1P contributions cancel out. Table 3.4 presents
the unsteady αgeo PSD energies of the floating platforms, this time integrated for all
frequencies such that k ≥ 0.05 and normalized by the unsteady energy associated
with the NREL 5-MW monopile. As expected, the unsteady energy for the barge and
Table 3.4. Unsteady energy in the αgeo PSD normalized by unsteady energy for the
NREL 5-MW monopile.
ITI Energy barge OC3/Hywind spar-buoy MIT/NREL TLP
Below-rated 14.1 2.1 1.1
Rated 4.1 3.7 1.1
Above-rated 3.2 6.3 1.0
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TLP decreases with wind speed, because of the shift of the demarcation frequency
to higher values (Figure 3.1). The pitch mode dominates contributions to unsteady
energy for the barge at a peak frequency of 0.075 Hz, seemingly insensitive to load
case. As a result, less of the blade span contributes to aerodynamically unsteady
loading as the demarcation frequency curve shifts to the right. The pitch and surge
modes appear to be the most significant platform DOFs to the unsteady loading of
the TLP, although the relative magnitude of this unsteadiness is quite small and is
actually comparable to the monopile. This indicates that the TLP is aerodynamically
similar to the monopile, which agrees with previous observations that TLP-generated
loads are similar to the monopile [28]. The increase in unsteady energy with respect
to wind speed observed for the spar-buoy is likely because of the relative significance
of the yaw mode. While the peak platform pitch amplitude increases with wind speed,
its frequency appears to decrease. The decrease in peak wave frequency with respect
to wind speed accounts for this. Platform yaw, however, maintains similar frequencies
while increasing substantially in amplitude. This results in an increase in unsteady
energy relative to the monopile.
3.5 Validity of Momentum Balance Assumption
Transient flow fields are another factor to consider when analyzing the aerody-
namic loading of a wind turbine rotor. Normally, a wind turbine in a steady wind
will operate in the windmill state, extracting energy from the flow field to turn the
rotor. Rapid drops in effective wind speed because of platform motion or drops in
actual free-stream velocities result in increasing tip speed ratios. As the rotor sheds
energy into the surrounding flow its behavior approaches that of a propeller. This
cycling between the windmill and propeller states, and the intermediate transient flow
conditions, are a potential operating and simulation issue for floating wind turbines,
particularly when platform surge and pitch rates are high.
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Figure 3.4. Hypothetical turbine + spar-buoy pitching motion and potential effect
on surrounding rotor flow field.
The hypothetical floating HAWT in Figure 3.4 illustrates how this transition be-
tween windmill and propeller states (from left to right) may occur. Naturally, the
transitions depend heavily on the relative velocities between the free-stream wind
and the platform kinematics. The turbine is initially operating in a windmill state,
extracting energy from the flow field. From its windward apex it begins to pitch lee-
ward, interacting with its own wake; a turbulent region develops and the momentum
balance equations begin to break down. For severe drops in effective wind speed, a
toroidal recirculation flow path normal to the rotor disk will develop, illustrated in
the third frame of Figure 3.4. This transitional phenomena is called the vortex ring
state (VRS) [36]. In the VRS the momentum balance equations break down entirely
and the thrust and torque of the rotor are driven primarily by the rate of energy dis-
sipation in the toroidal vortex ring. Eventually, the relative wake will reverse and the
wind turbine will impart energy into the flow field and behave like a propeller, most
likely at the zenith of the pitching motion shown in the fourth frame of Figure 3.4.
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Aside from the acute, periodic changes in loads, the resulting unsteady recirculation
that occurs during the transition between windmill and quasi-propeller states violates
the momentum slip-stream assumption [51]. This is a concern, since the momentum
balance assumption forms the basis for many “engineering-level” wind industry codes
[69].
3.5.1 Limits on Momentum Balance Theory
As a wind turbine extracts energy from the flow field, the downstream flow velocity
decreases. The change in flow momentum across a wind turbine rotor may be related
to the rotor thrust, T , in terms of the wake deficit (decrease in the free-stream wind
far downstream of the rotor), w, as expressed in Equation 3.6.
T = m˙U∞ − m˙ (U∞ − w) = m˙w (3.6)
The mass flow rate, m˙, is defined as
m˙ = ρ∞AU∞ (3.7)
where ρ∞ is the free-stream air density and A is the cross-sectional area of the rotor.
Performing an energy balance on the system, it becomes apparent that the power
output from the turbine may be expressed as the work done on the air by the turbine,
as shown in Equation 3.8.
P =
1
2
m˙w (2U∞ − w) = T (U∞ − vi) (3.8)
Assuming no viscous losses, w is twice the induced velocity at the rotor, vi = aU∞.
The momentum balance assumption for a wind turbine is shown to be valid [36] when
the free-stream velocity is greater than twice the induced velocity at the rotor.
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U∞ ≥ 2 |vi| (3.9)
For a floating wind turbine, additional effective wind contributions on the rotor are
generated by the platform motions, Vp. Equation 3.9 may be adjusted slightly to
account for this.
U∞ + Vp ≥ 2 |vi| (3.10)
Note that Vp could be in the opposite direction of U∞ if the rotor is moving downwind.
If the inequality in Equation 3.10 is not satisfied, then multiple flow directions at the
rotor are possible and the momentum slip-stream assumption breaks down. A simple
analysis may be conducted using FAST to determine if this occurs for both the floating
wind turbines and the monopile, and if so, how often.
3.5.2 Analysis of Slip-stream Breakdown Frequency
The outputs from the FAST simulations described in Section 3.4 are used in this
analysis. It is worth mentioning that when Equation 3.10 is not satisfied, the code
does not simply crash. Instead, an empirically-derived function for T is used. The
Glauert correction was developed based on experimental measurements and modified
for use in wind turbine BEM codes [45]. It was originally developed for use across
an entire rotor disk, not rotor annuli as in a BEM implementation. It remains in
use because of a lack of experimental data or alternative models [45]. The fraction
of time each blade section violated the inequality given by Equation 3.10 over the
simulated time series, thereby demonstrating a breakdown of the momentum balance
assumption, is presented in Figure 3.5.
As illustrated in Figure 3.4, when the effective wind speed decreases because of
platform motions the still-turning rotor begins to operate in a quasi-propeller mode,
shedding energy into the flow field; this effect is more pronounced at lower wind
speeds because the wind speed contribution because of platform motion, compared to
the free-stream wind speed, is relatively larger. This is most clearly shown in Figure
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Figure 3.5. Percentage of time the simulated NREL 5-MW wind turbine operates
violates momentum balance assumptions.
3.5(a), where an increased occurrence of momentum balance breakdown for inboard
barge blade sections is because of the relative magnitude and frequency of the plat-
form motions. Systems associated with lower platform motion amplitudes result in
a decrease of momentum balance breakdowns, with breakdown occurrence increasing
radially. This is consistent with an expected decrease in induction toward the blade
tip. As is the case in the αgeo PSD analysis, the relatively low amplitude motions of
the TLP lead to responses that are similar to the monopile; however, there is some
deviation from this pattern toward the blade tip for below-rated operating condi-
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tions. Note that the amount of time the slip-stream assumption breaks down drops
precipitously with increasing wind speed (figures 3.5(b) and 3.5(c)), or alternatively,
with decreasing tip speed ratio, and the TLP behaves similarly to the monopile. Mo-
mentum balance assumptions would be adequate for either of these systems when
operating under rated or above-rated conditions.
3.6 Discussion
Reduced frequency analysis indicates that unsteady flow is significant for a large
portion of the inboard sections of a rotor blade. The sensitivity of αgeo to platform-
driven motions was identified and demonstrated the necessity of unsteady models that
are capable of correctly modeling skewed and shear flows. Aerodynamically relevant
platform DOFs that may lead to unsteady loading were identified for each of the
platform configurations: pitch for the barge, pitch and yaw for the spar-buoy, and
surge and pitch for the TLP. Additionally, the barge and spar-buoy floating systems
were shown to have a greater fraction of unsteady flow energy because of platform
motions than the TLP system.
The momentum balance analysis indicates that slip-stream violations are most
likely to occur for outboard blade sections, and the likelihood of occurrence increases
substantially with decreasing wind speed, or alternatively, increasing tip speed ratio.
While offshore sites may have high mean wind speeds, an offshore turbine will spend
a significant amount of time operating at below-rated conditions, where violations are
most likely to occur. Slip-stream breakdown occurrence is greater for floating systems
than for monopiles and this is attributed to the additional kinematics associated with
these systems.
This chapter has outlined potential reasons for why the flow field generated by
offshore floating wind turbine systems is more complex compared to conventional
offshore wind turbines, and how this complexity is manifested — it is directly linked
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to the increased DOFs of floating systems. Platform DOFs that may lead to unsteady
aerodynamic loading have been identified. The breakdown of the momentum balance
equations and the highly unsteady flow field of an offshore floating wind turbine
may require a more physically rigorous modeling scheme than BEM theory or other
dynamic-inflow-based methods can provide. Accurate aerodynamic load estimates
of offshore floating wind turbine systems will require aerodynamic analysis methods
that are capable of correctly modeling unsteady, skewed, and shear transitional flows
for rotors operating at high tip speed ratios.
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CHAPTER 4
A LIMITED SURVEY OF WIND TURBINE
AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS METHODS
The title for this chapter includes the qualifier “Limited Survey” because it does
not cover computational fluid dynamics (CFD). There are numerous studies that focus
solely on CFD analysis of wind turbines, and the free vortex wake method, which this
thesis discusses in detail, is sometimes coupled with CFD techniques. Still, CFD is
a very broad area of study and is beyond the scope of this work. This chapter
will discuss the commonly-used aerodynamic analysis techniques used by the wind
industry and will provide the theoretical framework that will make the remainder of
this dissertation clearer.
4.1 Chapter Outline
• Section 4.2 will discuss the blade element momentum theory.
• Section 4.3 will provide background on dynamic inflow approaches.
• Section 4.4 will provide information on generalized dynamic wake theory and
its roots in dynamic inflow models.
• Section 4.5 gives an overview of the NREL developed wind turbine analysis code
FAST.
• Section 4.6 provides an in-depth review of potential flow assumptions and their
use in developing advanced aerodynamic analysis approaches.
• Section 4.7 summarizes this chapter.
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4.2 Blade Element Momentum Theory
Blade Element Momentum (BEM) theory is one of the most commonly used aero-
dynamic analysis methods for modeling rotary-wing systems [40]. The rotor disk is
discretized into annular regions and a momentum balance is carried out across the
plane of each segment, as shown in Figure 4.1.
Stream tube boundary (mass flow rate is constant)
Freestreamvelocity
Rotating blades impart tangential component to downstream wind
Elemental          annulus
Actuator disk
Figure 4.1. Control volume associated with BEM theory momentum balance.
Performing a fixed-point iteration on axial induction, a, at each region yields
induced velocities, Uv, and loads (dFT , dFN , dFL, and dFD) to desired tolerances.
The vector components for the wind, inflow, and loads relative to an individual blade
element are illustrated in Figure 4.2.
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Algorithm 1 outlines how BEM may be implemented as part of an aerodynamic
analysis code (Based on AeroDyn [45] implementation).
Algorithm 1: Blade Element Momentum Theory Algorithm
Data: Turbine geometry and load conditions
Result: Turbine loads
1 Compute initial values for axial induction factor:
a = 1
4
(
2 + piσ′λr −
√
4− 4piσ′λr + piσ′λ2r (8θp + piσ′)
)
;
2 for all time steps do
3 while ∆a ≥ tol do
4 Compute inflow angle: ϕ = tan−1
(
U∞(1−a)+ve−op
Ωr(1−a′)+ve−ip
)
;
5 Compute tip loss factor: Ftip =
2
pi
cos−1 exp
(
−B(R−r)
2r sinϕ
)
;
6 Compute hub loss factor: Fhub =
2
pi
cos−1 exp
(
−B(r−Rhub)
2Rhub sinϕ
)
;
7 Compute total loss factor: F = FtipFhub;
8 Compute/table look-up Cl and Cd;
9 Compute elemental thrust coefficient: CT =
σ′(1−a)2(Cl cosϕ+Cd sinϕ)
sin2 ϕ
;
10 if CT ≥ 0.95F then
11 Use empirical correction: a =
18F−20−3
√
CT (50−30F )+12F (3F−4)
36F−50 ;
12 else
13 a =
[
1 + 4F sin
2 ϕ
σ′(Cl cosϕ+Cd sinϕ)
]−1
;
14 Correct for skewed flow: askew = a
(
1 + 15pir
32R
tan χ
2
cosψ
)
;
15 Compute tangential induction factor: a′ =
[
−1 + 4F sinϕ cosϕ
σ′(Cl sinϕ+Cd cosϕ)
]−1
;
Over the years, correction factors have been introduced to incorporate tip and
hub losses, effects of high tip speed ratios, and non-axisymmetric flow [8, 18, 45, 67].
BEM theory does not implicitly include time lag. Additionally, transient recirculation
phenomena are neglected when applying a momentum balance. BEM theory assumes
negligible spanwise flow, thereby making it inaccurate for heavily loaded turbines
[45]. Modifications to BEM theory, like the inclusion of dynamic inflow models,
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dynamic stall models, and empirical correction expressions, have been formulated
and used to address time lag and spanwise flow discrepancies. Additionally, three-
dimensional airfoil corrections may be incorporated through the modification of airfoil
tables [10, 16, 17, 70].
4.3 Dynamic Inflow
Asymmetry in the flow (skewed and/or sheared flow) combined with blade rota-
tion, blade flapping, wake interactions, and blade pitch inputs are all time-dependent
drivers that may result in unsteady angle of attack responses. Atmospheric phenom-
ena, like wind gusts, may also result in unsteady flow. These conditions introduce an
additional level of complexity to analysis codes that, if ignored, results in physically-
impossible instantaneous wind turbine load and performance responses. In reality, a
time lag in the response is expected; generally the response overshoots the steady-
state value, then approaches it asymptotically. Dynamic inflow models estimate this
response in a number of ways, ranging from application of a dynamic filtering scheme
[49] to the incorporation of inertial terms [52]. The simplest way to think of dynamic
inflow is illustrated in Equation 4.1 in the form of a system of ordinary differential
equations (ODEs).
C = Gv + Mv˙ (4.1)
Equation 4.1 presents the loads and moments acting on a wind turbine rotor as
the sum of steady and unsteady terms in a momentum balance. The steady terms are
computed via a matrix gain values, G. Unsteady terms are calculated using an inflow
inertia matrix, M, which is defined as an apparent mass and is often computed in
terms of an apparent spherical volume of air that surrounds the entire rotor [46] (or
a blade element when implemented in a discretized manner). This term introduces
a delayed load response to changes in inflow angles, behaving (from a very top-level
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perspective) like a low-pass filter — the greater the effective mass, the longer it takes
for the flow field to reach a new equilibrium state. A comparison between steady and
dynamic inflow responses in rotor thrust because of pitch change of a hypothetical
rotor is given in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3. Simulated thrust response of the modified NREL 5MW turbine via
blade element momentum theory using the Pitt and Peters dynamic inflow model,
U∞=11.4 ms−1 and λ=6.5.
Most dynamic inflow methods used in wind turbine analysis are rooted in work
conducted by the rotorcraft industry. As a result, it has been heavily investigated
by a large and diverse number of researchers [48, 50, 51, 60, 66, 69]. Carpenter
and Friedovich [12] were one of the first to look at dynamic inflow while investi-
gating “jump take-off,” where the overshoot in lift response associated with rapid
pitch changes may be used to get heavily loaded helicopters airborne. The resulting
dynamic thrust may be computed for a single annular element by
dT = 2ρ∞a (1− a)U2∞dA+maa˙U∞ (4.2)
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where the first and second terms are the steady and unsteady contributions, respec-
tively. The popular Pitt and Peters method [52] has been used in numerous appli-
cations including, most notably for the purposes of this dissertation, wind turbines
[8, 69]. Through a system of ODEs, unsteady inflow is related to rotor thrust and
pitching moments. Generally, a linear inflow distribution over the rotor is assumed,
v = v (r, ψ) = vo + vcr cosψ + vsr sinψ (4.3)
where vo, vc, and vs are the uniform, longitudinal, and lateral inflow contributions
over the rotor. To address the complete problem, however, the equations must be
discretized in a blade element approach [36]. Discretization of the Pitt and Peters
method for use in a BEM theory code yields Equation 4.2; this is how it is implemented
in the commercially-available GH Bladed code [8]. Many dynamic inflow methods
make a momentum balance assumption in their derivation. This assumption breaks
down for low wind speeds and during transitional flow phenomena. As a result, most
dynamic inflow methods may be ill-equipped to address the operating conditions
associated with an offshore floating wind turbine.
4.4 Generalized Dynamic Wake
Generalized Dynamic Wake (GDW) theory, developed by He Cheng Jian for ro-
torcraft [22] and extended to wind turbines by Akihiro Suzuki [69], is an extension
of the Pitt and Peters method and is based on a potential flow solution to Laplace’s
equation. GDW theory includes skewed wake aerodynamics and tip losses implicitly.
It also includes the dynamic wake effect, which is the time lag of the induced veloci-
ties created by the shedding and downstream convection of blade-generated vorticity.
The induced velocities in the rotor plane are described by a system of first-order dif-
ferential equations. Because iteration is not required to solve the system of equations,
dynamic stall models may be incorporated directly [45].
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GDW theory assumes lightly loaded rotors and its formulation assumes that the
induced velocities are small relative to the mean free-stream wind speed. GDW theory
becomes unstable at low wind speeds as viscous effects approach inertial effects in
magnitude and the flow field approaches the turbulent wake state [69]. GDW theory
does not account for wake rotation — though correction terms do exist — and assumes
the rotor plane is a flat disk, resulting in inaccurate predictions for the cases of
large coning or aeroelastic blade deformations. The most significant area of concern
as regards floating HAWTs is the inability of GDW to correctly model cross-rotor
recirculation flows, because of a violation of momentum balance assumptions; as an
extension of the Pitt and Peters model, it is subject to the same momentum balance
constraints.
4.5 FAST
A number of aero-hydrodynamic codes have been developed to predict the ex-
pected dynamics and performance of a floating wind turbine. FAST, an example of
such a code, is a freely available, comprehensive, aeroelastic simulator developed by
NREL [27]. FAST is capable of modeling the dynamics and performance of a wind
turbine system, given wind data and the physical properties of the system. Aerody-
namics are handled by the AeroDyn subroutines, which use BEM and GDW theory
[45] to compute aerodynamic loads. It has been evaluated by Germanischer Lloyd
WindEnergie and found suitable for “the calculation of onshore wind turbine loads for
design and certification.” [39] The HydroDyn [31] subroutines compute “the restoring
contributions of buoyancy and waterplane area from hydrostatics, the viscous drag
contributions from Morison’s equation, the added mass and damping contributions
from wave radiation, including free surface memory effects, and the incident wave
excitation from scattering in regular or irregular seas.” Mooring system loads are
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also calculated. In the absence of experimental OFWT data, FAST may be used to
simulate wind turbine and platform responses and performance time series.
4.6 Potential Flow Methods
Incompressible potential flow methods characterize the fluid region of interest to
be incompressible (Equation 4.4) and irrotational (Equation 4.5).
∇ ·U = 0 (4.4)
∇×U = ω = 0 (4.5)
The curl of the gradient of any twice-differentiable function goes to zero. Any
expression for velocity that is in terms of the gradient of twice-differentiable function
will satisfy the irrotational requirement of potential flow. Recognizing this, a potential
(scalar) function may be defined, ϕ, which is a twice-differentiable function, yielding
Equation 4.6.
U = ∇ϕ (4.6)
Taking the divergence of Equation 4.6 yields a form of Poisson’s Equation (in terms
of the rate of fluid expansion), Equation 4.7.
∇ ·U = ∇2ϕ (4.7)
Finally, applying the incompressibility condition results in Laplace’s equation, Equa-
tion 4.8, which describes incompressible potential flow in terms of the potential func-
tion, which in this case is a harmonic function known as the harmonic potential [53].
∇2ϕ = 0 (4.8)
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Note that these assumptions complement the observed flow physics of a wind
turbine. The external flow of a wind turbine rotor is nominally irrotational. Addi-
tionally, because of the large Reynolds numbers associated with typical aerodynamic
flows, the inertial forces in the flow field are significantly larger than the viscous
forces and the external flow may be modeled as an inviscid fluid. Because the Mach
number associated with wind turbine rotors is very low, the flow is safely assumed
to be incompressible. Note that low Mach number is not the only prerequisite for
incompressibility, though it is deemed sufficient here.
Because Laplace’s equation is linear, elementary flow solutions may be superim-
posed, allowing for the construction of highly complex flows. Vortex filaments are
an example of such an elementary flow, and these lines of concentrated vorticity are
used in a number of aerodynamic analysis formulations [2, 15, 24, 32].
4.6.1 Vortex Filament Structure and Properties
A vortex filament (or line vortex) is a very useful solution to the three-dimensional
Laplace Equation. It consists of a vorticity field of circulation strength Γ, concen-
trated onto a curve that is either closed or infinite in length.
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Figure 4.4. Diagrams illustrating influence of vortex segments.
Many researchers have investigated vortex filament structures and their dynamic
properties [6, 23, 57, 58, 75]. Because they are the building blocks for many potential
flow analysis methods, a thorough understanding of their mathematical structure
and resulting physical properties is required. The governing equation for vorticity,
derived from the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations and given by Equation 4.9,
is nonlinear.
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Dω
Dt
=
(
∂
∂t
+ U · ∇
)
ω ≡ ω · ∇U (4.9)
Note that the Helmholtz kinematic vortex theorems present themselves as a con-
sequence of Equation 4.9 [75]:
• The circulation strength of a vortex is constant along its length.
• A vortex filament must extend to the boundaries of the fluid or form a closed
path.
• A fluid element that is initially irrotational remains irrotational.
The circulation associated with a vortex filament is linked to vorticity via Stokes’
theorem, given by Equation 4.10.
Γ =
∮
U · dl =
∫∫
S
ω · ndS (4.10)
The the vorticity evolution equation describes the convection of vorticity, with velocity
induced by the vorticity distribution. This induced velocity may be computed via
Equation 4.11.
dU =
1
4pi
∫∫∫
V
∇× ω|r0 − r1|dV (4.11)
If the vorticity is concentrated onto a curve, as is the case for a vortex filament,
Equation 4.11 becomes the Biot-Savart law, given in differential form by Equation
4.12.
dU = − Γ
4pi
(r0 − r1)× dl
|r0 − r1|3
(4.12)
Alternatively, the differential form of the Biot-Savart law may be defined along the
filament, rather than in terms of an origin (Figure 4.4(a)). This more useful form of
the Biot-Savart law is given by Equation 4.13 and illustrated by Figure 4.4(b).
dU = − Γ
4pi
r× dl
|r|3 (4.13)
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Note that the self-induced velocity becomes logarithmically infinite for a curved
filament, and that for a straight filament the self-induced velocity is zero [6]. Curved
filaments, like those generated by rotors, require additional considerations to prevent
artificial singularities. This is the case even when approximating curved filaments via
straight segments. Practical work-arounds, namely vorticity distribution and vortex
core models, are discussed in the following section, Section 4.6.2.
4.6.2 Vortex Filament Methods and Models
When a lifting body, like a wing, passes through a flow field, vorticity is left in
the wake as a consequence of spanwise and temporal (or radial and azimuthal, in the
case of a rotor) changes in bound circulation. The resulting wake may be viewed as a
lattice, where trailing filaments are related to the spanwise bound circulation gradients
(∂Γ/∂x) and shed filaments are related to temporal variation in bound circulation
strength (∂Γ/∂t). This so-called vortex lattice wake representation is considered by
many researchers to be an efficient and flexible representation of a potentially complex
wake structure [24, 33, 36, 38]. Because the shed and trailing filament strengths are
computed as derivatives of the bound circulation, methods to compute the lift on a
lifting wing may serve as a starting point in the development of a vortex lattice wake.
4.6.2.1 Lifting-Line Theory
Lifting-line theory (LLT) was developed by Ludwig Prandtl during World War
I as a way to model a finite, three-dimensional lifting wing. In its simplest form, a
so-called horseshoe vortex is used to model the circulation in the domain of the wing.
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Figure 4.5. Lifting-line diagram for a rotor blade, illustrating trailing vorticity [36].
A bound vortex filament, or lifting-line, is fixed to the wing’s quarter-chord,
thereby satisfying (from thin airfoil theory) the Kutta condition, which dictates that
the vorticity along the trailing edge is zero. By the Helmholtz theorems, the bound
filament cannot start or end abruptly in the domain. As a result, a pair of trail-
ing vortex filaments of equal strength to the bound filament must extend from the
endpoints of the lifting-line, forming the horseshoe shape. This vortex ring is closed
in the far field by a starting vortex filament that is parallel to the bound vortex
and of equal strength. This simple example illustrates Kelvin’s circulation theorem
(Equation 4.14),
DΓ
Dt
= 0 (4.14)
which simply states that the circulation in the domain remains constant with time. A
higher resolution spanwise model may be obtained by superimposing multiple horse-
shoe vortices, illustrated in Figure 4.5. Discrete spanwise changes in lift may be
accounted for by a sheet of trailing filaments in this way, each of equal vorticity to
the change in bound vortex filament strength along the span.
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Figure 4.6. Vortex lattice wake structure, illustrating wake evolution between
timesteps.
Just as horseshoe vortices may be superimposed to obtain a spanwise variation in
circulation strength, flow unsteadiness may be modeled using shed vortex filaments in
the wake. These filaments are nominally parallel to the trailing edge of the wing and
equal to the temporal vorticity change in the bound vortex filament in accordance
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with Kelvin’s circulation theorem, Equation 4.14. Discretization of the spanwise lift
generated by a wing in this manner facilitates a closed solution to total lift generated
by a wing. The resulting unsteady wake becomes an evolving lattice, as shown in
Figure 4.6, where trailing vortex filaments are related to the spanwise lifting-line
circulation gradients and shed vortex filaments are related to temporal variation in
lifting-line circulation strength.
A relationship between the bound circulation strength and the spanwise lift dis-
tribution in the vortex lattice must be defined. Additionally, the bound circulation
strength must be coupled to the velocity induced by the evolving wake. The Biot-
Savart law may be used to compute the velocity induced by the wake. The final rela-
tionship needed to close the problem, the Kutta-Joukowski theorem, relates the bound
circulation strength and the spanwise lift. The common form of the Kutta-Joukowski
theorem, Equation 4.15, relates the lift force per unit span to the circulation strength,
Γ [2].
L′ =
1
2
ρ∞U2∞Clcdy = ρ∞U∞Γ (4.15)
Together, the Biot-Savart law and the Kutta-Joukowski theorem provide the tools
necessary to determine the response of a lifting surface to wake induction.
4.6.2.2 Vortex Models
Studies of tip vortex pairs indicate that each trailing filament influences the sta-
bility of the other, thereby increasing the effective turbulence intensity in the wake.
Additionally, the development, growth, and decay of vortices is important in deter-
mining the persistence of vortex filaments and their impact on induced velocities in
the flowfield. This is difficult to replicate using purely mathematical models. As a
result, a number of vortex models have been developed that are based on general
empirical observations.
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Figure 4.7. Smoke visualization of a tip vortex generated by a rotor blade illustrating
laminar, transitional and turbulent regions [36].
Figure 4.7 shows a cross-section of a tip vortex emanating from a rotating blade,
revealing the radial structure of a real vortex. There are three identifiable regions in
this vortex:
1. A laminar core region
2. A transition region with eddies of varying size
3. A turbulent outer region
Figure 4.7 indicates that there are a range of length and time scales present in a real
vortex [14, 36]. The concentric layers of the vortex, however, are what most models
tend to focus on. Table 4.1 lists some of the most popular vortex models in terms of
normalized vortex core radius, r = r/rc.
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Table 4.1. Commonly used vortex models
Model Name Equation
Potential flow Uθ (r) =
1
r
Γ
2pirc
Rankine vortex [35] Uθ (r) =
{
r Γ
2pirc
, for 0 ≤ r ≤ 1
1
r
Γ
2pirc
, for r ≥ 1
Lamb-Oseen [35] Uθ (r) =
1
r
Γ
2pirc
[1− exp (−αr2)]
Vastisas [73] Uθ (r) =
Γ
2pirc
r
(1+r2n)
1/n
Scully [64] Uθ (r) =
Γ
2pirc
r
(1+r2)
Ramasamy-Leishman [56] Uθ (r) =
1
r
Γ
2pirc
[
1−
3∑
n=1
a (Rev)n exp (−b (Rev)n r2)
]
All but one of the models listed in Table 4.1 assumes a laminar vortex structure.
This assumption is valid near the vortex core and for low vortex Reynolds numbers,
Rev =
Γ
ν
(4.16)
where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. At high Rev, the transition layer
depicted in Figure 4.7 becomes more prominent. The model proposed by Ramasamy
and Leishman [56] attempts to address this region by assuming self-similarity with
respect to Rev. To obtain a “relatively parsimonious” mathematical representation
of the velocity profile, the model was rewritten to be a curve fit [55], which is what
is presented in the Table. In the Equation, an and bn are curve-fitting constants that
vary with Rev.
Vortex diffusion and core growth are really the same problem and are because of
two primary mechanisms:
• Viscous forces within the core
• Interactions with atmospheric conditions
Additional models have been developed to predict core diffusion and growth as a
function of time; most have their origins in the models given in Table 4.1. Because
of the mixing that takes place because of turbulence, vorticity should diffuse much
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faster than predicted by laminar models. Moreover, there are indications that filament
instability and interaction may play a more important role in turbulence generation
[75]. The average turbulent parameter, αL, is an empirical quantity that is typically
incorporated directly into the laminar models, making them diffuse in a manner more
representative of a turbulent flow [4]. An example is the modified Lamb-Oseen model,
given by Equation 4.17.
rc =
√
4αLδνt (4.17)
Equation 4.17 includes an additional variable, the turbulent viscosity coefficient δ.
Unfortunately, none of the models given in Table 4.1 satisfactorily addresses all of
the regions associated with real vortices, though each has some validity within some
region of a vortex and for some value of Rev.
4.6.3 Free Vortex Wake Models
Vortex filaments may be used to characterize the wake generated by a wind tur-
bine rotor, which in turn may be used to estimate the loads acting on the rotor. Such
Lagrangian vortex methods are either prescribed or free vortex wake methods. A
priori determination of node positions via experimental data provides the framework
for the discrete vorticity field generated by prescribed vortex methods. Such post-
dictive methods provide more insight than may be obtained from experimentation
alone. However, these methods are strictly limited in application, and extrapolation
of results beyond the original test conditions is ill-advised. It is better to think of
prescribed vortex methods as higher-order curve fits of potential flow elements to
experimental data.
The vorticity transport equation (Equation 4.9) may be expanded as shown in
Equation 4.18.
Dω
Dt
=
∂ω
∂t
+ (U · ∇)ω︸ ︷︷ ︸
advection
= (ω · ∇) U︸ ︷︷ ︸
stretching
+ ν∇2ω︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion
(4.18)
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In agreement with the assumptions associated with potential flow, the vortex elements
move as material lines with the local fluid flow. The external flow is inviscid, so the
diffusion term may be neglected and the equation reframed in Equation 4.19 as an
advection problem,
∂ω
∂t
= (ω · ∇) U− (U · ∇)ω (4.19)
where the advection equation that describes the motion of the material lines is given
by Equation 4.20.
dx
dt
= U (4.20)
The azimuthal position, ψ, and wake age, ζ, may be used to define the position of
a Lagrangian marker, x, allowing 4.20 to be rewritten with respect to the rotor as
Equation 4.21.
dx
dt
=
∂ψ
∂t
∂x
∂ψ
+
∂ζ
∂t
∂x
∂ζ
= Ω
(
∂x
∂ψ
+
∂x
∂ζ
)
= U (4.21)
Note that the local fluid velocity in the rotor reference frame U is made up of contri-
butions from the free stream, induced velocities, and the platform motions (Equation
2.2), as shown in Equation 4.22.
U = U∞ + Uinduced + Uplatform (4.22)
The term Uplatform, defined earlier by Equation 2.2, acts as a perturbation term on
the wake nodes, thereby influencing how they convect downstream. This additional
forcing term is what distinguishes OFWTs from conventional wind turbines.
Free vortex wake methods (FVM) also generate a vorticity field using discrete
vortex filaments. Unlike prescribed vortex methods, however, FVM allows the vortex
filaments to convect and stretch in the flow field.
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Figure 4.8. Diagram of freely convecting tip vortex nodes. Adapted from [36].
The wake, computed using FVM, moves with the local free-stream velocity and
will more accurately represent the wake shape and the resulting inflow. Phenomena
related to physically-realistic wakes, like the tip roll-up demonstrated in Figure 4.6,
may be modeled using FVM. Also, as the motion of the OFWT may pitch the rotor
into and out of the wake generated by an earlier time step, the ability to characterize
the wake (and associated transient conditions) as a function of time may yield more
accurate results. While FVM requires more computational resources than other first-
order methods, it explicitly captures the flowfield physics without the addition of ad
hoc corrections or the significantly greater computational resources required by CFD
methods.
4.7 Discussion
Each of the aerodynamic analysis approaches described in this chapter rely on sim-
plifying assumptions. Without these assumptions, solutions may not be possible, but
these assumptions also limit the applicability of their associated approaches. BEM,
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most dynamic inflow approaches, and GDW all assume momentum balance across
the rotor disk. Potential flow methods, such as FVM, assume an irrotational, incom-
pressible, inviscid external flow field. Lifting line theory assumes that the circulation
associated with a lifting surface may be concentrated onto a single bound vortex fil-
ament oriented along the span of the quarter-chord line, with the flow orthogonal
to this bound line. Applying FVM to a situation where compressibility effects are
likely and applying GDW to a high tip speed ratio case may yield solutions, but these
solutions are obtained through violations of the fundamental assumptions made in
developing these approaches.
By determining how often the situations that violate these assumptions occur,
one obtains a better understanding of the applicability of these analysis techniques.
With the lack of experimental OFWT data, this becomes even more important when
modeling these complex wind energy systems.
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CHAPTER 5
THE WAKE INDUCED DYNAMICS SIMULATOR
(WINDS)
Higher-order methods able to capture more physics than momentum balance
methods, while remaining less computationally expensive than fully-discretized Navier-
Stokes solutions, represent a middle ground that could improve performance estima-
tion and turbine design. Free vortex models (FVM) are an example of such an “en-
gineering level” method, utilizing freely convecting and deforming vortex filaments
to model the rotor wake, which in turn drives the inflow at the rotor. This coupling
between the wake and the rotor yields a robust method, able to address the various
aforementioned modeling challenges unique to floating wind turbines.
The Wake Induced Dynamics Simulator (WInDS) is an in-house, time-marching
FVM code that has been developed at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst
with the express purpose of modeling the aerodynamics of an offshore floating wind
turbine to a higher degree of accuracy than is possible via momentum balance meth-
ods, natively incorporates the multiple DOFs present in OFWTs. This chapter will
describe the implementation and testing of the WInDS code.
5.1 Chapter Outline
• Section 5.2 defines the coordinate systems used by WInDS and describes the
methods used to transform between systems.
• Section 5.3 describes how vortex elements are represented numerically in WInDS.
• Section 5.4 outlines the numerical integration and minimization approaches used
in WInDS.
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• Section 5.5 outlines the WInDS algorithm.
• Section 5.6 provides validation, including analytical (elliptical wing) and qual-
itative (rotor advance ratio) cases, code-to-code (comparisons to momentum
balance method results), and wind tunnel rotor experiments.
• Section 5.7 summarizes this chapter.
5.2 Coordinate Systems
The wind turbine blades are defined in the blade coordinate system (BCS), with
leading and trailing edges and station points defined relative to spanwise station
location and chord. The velocities in this coordinate system are used to compute
the angles of attack along the span, and in turn the spanwise lift coefficients via
table lookup. The motions of a floating wind turbine and the free-stream wind,
however, are defined in the inertial coordinate system (ICS). To compute the motion-
induced velocities at the spanwise station points, the position vectors of these points
are transformed from the BCS to the ICS, and differentiated with respect to time
to obtain the motion-induced velocities. To compute the spanwise angles of attack,
the ICS-based motion-induced velocities are added to the free-stream wind and the
wake-induced velocities at the station points, then transformed back into the BCS.
The ICS is defined from the origin located at the water line of the floating system
at its nominal position, by the x-axis downwind, the z-axis normal to the sea surface
(vertical), and the y-axis as the cross product of the z and x axes (lateral), as shown
in Figure 5.1. The platform motions, free-stream wind, and convecting wake nodes
are defined in this system. The BCS is defined from the origin located at the blade
or wing root on the quarter-chord line, by the chordwise x-axis (positive toward the
trailing edge), the spanwise z-axis (positive toward the blade tip), and the y-axis
as the cross product of the z and x axes. Direction cosine matrices [34] (DCMs)
associated with rotations because of platform yaw, pitch, and roll, nacelle yaw, shaft
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tilt, blade azimuthal angle, cone angle, blade pitch, and spanwise twist about each
of the corresponding axes of rotation are used to transform the leading and trailing
edges and station points from the BCS to the ICS.
x(surge & roll)
z(heave & yaw)
y(sway & pitch)
x(chord)
z(span)
y(normal)
Inertial Coordinate System
Blade Coordinate System
Figure 5.1. Primary reference coordinate systems used by WInDS.
Coordinates of the blade stations on the quarter-chord line (xc/4) and trailing edge
(xTE) in the ICS are used to compute a transformation matrix, AICS→BCS, mapping
velocities computed in the ICS to the BCS for calculation of the spanwise angle of
attack. The transformation matrix is given by Equation 5.1 in terms of xc/4, xTE, and
the spanwise differences between blade stations on the quarter-chord line (∆xc/4).
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AICS→BCS =

xTE−xc/4
|xTE−xc/4|
∆xc/4
|∆xc/4| ×
xTE−xc/4
|xTE−xc/4|
∆xc/4
|∆xc/4|
 (5.1)
5.3 Vortex Model Implementation
5.3.1 Biot-Savart Law
As was discussed in Section 4.6.1, The Biot-Savart law (Equation 5.2) is derived
by applying Green’s theorem to Poisson’s equation, which assumes an incompressible
flow.
dU = − Γ
4pi
(r0 − r1)× dl
|r0 − r1|3
(5.2)
The induced velocity at a point of interest approaches infinity as the orthogonal
distance between the point of interest and the vortex filament decreases. This singu-
larity poses a problem, particularly near the blade tip because of tip roll-up and the
resulting bunching up of filaments. Widnall [75] demonstrated via method of matched
asymptotic expansion (MAE) that including a cutoff radius, δ, which removes the po-
tential flow singularity, is mathematically consistent and asymptotically valid under
the previously mentioned potential flow restrictions. Equation 5.3 demonstrates how
a cutoff radius, δ, may be included in Equation 5.2.
dU = − Γ
4pi
(r0 − r1)× dl(|r0 − r1|2 + δ2)3/2 (5.3)
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Figure 5.2. Diagram of relevant vectors for discretized Biot-Savart law formulation.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the vector relationship used by WInDS in computing the
velocity induced at a point in space, P, because of a straight vortex filament segment.
The Biot-Savart law without and with a cutoff radius, given by Equations 5.2 and
5.3, respectively, may be reformulated in terms of the vectors r1, r2, and L, as shown
by Equations 5.4 and 5.5.
Uinduced =
Γ
4pi
(|r1|+ |r2|) (r1 × r2)
|r1| |r2| (|r1| |r2|+ r1 · r2) (5.4)
Uinduced =
Γ
4pi
(|r1|+ |r2|) (r1 × r2)
|r1| |r2| (|r1| |r2|+ r1 · r2) + (δ |L|)2
(5.5)
These vectors are readily computed in terms of the wake nodes generated at each
timestep in WInDS.
5.3.1.1 Accuracy of Biot-Savart Implementation
Determining the accuracy of curved filament discretization using straight lines
requires comparison to analytical solutions; much of this work has been done by
Gupta and Leishman [19]. Beyer [3] used the Biot-Savart law as implemented in
WInDS to perform a similar analysis to that performed by Gupta and Leishman.
While Beyer’s work centered on the use of curved vortex filaments, he worked with
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the author of this dissertation to conduct accuracy analysis on straight-line filaments
as well.
Æ×
R
ICSz
ICSy
ICSx
straight-line vortex filament
curved vortex filament
filament point
point of interest
Figure 5.3. Vortex ring discretized via straight-line in terms of azimuth angle δθ [3].
The induction generated by the vortex ring shown in Figure 5.3 may be computed
directly via Equations 5.6 and 5.7,
Uz =
Γ
2pi
√
(R + r)2 + z2
[
K (k) +
R2 − r2 − z2
(R− r)2 + z2E (k)
]
(5.6)
Ur =
Γ
2pi
√
(R + r)2 + z2
z
r
[
K (k)− R
2 + r2 + z2
(R− r)2 + z2E (k)
]
(5.7)
where K(k) and E(k) are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind,
defined in terms of the modulus, k, defined by Equation 5.8.
k2 =
4rR
(R + r)2 + Z2
(5.8)
The straight-line filaments were discretized in terms of ∆θ and the relative error
between the WInDS-computed axial induction and the analytical solution for a vortex
ring given in Equation 5.6 was computed. The relative errors are given in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4. Relative error of axial velocity calculation using straight-line discretiza-
tion of vortex ring [3].
The trends match the results obtained by Gupta and Leishman [19], which helps
to validate the Biot-Savart implementation in WInDS. Note that the flow is purely
potential — there is no core model or cutoff distance. As a result, there is a singularity
on the vortex ring itself. Also note that the relative error for ∆θ = 10◦ is between
5–10%. Computational resources will limit the discretization level of a simulation;
∆θ = 10◦ may be a viable compromise between accuracy and computational costs.
The order of accuracy may be obtained by computing the root mean square (RMS
or L2 norm) of the relative errors, as shown in Figure 5.5. The trend line demonstrates
that this straight-line segmentation of a vortex ring is second-order accurate, though
this trend fails for ∆θ > 10◦.
The wake of a rotor is nominally helical (Figure 5.6(a)) in form and may also
be skewed (Figure 5.6(b)) due to operation in a yawed position with respect to the
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Figure 5.5. L2 norm of the relative error of axial velocity calculation using straight-
line discretization of vortex ring [3].
freestream wind. Gupta and Leishman [19] demonstrated that a discretization of
∆θ = 0.0005◦ is sufficient to represent vortex helices. Relative error analysis and
calculation of the L2 norms matched results obtained by Gupta and Leishman and
demonstrated that straight-line segmentation continues to be second-order accurate
for both unskewed and skewed helices or varying pitches (Figure 5.7), with errors on
the order of 10% for ∆θ = 10◦. As with the vortex ring, the second-order L2 norm
trend fails for ∆θ > 10◦.
5.3.2 Vortex Core Models
Because Equation 5.5 is asymptotically valid, more sophisticated internal vortex
models may also be applied with confidence. This opens the door to vortex core mod-
els, which incorporate core growth as a function of time and viscosity-like effects to
address the near-infinite induced velocities near the idealized filament obtained from
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Figure 5.6. Helical vortex generated by ∆θ = 0.0005◦ discretized via straight-line
in terms of azimuth angle ∆θ [3].
potential flow. Vortex core models have been developed via experimental observations
of real vortices, then nondimensionalized and mathematically generalized such that
they maintain physical validity when extrapolated beyond the testing range of the
original experiments [36]. Vortex core models are an engineering solution; their abil-
ity to address the discrepancies between potential flow methods and physical reality
makes them extremely useful, despite the minimal hand-waving that is involved.
Vortex core models have a significant effect on the stability and accuracy of FVM
codes. A simple example is the Lamb-Oseen model [35], which defines the core radius
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(rc) in terms of the kinematic viscosity (ν), age of the vortex (t), and an empirical
constant associated with the Lamb-Oseen model (αL = 1.25643), as illustrated by
Equation 5.9.
rc =
√
4αLνt (5.9)
Defining the core radius growth rate as a function of vortex Reynolds number (Rev =
Γ/ν) yields a physically-consistent model able to simulate transitional flow within the
vortex. WInDS uses the Leishman-Ramasamy model [57], given by Equation 5.10,
rc =
√
r20 + 4αLν (1 + a1Rev) t (5.10)
which is valid for Reynolds numbers ranging from 1000 to 1 × 106 and uses the
additional coefficient a1 = 6.5 × 10−5, an empirical constant associated with the
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average eddy-viscosity across the vortex. The initial core radius r0 addresses the
vortex singularity at t0 and is determined via 5.9, where t0 is computed via Equation
5.11 in terms of tip radius (R), tip speed ratio (λ), and free-stream wind (U∞).
t0 =
2piR
12λU∞
(5.11)
An additional consideration is filament straining, a consequence of the freely con-
vecting wake nodes. The Helmholtz vortex theorems dictate that the net strength of
a vortex filament must remain constant. From Figure 5.2 it is clear that if a straight-
line vortex filament stretches (∆ |L| > 0), the vortex core size must decrease, resulting
in an effective vortex core radius (reff), illustrated by Equation 5.12.
reff = rc
( |L|+ ∆ |L|
|L|
)−1/2
(5.12)
The induced velocity profile because of the core is included via a viscous parameter,
Cν , derived from the Vatistas vortex models [73] and given by Equation 5.13,
Cν =
|h|2(
r2neff + |h|2n
)1/n (5.13)
where n is an integer value associated with the velocity profile and h is the orthogonal
vector from the vortex filament to the point of interest (refer to Figure 5.2). The
Kaufmann (Scully) vortex [64] is obtained for n = 1. The Lamb-Oseen model is
approximated for n = 2. The solid-body rotation model associated with the Rankine
vortex is approached as n → ∞. This viscous parameter may be expanded and
simplified in terms of the readily-known vector quantities in Figure 5.2, as given in
Equation 5.14.
Cν =
[
(|L| |r1|)2 − (L · r1)2
|L|2
][
r2neff +
(
(|L| |r1|)2 − (L · r1)2
|L|2
)n]−1/n
(5.14)
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The discretized Biot-Savart law, Equation 5.4, may be modified to include this viscous
parameter, resulting in Equation 5.15.
Uinduced =
CνΓ
4pi
(|r1|+ |r2|) (r1 × r2)
|r1| |r2| (|r1| |r2|+ r1 · r2) (5.15)
Equations 5.4, 5.5, and 5.15 compute the velocity induced by a finite vortex fila-
ment corresponding to purely potential flow, cutoff radius, and viscous core models,
respectively. Equations 5.5 and 5.15 both address the induction singularity of Equa-
tion 5.4. Equation 5.5 accomplishes this using an analyst-defined cutoff radius, while
Equation 5.15 relies more on the local flow characteristics, as framed by experimental
models. Figure 5.8 compares the normalized induced velocity obtained using both
cutoff radius and viscous core approaches.
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Figure 5.8. Comparison of cutoff radius and viscous core models.
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5.4 Numerical Methods
5.4.1 Numerical Integration of Wake Nodes
A FVM code convects the wake downstream from one timestep (∆t) to the next
via numerical integration. The simplest method is the forward, or explicit, Euler
(FE) integration scheme, which is given by Equation 5.16,
xt+∆t = xt + Ut∆t (5.16)
where Ut and xt are the velocity and position vectors of a wake node, respectively, at
time t. This method has an order of error equal to the square of ∆t and is therefore
considered first-order accurate. FE methods are simple to implement, but can be
unstable for stiff or nonlinear problems [13].
Predictor-corrector methods consist of a prediction step, which computes an es-
timate of the integrated function at the next timestep, and a corrector step that
refines the estimate. Oftentimes, explicit and implicit methods are paired off as pre-
dictors and correctors, as implicit methods require estimates of the time derivative
of the function at the next timestep. WInDS uses FE as a predictor and corrects the
integration using an implicit integrator. The resulting method, predictor-corrector
central (PCC), is given by Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Predictor-Corrector Central (PCC)
Data: Positions and velocities at current time step, t
Result: Positions and velocities at next time step, t+ ∆t
1 Use forward Euler as predictor: xt+∆t = xt + Ut∆t;
2 Compute velocities at newly-predicted locations (for WInDS, induction via
Biot-Savart law): Ut+∆t = f (xt+∆t);
3 Correct prediction: xt+∆t = xt +
∆t
2
(Ut+∆t + Ut);
The function f given in step 2 of Algorithm 2 represents the series of WInDS functions
associated with updating the wake filament locations and strengths, computing the
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vortex core sizes, and calculating the induced velocity throughout the wake via the
Biot-Savart law. This method requires an additional set of Biot-Savart calculations
to update the induced velocities at the wake nodes, but is second-order accurate and
more robust than single equation methods.
5.4.2 Accuracy and Stability of Numerical Integration Schemes
Section 5.3.1.1 demonstrated that straight-line discretization of the wake is second-
order accurate. However, this level of accuracy is possible only if the numerical
method used to convect the wake is stable. The linearized stability of the numerical
integration may be analyzed, though it must be recognized that the evolution of the
wake is a nonlinear problem. Stability of the linearized problem is therefore necessary,
but not sufficient, for numerical stability of the convected wake.
Consider the representative first-order ordinary differential equation (ODE), Equa-
tion 5.17,
u′ = λu+ aeµt (5.17)
where λ, µ, and a are constants and t = n∆t, where n is the time step index. Various
numerical integration schemes (like Equation 5.16 and Algorithm 2) may be applied to
this equation, thereby converting it from an ODE into an ordinary difference equation
(O∆E). As this is how the integrated solution will be computed — numerically via
discrete steps versus continuous via analytical solution — it is the stability of the
O∆E that is of interest. Note that the exact solution for Equation 5.17 is given by
Equation 5.18.
u (t) = u0e
λt + a
(
eµt − eλt
µ− λ
)
(5.18)
Substituting Equation 5.17 into Equation 5.16,
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un+1 = un + u
′
n∆t
= un + ∆t
(
λun + ae
µn∆t
)
(5.19)
which yields the characteristic polynomial P (σ) for the forward Euler integration
scheme,
P (σ) = σ − 1− λ (∆t) = 0 (5.20)
where σ are the roots of the polynomial. Because principal eigenvalue (root) for
Equation 5.20 is only O (∆t), FE is first-order accurate.
Formulation of the characteristic polynomial for the PCC method (Algorithm 2)
requires that the predictor equation be substituted into the corrector equation [37].
Following steps similar to those for the FE method results in Equation 5.21.
P (σ) = σ − 1− λ (∆t)− λ
2 (∆t)2
2
= 0 (5.21)
This equation equals the characteristic equation for the second-order Runge–Kutta
(RK2) integration scheme, verified by review of Lomax [37]. A closer look at Algo-
rithm 2 shows that it is actually RK2, though it will continue to be referred to as PCC
throughout the dissertation for consistency and to highlight its origins with Bhagwat
and Leishman [5]. Note that the characteristic equation presented by Bhagwat and
Leishman for the PCC method, Equation 5.22,
P (σ) = σ
(
1− λ (∆t)
2
)
−
(
1 +
λ (∆t)
2
)
= 0 (5.22)
matches the characteristic equation for the trapezoid method — the predictor has
not been substituted into the corrector.
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Clearly, to maintain the second-order accuracy afforded by straight-line discretiza-
tion of the wake, FE is inadequate. Stability must also be considered; absolute nu-
merical stability requires that Equation 5.23 be satisfied.
|σ (λ)| ≤ 1 (5.23)
where λ = iω∆t, with ω representing the spatial wave number.
The eigenvalues computed from the characteristic polynomials may be plotted
with this condition at a function of ω∆t, thereby providing a visual representation of
stability regions (Figure 5.9). The area outside of the region bounded by the circle
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Figure 5.9. Eigenvalue stability plots of forward Euler and predictor-corrector cen-
tral methods.
represents unstable values of ω∆t. In addition to being low–order, FE is unstable
for all values of ω∆t. The PCC/RK2 method yields a neutrally stable solution for
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moderate values of ω∆t, while the PCC/Trapezoid method presented by Bhagwat
and Leishman is neutrally stable for all values. The “mild” instability demonstrated
by the PCC/RK2 method is not considered a serious problem [37]; additionally, this
method successfully used in problems involving periodic advection of a flow.
The Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition is another condition for numerical
stability [37] and is the ratio of the distance traveled by a wave in one time step to
mesh spacing. Equation 5.24 presents the CFL condition,
u∆t
∆x
 1 (5.24)
where u is the velocity and ∆x is the grid size. This condition arises from the Fourier
(von Neumann) stability analysis approach. It is a necessary stability condition, but
not a sufficient one. In practical application, it is used as a guide for estimating the
reliability of a method and in the selection of time steps for general problems [37],
although it is a strong requirement for oscillating solutions. As such, it will be used
to verify the potential stability of simulations later on in the dissertation.
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5.4.3 Root-Finding Approaches to the Kutta-Joukowski Theorem
WInDS currently employs two root-finding methods in solving for the bound circu-
lation strength via the Kutta-Joukowski theorem: fixed-point iteration and a hybrid
method. Algorithm 3 outlines how fixed-point iteration is performed in WInDS:
Algorithm 3: Fixed-Point Iteration Used by WInDS
Data: Turbine geometry and wake properties
Result: Updated bound circulation strength
1 while ∆Γbound ≥ tol do
2 Use Biot-Savart law to compute induced velocities on the lifting-line,
because of influence of bound and wake filaments;
3 Compute spanwise angles of attack from induced velocities;
4 Compute/table look-up Cl and Cd;
5 Compute new bound circulation strength via Kutta-Joukowski theorem;
6 Multiply difference between old and new bound circulation strengths by a
relaxation factor. “Relaxed” update is applied to bound circulation
strength;
7 Update shed and trailed filaments to satisfy Kelvin’s theorem;
Though simple to implement, fixed-point iteration can be unstable, requiring small
relaxation factor values and additional iterations to obtain convergence [2]. Faster
methods, like Newton-Raphson, use the derivative of the function of interest to pro-
vide better estimates with each successive iteration. However, because it is an un-
bounded method, it is susceptible to overshoot and must also use a relaxation factor.
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The hybrid method used by WInDS is the bounded Dekker-Brent method (de-
scribed by Algorithm 4) which combines the bisection and the secant methods [54].
Algorithm 4: Dekker-Brent Iteration Used by WInDS
Data: Turbine geometry and wake properties
Result: Updated bound circulation strength
1 Calculate the bound circulation strengths associated with angles of attack
greater than and less than the nominal first guess: α± = α± α∆, with α∆
determined by the user, yielding Γα+ and Γα− ;
2 while ∆Γbound ≥ tol do
3 Set a condition flag: z = 1;
4 Set αq = αp = α−;
5 Use secant rule: α = α+ − Γ+ α+−α−Γ+−Γ− ;
6 if (a) α is not between 0.25 (3α− + α+) or α+, (b) z = 1 and
|α− α+| ≥ 0.5 |α− αq|, (c) z = 0 and |α− α+| ≥ 0.5 |αq − αp|, (d) z = 1
and |α+ − αq| < tol, (e) z = 0 and |αq − αp| < tol then
7 Use bisection method: α = 0.5 (α− + α+);
8 Set z = 1;
9 else
10 Set z = 0;
11 Compute Γα;
12 Set αp = αq and αq = α+ ;
13 if Γα−Γα < 0 then
14 α+ = α;
15 else
16 α− = α;
While more complex than fixed-point iteration, Dekker-Brent will converge quickly
as long as the solution exists between the Γα+ and Γα− set by the user. If the initial
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bounds for Γ are violated, WInDS reverts back to the fixed-point iteration method.
While this method is faster for steady-state problems, numerical instabilities have
been observed.
5.5 WInDS Algorithm
The preceding sections described the theory behind the various functions used by
WInDS. Algorithm 5 outlines their implementation in the WInDS code:
Algorithm 5: WInDS Algorithm
Data: Turbine geometry and load conditions
Result: Turbine loads and wake geometry
1 Import turbine geometry and load conditions (Sections 10 & 10);
2 Determine position of blade nodes via rotation sequence (see Section 5.2).;
3 Compute velocity of blade nodes because of platform, turbine and rotor
motions;
4 Determine initial values for spanwise Cl and Γbound using BEM theory (see
Algorithm 1);
5 for all time steps (Section 10) do
6 Compute Γshed and Γtrail;
7 Compute vortex core size, including filament strain effects (see Equations
5.10 and 5.12);
8 Compute induction at all wake nodes via Biot-Savart law (see Equations
5.5, 5.13, and 5.15);
9 Convect wake nodes via numerical integration (see Section 5.4.1);
10 Compute new Γbound via iteration on Kutta-Joukowski theorem (see
Equation 4.15 and Section 5.4.3);
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5.6 Validation Results
A series of validation cases were conducted to provide some basis for applying
WInDS to offshore floating wind turbine cases, for which no aerodynamic experimen-
tal data is currently available. The validation cases include analytical (elliptical wing)
and qualitative (rotor advance ratio) cases, code-to-code (comparisons to momentum
balance method results), and wind tunnel rotor experiments. The following sections
describe the results obtained from each of the cases.
5.6.1 Elliptical Wing
The spanwise induced angle of attack of an untwisted elliptical wing is constant
[2, 32]; therefore, the lift coefficient is also constant across the wing and equals the
total lift coefficient, which may be determined analytically. This makes the elliptical
wing an ideal test case for an aerodynamic analysis method. Assuming a flat plate
airfoil (dCl/dα = 2pi), classical LLT indicates that the lift coefficient of an elliptical
wing is a function of only the aspect ratio (A) and the geometric angle of attack, α,
as shown in Equation 5.25.
CLelliptical =
2pi
1 + 2
A
α (5.25)
The A of an elliptical wing (Equation 5.26) may be expressed in terms of the root
chord of the wing (croot) and the wingspan (b).
Aelliptical =
4b
picroot
(5.26)
For fixed croot, the wing becomes infinite in span as A → ∞. Alternatively, the 3D
wing approaches the 2D airfoil and the theoretical maximum CL; in this limit, there
are no tip losses.
The effect of wake deflection because of downwash may also be included via first-
order analysis. McCormick [42] assumed the wake is deflected from the free-stream
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wind downward by the induced angle of attack, extending to the Trefftz plane. He
obtained a closed form solution (Equation 5.27) by assuming elliptical loading, which
is expressed in terms of Equation 5.25 and an additional factor, both functions ofA
and α.
CLMcCormick = CLelliptical
[
1− 4α
2
(2 +A)2
]
(5.27)
A 10 m wingspan was selected for the elliptical wing validation cases. Aspect ra-
tios of 6 and 18 were selected; 6 represents the lower end of LLT validity and 18 is
comparable to utility-scale wind turbine blades geometries. The elliptical wing ge-
ometry was discretized using the cosine distribution method, placing control points
at equi-angle increments, resulting in more spanwise stations at the wingtips than
at the root. Since bound vortex strength can vary a great deal near the wingtips, it
is desirable to have higher filament resolution for these outboard sections. However,
care must be taken in determining the number of control points to use. Using a
large number of control points (N) may result in chord-wise strip segments that are
narrower in width than the nominal core radius. A significant fraction of the induced
velocity at the quarter-chord of the wing is therefore computed from inner vortex (vis-
cous, non-potential) models rather than outer vortex (potential flow) contributions.
Other discretization schemes and vortex models may be used, though it is understood
that accurate solutions near the wingtips are hard to obtain using discrete methods
[44, 75], even using CFD models.
5.6.1.1 Static Elliptical Wing
Vortex core model selection is expected to have a profound impact on elliptical
wing load estimates and wake evolution. Eight vortex core models were selected for
comparison: a coreless, purely potential flow case, four cases corresponding to various
cutoff radii, and three cases corresponding to viscous core models with varying velocity
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profile indices (refer to Equation 5.13). The 10 s simulations, numerically integrated
via FE, were conducted with a timestep of 0.1 s using 40 spanwise control points. The
resulting spanwise Cl distributions for theA = 6 wind geometry are given in Figure
5.10, comparing the estimates to the McCormick approximation. The coreless and
n = 2 solutions diverged quite early in the simulations; the converged results presented
for these two cases were obtained by omitting the induced velocity contributions of
the most outboard trailing filaments. These solutions are therefore incomplete, but
presented for comparison to the obtained valid solutions.
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Figure 5.10. Spanwise static Cl distribution of elliptical wing using different vortex
core models.
Note that all of the vortex core models, except the Rankine model (n =∞), yield
spanwise Cl distributions that compare favorably with the McCormick approxima-
tion. Divergence from the analytical solution occurs at the wingtips, and tip loading
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appears to be sensitive to vortex core model selection. Divergence creeps inboard
with increasing cutoff radius. The viscous case associated with n = 1 falls in-between
δ2 = 1 and δ2 = 0.1 in outboard convergence, although unlike the cutoff radius cases,
this is because of Γν scaling of the vortex core rather than arbitrary selection of δ.
Wake geometries of the valid cases are presented in Figure 5.11. Note that the tip
and starting vortices manifest for all but the Rankine vortex case, Figure 5.11(f). As
the shed filaments convect downstream, their effect on induction at the quarter-chord
of the wing diminishes and approaches a steady-state load condition, shown in Figure
5.10. The Rankine vortex model has damped out filament roll-up entirely and has de-
flected the concave wake downward more than twice what is observed with the other
models. Squared cutoff radii of 0.1 and 0.01 appear to generate the smoothest wakes,
a visual demonstration of numerical stability; this is consistent with δ values used
by [72] and [33]. The wake associated with the Scully vortex is comparably smooth;
more importantly, it relies on a more analyst-agnostic incorporation of the vortex core
effects than the cutoff radius approach. Improper selection of δ can decouple phys-
ically possible flows from simulation results in pursuit of solution stability. Viscous
core models coupled with Reν restrict velocity profiles to more realistic distributions
while still providing necessary numerical damping to the solution.
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Figure 5.11. Wakes generated by elliptical wing with various viscous core models.
A = 6, α = 5◦, U∞ =1 ms−1.
An α sweep over ±10◦ was run for each of the selectedA values using the Scully
vortex model (n = 1). The resulting spanwise Cl distributions were compared to the
McCormick approximation via percent difference, with the resulting curves shown in
Figure 5.12(a).
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(a) Percent difference between McCormick approximation and Cl for
α sweep ±10◦.
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Figure 5.12. Spanwise and total lift coefficients computed for 10 m elliptical wing
over α range. U∞ =1 ms−1.
Note that the percent difference associated with each of the α values collapse onto
a single curve, which is a function ofA. Even at the lower end of LLT applicability,
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A = 6, WInDS is able to estimate spanwise loads within 10% of the McCormick
approximation for the majority of the span. Increasing theA by an order of magni-
tude, to values comparable to wind turbine blades, results in an order of magnitude
increase in accuracy for the majority of the span, with percent errors less than 1%.
Accuracy, defined with respect to the McCormick approximation, will increase with
A.
The total lift coefficient for an elliptical wing equals the constant spanwise value.
Figure 5.12(b) shows each of the total static CL values compared to the McCormick
approximations, which are indicated by dashed lines. Note that, as was seen in Figure
5.12(a), accuracy increases significantly with increasing A. Additionally, the overall
slope increases with A, illustrating the minimization of tip vortex effects as the 3D
wing approaches the 2D airfoil.
5.6.1.2 Elliptical Wing with Pitch Change
Steady-state wind turbine analysis methods are unable to accurately estimate the
loading generated by a time-dependent flow field. The necessary lag in load response
in usually incorporated ad hoc via dynamic inflow methods. WInDS accounts for
unsteadiness via shed filaments in the wake. Figure 5.13(a) shows the WInDS-derived
load response generated by an elliptical wing because of a change in wing pitch angle
from 2◦ to 8◦ at t = 10s, using N = 40 spanwise stations, ∆t = 0.1s, and the PCC
integration scheme.
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Figure 5.13. Unsteady CL and wake generated by 10 m elliptical wing withA = 18
pitching 6-degrees at a pitch rate of 8◦/s. U∞ =1 ms−1.
The lag in CL is clearly present, achieving steady-state values within 10 s. Wag-
ner’s problem, which addresses a flat-plate airfoil in an incompressible flow field under-
going a step change in α, provides an analytical benchmark for response comparison.
Wagner’s function, which is often used to model the starting vortex effects associated
with changes in α, states that the lift at the beginning of the α-step is equal to half the
eventual steady-state value [36]. The lift response then approaches the steady-state
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value asymptotically. This response is qualitatively demonstrated by Figure 5.13(a),
with a sharp increase in CL at the beginning of the α-step, followed by a gradual
increase of CL, approaching the steady-state value. Because the theoretical spanwise
lift coefficient of an elliptical wing equals the total lift coefficient, Wagner’s problem
is an applicable model despite the fact that it was developed for 2D airfoils and not
3D wings.
Figure 5.13(b) illustrates the wake evolution for this case. Two starting vortices
are present, composed primarily of shed filaments. Approximately 10 s after the
pitch change, the associated shed filaments have convected 10 m downwind from the
wing. The wing approaches a steady-state operating condition as these filaments are
convected downstream, which is consistent with Wagner’s problem.
5.6.2 Constant Chord Rotor
There exist no analytical performance or load solutions for wind turbine rotors,
unlike with the elliptical wing (Equations 5.25 and 5.27). Validation of rotor per-
formance estimates often requires the comparison of results generated using different
methods in order to get a sense of solution validity. Qualitative checks may also be
conducted to determine if the sign of the spanwise loading reflects the operating state
of the rotor: windmill, force-free, or propeller. This involves defining the spanwise
twist distribution (θtwist) of a constant-chord rotor such that α is zero for the force-
free rotor case. Equation 5.28 computes this distribution as the inverse tangent of
the reciprocal local tip speed ratio (λr), which is a function of the local radius (r),
the tip radius (Rtip), and the rotor tip speed ratio (λ).
θtwist = tan
−1
(
1
λr
)
= tan−1
(
Rtip
rλ
)
(5.28)
The 1 m-chord rotor was defined using 15 control points via Equation 5.28, with
Rhub = 2 m and Rtip = 10 m, assuming λ = 10 and U∞ = 10 ms−1 for the force-free
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case. The 10 s simulation was integrated via FE and neglected wake self-induction;
the wake convected downstream with the free-stream velocity. The resulting smooth
helicoid wake structure allows comparison of the loads associated with the different
operating cases without the complications associated with filament roll-up. A 10%
lower and 10% higher wind speed were used for the propeller and windmill state
simulations, respectively. This is similar to the case studied by [72]. The resulting
steady-state solutions for spanwise Cl are given by Figure 5.14 and compared to
solutions obtained using BEM theory (black lines).
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Figure 5.14. WInDS-derived spanwise Cl distribution of constant chord rotor blade,
compared to BEM theory (black). Rhub = 2 m, Rtip = 10 m, c = 1 m, λ = 10.
The estimated load distributions are consistent with the operating cases: the
propeller state resulted in a negative spanwise load, the windmill state resulted in
a positive spanwise load, and the force-free case generated near zero spanwise loads.
Additionally, the spanwise trends are comparable to results generated using BEM
theory as implemented in the NREL AeroDyn code [45]. Agreement between the
methods is expected as this is a static case.
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5.6.3 PIV Comparisons
Validation of WInDS predictions were performed against two sets of experimental
data: the Model Rotor EXperiments In COntrolled conditions (MEXICO) project
conducted by the Energy Research Center of the Netherlands (ECN) [61] and the
Delft University of Technology (DU) experiments [21]. Figure 5.15 illustrates the
blade profiles for each of these rotors.
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(a) 3-bladed MEXICO rotor [61].
(b) 2-bladed DU rotor [21].
Figure 5.15. Blade profiles of experimental rotors.
The primary motivations in selecting these datasets for WInDS validation were: (1)
the large number of particle image velocimetry (PIV) experiments that were con-
ducted to track the flow field of the rotor, particularly the tip vortices and (2) yawed
and axial flow cases. Tip vortex location is of primary interest for the purposes of
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WInDS validation because of the assumption that accurate wake modeling will yield
accurate load estimates. Yawed flow cases are also useful; non-axial flows because of
platform-derived motions are expected for offshore floating wind turbines.
5.6.3.1 MEXICO Comparisons
Figure 5.16 compares the wake generated by WInDS and the PIV-derived tip
vortex locations for the MEXICO rotor, operating with U∞ = 15 ms−1, λ = 6.68,
and θyaw = 30
◦. The blades are discretized via 30 spanwise stations each. Both the
FE and PCC integration schemes were used, integrating the 0.8 s simulation using
0.0025 s timesteps.
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Figure 5.16. Wake generated by MEXICO rotor using different integration schemes
and comparison to PIV-derived tip vortex locations.
Note that the tip roll-up is clearly present within the first few revolutions and the
wake expands as it moves downstream. This is consistent with momentum theory.
Near the starting vortex, however, numerical instabilities have resulted in significant
deformation of the wake. This breakdown in wake structure is more pronounced
when numerically integrating via FE. PCC is neutrally stable [5], allowing the wake
to evolve with less disruptive numerical instabilities.
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The normalized difference between the simulated and measured tip vortex loca-
tions are plotted in Figure 5.17. A percent difference of less than 5% is maintained
for all but one of the tip vortex locations; this is consistent with results obtained by
[43].
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Figure 5.17. Percent difference of tip vortex locations from PIV and WInDS, via
PCC, for MEXICO rotor.
Figure 5.18 illustrates a comparison between the measured and simulated rotor
load coefficients for the unyawed MEXICO rotor with respect to tip speed ratio. The
experiments were conducted for a range of wind speeds with the rotor speed fixed at
425.5 RPM [61]. Note that the thrust coefficients (Figure 5.18(a)) agree favorably
with the WInDS predicted values, which were obtained through simulation of the
rotor for 1.5 seconds with 200 time steps per second, with the wake numerically
convected via PCC.
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Figure 5.18. Comparison of measured and simulated steady-state rotor load coeffi-
cients for the unyawed MEXICO rotor at 425.5 RPM.
The experimental axial force or thrust values were obtained via strain gauges, but
the published power values were obtained via preliminary CFD computations of the
MEXICO rotor [61]. The comparison shown in Figure 5.18(b) is not as favorable as
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the thrust coefficient comparison, but is representative of comparisons obtained by
other researchers [9].
5.6.3.2 DU Comparisons
The two-bladed rotor in axial and yawed flow is an interesting test case, as fewer
blades are contributing to the wake structure. Figure 5.19 illustrates the WInDS-
derived wake for the DU two-bladed rotor operating in U∞ = 5.5 ms−1, with λ = 8
and θyaw = 0
◦ and 30◦. The blades were discretized using 30 spanwise control points,
with the wake numerically convected via PCC over 0.6 s with a timestep of 0.0017 s.
The WInDS-derived wake for the axial case is perfectly symmetric; the tip vortices
are coincident along the downwind (x) axis. However, the PIV measurements are not
symmetric. Even so, the percent difference in tip vortex location (Figure 5.20(a)),
computed in a similar manner to Figure 5.17, is small.
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Figure 5.19. Wake generated by DU rotor using PCC integration method and
comparison to PIV-derived tip vortex locations.
The yawed case, presented in Figure 5.19(b) and 5.20(b), also demonstrate good
agreement between PIV measurements and the WInDS-derived wake. The percent
difference magnitude appears to increase as a function of tip vortex age, however,
there also seem to be larger percent difference values for leeward (positive lateral or
y-axis value) tip vortices rather than windward. This observation, along with the
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measured percent differences, is comparable to work done by Gupta and Leishman
[20].
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Figure 5.20. Percent difference of tip vortex locations from PIV and WInDS for DU
rotor.
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5.7 Discussion
Together, the validation cases provide a comprehensive set of tests that an aero-
dynamic analysis code must pass in order to be applied to offshore floating wind
turbine cases with some degree of confidence. WInDS-derived estimates, compared
to the classical horseshoe vortex model for fixed wings, indicate that the wake struc-
ture is evolving in the expected manner. Additionally, spanwise load estimates com-
pare favorably with analytical approximations, with the one exception being near the
wingtips. The wingtip-localized divergence from the analytical solution for a fixed
wingspan varies with A, moving inboard with decreasing A. Alternatively, for a
fixed A, this divergence decreases with increasing wingspan. The load estimates
generated for outboard sections of the wing are based primarily on the internal vor-
tex core model solutions rather than on the external potential flow formulation. As
was illustrated in Figure 5.10, the wingtip load estimate is heavily dependent on the
selected vortex core model.
The constant chord rotor case demonstrates that the wake-induced load estimates
generated by WInDS are consistent with the expected spanwise load distributions
associated with different rotor operating conditions. Note that a very small change
in the relative wind speed can have a significant impact on the operating state of
the rotor. The transition between the windmill and propeller states, a possible con-
sequence of offshore floating platform kinematics, involves recirculating flows that
violate the momentum balance assumptions used by BEM theory and most dynamic
inflow models. The ability to model each of the static cases indicates that the code
is internally consistent.
As the tip vortex of a rotor evolves it contains an increasing number of winding
internal turns because of both the tip roll-up and the helical wake structure. Eventu-
ally, the discrete vortex approximation fails to accurately represent the inner portion
of the tip vortex as vortices interact more with older filaments than with their own
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temporal and spatial neighbors. Simply stated, the user-selected vortex core model
influences the self-induction of the wake more than would be the case when using
straight-forward potential flow assumptions. Despite the spurious interactions that
occur between turns in the tip vortices [44], discretization of vortex filaments in this
manner will likely continue as few alternative methods exist [75]. Despite this, tip
vortex locations obtained by PIV experiments compare well with the WInDS derived
wake structures. Furthermore, the slight asymmetry of the DU two-bladed axial flow
PIV data (Figure 5.19(a)), indicates that the WInDS-derived tip vortex locations are
within the measurement uncertainty of the PIV experiments.
The unsteady and potentially recirculating flow field generated by offshore floating
wind turbines can be modeled with FVM, as utilized by WInDS, and used to estimate
the aerodynamically-derived loads. The validation cases have demonstrated that
WInDS is able to generate a realistic wake profile, estimate spanwise loading, and
compute total loads, with results comparable to theoretical and experimental values.
More dynamic wind turbine rotor experiments are necessary before researchers
can make any definitive claims that FVM or other higher-order aerodynamic analy-
sis methods can accurately model the flow field and loads generated by an offshore
floating wind turbine. Wind tunnel experiments of rotor loading and wake structure
under dynamic yaw or surge would provide data analogous to the pitch-and-plunge
tests associated with wing sections. Such tests would allow a better characterization
of the aerodynamic unsteadiness associated with these systems and provide more re-
alistic validation cases. Extrapolation of any method beyond its original validation
cases is risky. The validation cases and results presented here, however, indicate that
WInDS may be applied to offshore floating wind turbine simulations and studies with
a degree of confidence.
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CHAPTER 6
ANALYSIS OF THE INDUCTION AND WAKE
EVOLUTION OF AN OFFSHORE FLOATING WIND
TURBINE
In Chapter 3, an argument was presented using first-order analysis methods that
OFWT aerodynamics are significantly more complex than observed for conventional
offshore wind turbines. Chapter 5 outlined the development and testing of the Wake
Induced Dynamics Simulator (WInDS), an in-house, time-marching FVM code that
has been developed at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst with the express
purpose of modeling the aerodynamics of an offshore floating wind turbine to a higher
degree of accuracy than is possible via momentum balance methods. This chapter
will present the results from WInDS simulations of OFWTs and demonstrate how
the platform DOFs and wake induction affect rotor loads and performance.
6.1 Chapter Outline
• Section 6.2 outlines the test cases, identified from the analysis presented in
Chapter 3.
• Section 6.3 demonstrates how the generated wakes differ for monopiles and
OFWT and identifies the effect of wake induction on the rotor.
• Section 6.4 presents results that show how the spanwise flow angles differ be-
tween monopile and OFWTs.
• Section 6.5 uses a system identification approach to determine the lag between
platform-induced motions and wake-induced responses.
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• Section 6.6 discusses the frequency of transitions between windmill and propeller
states.
• Section 6.7 compares the load results obtained from WInDS to load results
obtained using steady and dynamic momentum balance approaches.
• Section 6.8 summarizes this chapter.
6.2 WInDS Simulation Settings
The NREL 5-MW wind turbine (Table 2.1) with both the monopile and floating
platforms (Table 2.2) was simulated in WInDS using a 2.67 GHz Intel Core i5 CPU
750 with 8 GB of RAM running Windows 7 Professional (64-bit) with MATLAB
Version 7.12.0.635 for below-rated, rated, and above-rated load cases (Table 3.2). A
flat plate airfoil was used across the entire blade span instead of the set of airfoils
listed in Figure 2.6 to simplify the analysis. Blades were pitched to feather by 15◦
for above-rated cases to shed excess load; otherwise, blade pitch was set to 0◦. All
simulations used the PCC (Algorithm 2) numerical integration scheme to convect
the wake downstream, using a freely deforming lattice of vortex filaments. Cores
were modeled using the Vatistas vortex model with n = 1, thereby approximating
the Scully vortex model. Monopile simulations were discretized at 10 points per
second for 30 seconds. All floating platform cases were discretized at 5 points per
second for 120 seconds, corresponding with ∆ψ values of 10.5◦ for the below-rated
and rated cases and 14.5◦ for the above-rated case, which is sufficient for desired
levels of accuracy (Section 5.3.1.1). This is further supported by Figure 6.1, which
illustrates the relative error in induced velocity on a single NREL 5-MW blade over
1 revolution without wake self-induction for varying discretization levels compared to
∆θ = 0.5◦; baseline discretization was limited by computational resources. Note that
these results are in agreement with what was presented in Section 5.3.1.1.
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Figure 6.1. Relative error of induced velocity magnitude calculation for a single
NREL 5-MW blade over 1 revolution without wake self-induction compared to ∆θ =
0.5◦.
The resulting Courant numbers of 0.10, 0.14, and 0.23 indicate that the PCC nu-
merical integration scheme should at least be neutrally stable (Section 5.4.2). Plat-
form motions for the floating cases began after 10 seconds.
6.2.1 Reconstructed FAST-Simulated Platform Kinematics
The potentially interesting platform modes for each of the platform configurations
and load cases were identified from the analysis presented in Chapter 3. The sim-
ulated time series of platform kinematics were shown to contain multiple frequency
contributions. Because some of the modes share similar spectral peaks, it is difficult
to discern aerodynamic contributions from one mode versus another. Additionally,
the relatively high variation in the platform motion time series makes estimation of
the time lag between platform motion and rotor loading difficult. From the PSDs of
platform motions (Figure 3.3), it is clear that most of the platform motion is made
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up of two primary frequencies. Therefore, rather than import the FAST-simulated
time series directly into WInDS, sinusoids of the form given in Equation 6.1, limited
to the first two peak frequencies of each platform mode, were fitted to each of the
FAST-simulated platform responses and used to generate the platform motion time
series used by WInDS.
X = X0 + A1 sin (2pif1 + φ1) + A2 sin (2pif2 + φ2) (6.1)
Figure 6.2 illustrates an example fit between the FAST-generated platform motions
and Equation 6.1, with the relevant coefficients obtained using nonlinear least squares.
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Figure 6.2. Comparison of FAST-generated platform motions to reconstructed bi-
modal sinusoid for the NREL 5-MW turbine operating in below-rated conditions.
Figure 6.2 shows that there is less variance in the reconstructed bimodal signals
than in the original FAST platform motions, and this is supported by Table 6.1,
which compares the standard deviations for all FAST-simulated cases. The simula-
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tions conducted using the reconstructed sinusoids will be representative of the FAST
simulations, but will result in less simulated load variation than the actual time se-
ries. This simplifies the task of computing the time lag between platform motions
and rotor loads.
Table 6.1. Comparison of FAST-generated platform motion σ to reconstructed
bimodal sinusoid σ.
ITI Energy Barge OC3-Hywind spar-buoy MIT/NREL TLP
Below Rated Above Below Rated Above Below Rated Above
Surge
FAST 0.740 4.389 2.373 1.416 3.883 10.145 0.441 2.892 1.574
Fit 0.604 4.258 1.655 1.349 3.583 2.775 0.349 2.858 1.350
Sway
FAST 0.042 0.071 0.191 0.101 0.125 2.570 0.005 0.060 0.011
Fit 0.040 0.054 0.143 0.099 0.111 1.271 0.005 0.058 0.011
Heave
FAST 0.482 0.674 1.109 0.082 0.936 1.623 0.005 0.064 0.024
Fit 0.282 0.385 0.607 0.058 0.876 1.380 0.003 0.059 0.016
Roll
FAST 0.204 0.233 0.708 0.081 0.102 2.334 0.000 0.003 0.003
Fit 0.191 0.200 0.531 0.056 0.090 1.616 0.000 0.002 0.002
Pitch
FAST 2.045 1.782 3.220 0.166 2.513 8.514 0.055 0.072 0.083
Fit 1.587 1.251 2.429 0.102 2.466 8.472 0.024 0.036 0.040
Yaw
FAST 0.166 0.245 1.113 0.103 0.360 4.166 0.018 0.061 0.068
Fit 0.120 0.194 0.802 0.068 0.327 2.551 0.011 0.042 0.037
6.2.2 Single and Multiple-DOF Test Cases
The single-DOF test cases were derived from the analysis conducted in Chapter 3
and the bimodal sinusoids generated via Equation 6.1. Table 6.2 outlines the selected
single-DOF test cases.
Table 6.2. Single-DOF Analysis Cases.
Platform Type U∞ [m s−1] θblade Mode X0 A1 f1 [ Hz] φ1 [rad] A2 f2 [Hz] φ2 [rad]
ITI Energy barge 6.0 0.0 Surge 13.602 0.725 0.007 -1.163 -0.442 0.078 2.609
ITI Energy barge 6.0 0.0 Heave -0.130 0.318 0.078 1.303 0.254 0.108 2.702
ITI Energy barge 6.0 0.0 Pitch 0.591 1.475 0.078 -0.066 1.630 0.083 1.816
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy 6.0 0.0 Pitch 1.580 -0.084 0.066 1.930 -0.116 0.077 3.113
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy 6.0 0.0 Yaw -0.021 0.091 0.108 1.983 -0.036 0.120 3.429
MIT/NREL TLP 6.0 0.0 Surge 1.206 0.436 0.016 -0.831 -0.222 0.077 3.018
ITI Energy barge 11.4 0.0 Pitch 1.722 -0.637 0.065 -0.381 1.677 0.077 1.835
ITI Energy barge 18.0 15.0 Pitch 0.939 1.518 0.066 2.132 2.979 0.078 6.863
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy 18.0 15.0 Pitch 3.324 11.961 0.029 0.420 0.000 0.000 0.000
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy 18.0 15.0 Yaw -0.222 2.000 0.029 -0.359 3.185 0.058 3.385
In addition to the three (below-rated, rated, and above-rated) monopile cases and
the single-DOF cases, three multiple-DOF simulations were also conducted, combin-
ing the properties listed in Table 6.2:
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• The ITI Energy barge under below-rated operating conditions with platform
surge, heave, and pitch DOFs.
• The OC3-Hywind spar-buoy under below-rated operating conditions with plat-
form pitch and yaw DOFs.
• The OC3-Hywind spar-buoy under above-rated operating conditions with plat-
form pitch and yaw DOFs.
6.3 Wake Evolution and Induction
One of the advantages of a Lagrangian approach like WInDS over BEM and GDW
is the ability to simulate wake evolution over time. The wake induces loads on the
rotor in a more physically consistent manner than momentum balance methods. For
an OFWT, the rotor-wake interaction is of particular interest. Platform motions may
contribute to energy in the wake, thereby influencing rotor loads.
6.3.1 Wake Evolution
While example plots from the simulations are provided within this chapter, Ap-
pendix B provides wake response plots for all of the simulated cases. Figures 6.3
and 6.4 show the WInDS-simulated wake for the ITI Energy barge and OC3-Hywind
spar-buoy test cases. The colors differentiate each of the blades’ wake structure con-
tributions, with the tip trailing filament highlighted throughout the wake for clarity.
The transparency in the wake is scaled by the influence of the wake at the rotor;
wake sections that induce larger relative velocities at the rotor are more opaque than
sections that induce lower relative velocities.
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(b) Heave, below-rated (λ=9.63).
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(c) Pitch, below-rated (λ=9.63).
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(d) Pitch, rated (λ=7.00).
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(e) Pitch, above-rated (λ=4.43).
Figure 6.3. WInDS-simulated wake for the NREL 5-MW turbine + ITI Energy
barge.
The wake generated for the ITI Energy barge test cases becomes more unstable as
the tip speed ratio increases, as illustrated by comparison of Figures 6.3(c), 6.3(d), and
6.3(e). At lower free-stream wind speeds, the vortex filaments convect downstream at
a slower rate, resulting in a more prominent wake self-induction than at higher wind
speeds. Additionally, in comparing Figures 6.3(a), 6.3(b), and 6.3(c), it becomes clear
that the platform pitching mode yields a more unstable wake than either the surge
or heave modes. Compression of vorticity in the wake, because of platform pitching
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motions, is clearly shown in Figure 6.3(e). Also note that induction is greater near
the root and tip of the blades; this is attributable to wake roll-up and the resulting
concentration of vorticity.
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(a) Pitch, below-rated (λ=9.63).
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(b) Yaw, below-rated (λ=9.63).
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(c) Pitch, above-rated (λ=4.43).
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(d) Yaw, above-rated (λ=4.43).
Figure 6.4. WInDS-simulated wake for the NREL 5-MW turbine + OC3-Hywind
spar-buoy.
Comparing the below and above-rated OC3-Hywind spar-buoy cases in Figure 6.4,
it becomes clear that wake stability is inversely related to tip speed ratio. Addition-
ally, the platform yaw mode appears to yield a more stable wake structure than the
platform pitch mode, and remains stable as far out as 15 rotor diameters. As with the
pitching barge in Figure 6.3(e), motion-induced compression of the wake is observed
in Figure 6.4(c), yielding an accordion-like wake structure. For all cases, the wake
maintains a coherent helicoidal shape, with prominent tip vortex roll-up structures
fully-formed within one rotor diameter.
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6.3.2 Wake Induction at the Rotor
Figure 6.5 compares the WInDS-simulated wake for the monopile under all tested
operating conditions and the MIT/NREL TLP operating in below-rated winds with
a platform surging motion.
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(d) Monopile, above-rated (λ=4.43).
Figure 6.5. Side view of WInDS-simulated wake for the NREL 5-MW turbine with
monopile and MIT/NREL TLP.
Recall that the monopile simulations ran for 30 seconds. For the below-rated
case, Figure 6.5(b), the wake has only convected approximately one rotor diameter
downstream in this amount of time. As the wind speed increases, the wake convects
downstream faster, carrying along with it the starting vortex. Once the starting
vortex has convected downstream a sufficient distance, its influence on the rotor is
no longer felt and, barring any changes in operation, the rotor operates at a steady
state. From the wake opacity in Figures 6.5(c) and 6.5(d), it is clear that the starting
vortex has a significant influence on the induced flow at the rotor, even at 4 rotor
diameters downstream. The comparably stable MIT/NREL TLP wake in Figure
6.5(a) indicates that the wake influence may extend as far as 4–5 rotor diameters
downstream, at least for below-rated wind speeds.
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The influence of each of the filaments in the wake on flow at the rotor may be
computed as a fraction of the overall induced velocity at the rotor and defined as a
function of the downstream distance of the filaments. Integrating the resulting curve
yields the cumulative influence of the wake as a function of downstream distance.
Combined, these curves are analogous to a Pareto plot and indicate the point at
which wake contributions are negligible. Additionally, they point out the induction
because of platform motion-induced shed vorticity in the wake. Figure 6.6 provides
an example for the ITI Energy barge under platform surge, heave, and pitch for
below-rated operating conditions.
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Figure 6.6. Pareto plots of wake induced velocity at the lifting-line for the NREL
5-MW turbine + ITI Energy barge under platform surge, heave, and pitch for below-
rated operating conditions.
Shed vorticity “bunches” result in local peaks in induced velocity contributions at
0.5, 0.9, 1.3, and 1.9 rotor diameters downstream, which corresponds to the prescribed
platform pitching period. This demonstrates that platform motions that occurred
in the recent past, around 11 seconds for 1.9 rotor diameters, can still influence
the current loads on the rotor and that this is directly because of wake induction.
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Additionally, virtually all of the velocity induced at the rotor is attributable to the
first five rotor diameters of the wake, which is in agreement with Figure 6.5(a).
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(a) Below-rated.
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(b) Above-rated.
Figure 6.7. Pareto plots of wake induced velocity at the lifting-line for the NREL
5-MW turbine + OC3-Hywind spar-buoy under platform pitch and yaw.
Figure 6.7 compares the Pareto plots for the OC3-Hywind spar-buoy under plat-
form pitch and yaw both for below and above-rated wind speeds. As with Figure
6.6, 100% of the induced velocity is attributable to the first five rotor diameters of
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the wake; this appears to be independent of operating condition. Figure 6.7(a) does
not seem to demonstrate any induction at the rotor that is explicitly attributable to
platform modes.
Table 6.3 outlines the results from all of the test cases, presenting the downstream
distances for which 10%, 5%, and 1% of the overall induced velocity at the rotor is
attributable to the wake.
Table 6.3. Downstream distance in rotor diameters of 10%, 5%, and 1% overall
wake-induced velocity at the rotor.
Platform Type Mode 10% Vinduced 5% Vinduced 1% Vinduced
Below-rated
Monopile — 0.14 0.37 1.25
ITI Energy barge Surge 0.32 0.62 4.50
ITI Energy barge Heave 0.33 0.65 4.34
ITI Energy barge Pitch 0.20 0.58 1.87
ITI Energy barge Surge+Heave+Pitch 0.21 0.58 1.90
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch 0.34 0.64 2.03
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Yaw 0.33 0.65 4.54
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch+Yaw 0.34 0.64 2.61
MIT/NREL TLP Surge 0.33 0.63 4.34
Rated
Monopile — 0.18 0.44 2.21
ITI Energy barge Pitch 0.48 0.76 2.20
Above-rated
Monopile — 0.24 0.43 4.10
ITI Energy barge Pitch 0.73 1.40 3.97
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch 0.73 1.06 1.99
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Yaw 0.44 0.66 1.86
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch+Yaw 0.72 1.06 2.00
Table 6.3 indicates that the vorticity in the wake for below-rated cases at roughly 1/3D
downstream induces 10% of the overall induced velocity at the rotor. This increases
to roughly 3/4D for above-rated cases. Significant differences are observed between
the monopile and floating cases, though this is attributed to the shorter simulation
times associated with the monopile cases; the wakes have not convected far enough
downstream.
6.4 Flight Angle Responses
While the wake evolution is of significant interest, it is the wake-induced velocity at
the rotor that drives the turbine aerodynamic loads and performance. This induced
velocity will adjust the relative angle between the free-stream flow and the blade
sections, dynamically influencing the rotor loading. While the term “flight angle”
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may be somewhat confusing (horizontal axis wind turbines, ideally, do not fly), it
reflects the fact that the rotor blades are lifting surfaces. The angle of attack, α,
serves as a surrogate for the induction response of the rotor to wake influences and
the possibility of stall. The sideslip angle, β, provides a sense of the validity of the
obtained solutions and indicates instances of modeling challenges; recall from Section
4.6.2.1 that lifting-line theory only takes into account flow parallel to the chord. While
example plots from the simulations are provided within the text, Appendix B provides
histograms for all of the cases.
6.4.1 Angle of Attack
Figure 6.8 compares normalized span-varying α histograms of the monopile and
the pitching barge and spar-buoy under below-rated loading.
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(b) Pitch, ITI Energy barge.
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(c) Pitch, OC3-Hywind spar-buoy.
Figure 6.8. α histograms of the NREL 5-MW turbine operating in below-rated
conditions.
Normalizing the histograms at each spanwise location by the number of bin ele-
ments for each test case facilitates direct comparison between each of the test cases.
The mean line as well as the 1σ-range were also plotted. Note that the α histograms
are normally distributed for all of the cases, with the standard deviation varying in-
versely with span. Relative velocities inboard are low compared to those closer to the
blade tip, resulting in a greater range of α values inboard. While the mean values
are similar, the standard deviations shown for the barge in Figure 6.8(b) are much
greater than for either the monopile or the spar-buoy. This indicates that the pitching
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motion of the barge has a significant impact on the local flow field, greater than that
observed for the monopile or spar-buoy, for below-rated operating conditions. The
sensitivity of the local flow field to platform motions changes with operating condi-
tion, as demonstrated by Figure 6.9, which compares the normalized span-varying α
histograms of the monopile and the pitching barge and spar-buoy under above-rated
operating conditions.
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(b) Pitch, ITI Energy barge.
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(c) Pitch, OC3-Hywind spar-buoy.
Figure 6.9. α histograms of the NREL 5-MW turbine operating in above-rated
conditions.
The mean spanwise α values are similar for each of the above-rated cases, but the
standard deviations have changed. Both the barge (Figure 6.9(b)) and the spar-buoy
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(Figure 6.9(c)) have large standard deviations compared to the monopile, reflecting
the significance of the platform motions for this load case. Note that for all of the
cases presented in Figure 6.9, α becomes negative at the blade midspan.
Table 6.4 summarizes the mean value of α, µ, and standard deviations obtained
from the histograms for the outboard 2/3 of the blade for all of the test cases.
Table 6.4. Summary of mean and standard deviation values for outboard 2/3 of the
blade from α histogram results for NREL 5-MW turbine.
Platform Type Mode µα [
◦] σα [◦]
Below-rated
Monopile — 4.12 0.33
ITI Energy barge Surge 3.95 0.40
ITI Energy barge Heave 3.95 0.24
ITI Energy barge Pitch 3.99 2.21
ITI Energy barge Surge+Heave+Pitch 4.03 3.59
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch 3.94 0.32
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Yaw 3.95 0.23
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch+Yaw 3.90 0.27
MIT/NREL TLP Surge 3.95 0.27
Rated
Monopile — 6.87 0.39
ITI Energy barge Pitch 6.78 1.67
Above-rated
Monopile — 0.55 0.81
ITI Energy barge Pitch 0.55 2.63
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch 0.18 3.54
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Yaw 0.53 0.96
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch+Yaw -0.39 3.06
It is clear from Table 6.4 that standard deviations for the pitching barge and spar-
buoy under all loading conditions are greater than for the monopile, indicating that
the pitching mode has a significant impact on the local flow field. Additionally,
the yawing spar-buoy under above-rated loading also demonstrates a larger standard
deviation.
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Table 6.5. Stall occurrence from α histogram results for NREL 5-MW turbine.
Platform Type Mode αroot > αstall [%] αmid > αstall [%] αtip > αstall [%]
Below-rated
Monopile — 0.54 0.00 0.00
ITI Energy barge Surge 0.29 0.00 0.00
ITI Energy barge Heave 0.09 0.00 0.00
ITI Energy barge Pitch 3.58 0.00 0.00
ITI Energy barge Surge+Heave+Pitch 6.46 0.00 0.00
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch 0.08 0.00 0.00
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Yaw 0.00 0.00 0.00
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch+Yaw 0.00 0.00 0.00
MIT/NREL TLP Surge 0.00 0.00 0.00
Rated
Monopile — 18.70 0.00 0.00
ITI Energy barge Pitch 16.48 2.39 0.16
Above-rated
Monopile — 11.13 0.00 0.00
ITI Energy barge Pitch 11.47 0.10 0.00
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch 10.32 0.48 0.00
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Yaw 11.07 0.00 0.00
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch+Yaw 9.24 0.00 0.00
Table 6.5 summarizes the percentage of time the α values exceeded the stall angle
of attack, 9◦ for the inboard 1/3 (root), midspan 1/3 (mid), and outboard 1/3 (tip) for
the blade for all of the test cases. How to best model separation and the appropriate
use of airfoil tables in modeling stall are questions of significant importance, though
they are beyond the scope of this work. Identifying the percentage of time stall
occurs, however, helps one gain a better sense of how often this may be a problem.
Stall appears to be nonexistent for outboard blade sections, occurring more frequently
inboard. For below-rated cases, the ITI Energy barge has the greatest frequency of
inboard stall occurrence, while the spar-buoy and TLP appear to never stall. The
barge stalls more frequently than the monopile for above-rated conditions, but the
increase is modest. The larger stall frequencies associated with the monopile for rated
and above-rated cases is attributable to the fixed blade pitch angle and lack of blade
pitch control. Even so, stall appears to be of little concern for these test cases.
6.4.2 Sideslip/Yaw
The sideslip angle, β is the angle between the local velocity vector and the chord
line, projected onto the chord-blade plane. Lifting-line theory implicitly assumes this
angle is zero; all of the flow is parallel to the chord. Figure 6.10 provides a sense of
how often this occurs, comparing the normalized span-varying β histograms of the
monopile and the pitching barge and spar-buoy under below-rated operation. As in
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Section 6.4.1, these histograms were normalized by the number of elements in all of
the bins to facilitate direct comparison between each of the test cases and include the
mean line as well as the 1σ-range.
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(b) Pitch, ITI Energy barge.
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(c) Pitch, OC3-Hywind spar-buoy.
Figure 6.10. β histograms of the NREL 5-MW turbine operating in below-rated
conditions.
The sideslip angle is nominally zero and normally distributed for outboard blade
sections. The 1σ-range for the floating platforms are comparable to the monopile,
indicating that the β distribution is because of the 1P variation in flow angle arising
from the shaft tilt. A bimodal distribution begins to take shape for inboard blade
sections, around 30 m for the monopile and spar-buoy and around 20 m for the barge.
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The inboard β shift demonstrated by the barge is because of the influence of the
platform pitching motion and the magnitude of its effective velocity contribution
relative to the free-stream; as this velocity contribution becomes a smaller fraction
of the overall local velocity for above-rated cases, the bimodal distribution creeps
outboard. This is shown in Figure 6.11, which shows the histograms for the cases
presented in Figure 6.10, but for above-rated conditions.
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(b) Pitch, ITI Energy barge.
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(c) Pitch, OC3-Hywind spar-buoy.
Figure 6.11. β histograms of the NREL 5-MW turbine operating in above-rated
conditions.
A significant increase in β 1σ-range is shown by Figure 6.11 for both the monopile
and floating cases. Note that the bimodal distribution has extended outboard for the
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monopile and barge cases, effectively increasing the variation, while the spar-buoy
distribution appears to have expanded significantly.
Table 6.6. Summary of mean and standard deviation values for outboard 2/3 of the
blade from β histogram results for NREL 5-MW turbine.
Platform Type Mode µβ [
◦] σβ [◦]
Below-rated
Monopile — 0.15 0.91
ITI Energy barge Surge 0.15 0.93
ITI Energy barge Heave 0.15 0.98
ITI Energy barge Pitch 0.15 1.11
ITI Energy barge Surge+Heave+Pitch 0.14 1.19
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch 0.15 1.22
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Yaw 0.15 0.93
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch+Yaw 0.15 1.22
MIT/NREL TLP Surge 0.15 0.93
Rated
Monopile — 0.21 1.22
ITI Energy barge Pitch 0.25 1.66
Above-rated
Monopile — -0.57 1.89
ITI Energy barge Pitch -0.59 2.49
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch -0.56 4.70
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Yaw -0.58 2.13
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch+Yaw -0.57 4.82
Table 6.6 summaries the maximum β histogram standard deviations and standard
deviations obtained from the histograms for the outboard 2/3 of the blade for all
of the test cases. Note that all of the dynamic cases have greater variation in β
than the monopile cases, though the mean values are comparable within each group
of operating conditions. The fraction of variation in the dynamic cases relative to
the monopile cases suggests that a large amount of the variation in β, the bimodal
response that was observed in Figure 6.10 and 6.11, is because of the 1P variation in
flow direction.
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Table 6.7. Occurrence of large β values from histogram results for NREL 5-MW
turbine.
Platform Type Mode βroot > 2.5
◦ [%] βmid > 2.5◦ [%] βtip > 2.5◦ [%]
Below-rated
Monopile — 1.82 0.00 0.00
ITI Energy barge Surge 2.00 0.00 0.00
ITI Energy barge Heave 2.18 0.00 0.00
ITI Energy barge Pitch 3.10 0.04 0.00
ITI Energy barge Surge+Heave+Pitch 3.51 0.25 0.00
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch 3.63 0.00 0.00
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Yaw 1.98 0.00 0.00
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch+Yaw 3.55 0.00 0.00
MIT/NREL TLP Surge 1.97 0.00 0.00
Rated
Monopile — 4.27 0.00 0.00
ITI Energy barge Pitch 7.07 0.84 0.00
Above-rated
Monopile — 7.85 5.38 0.00
ITI Energy barge Pitch 10.38 9.01 3.77
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch 12.16 14.88 13.16
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Yaw 9.68 7.25 0.43
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch+Yaw 12.98 15.79 13.52
Table 6.6 summarizes the percentage of time the β values exceeded 2.5◦, violating
the small spanwise angle assumptions used in lifting-line and momentum balance
theories. Spanwise flow is minimal for below-rated and rated conditions, limited to
the inboard 1/3 of the blade and remaining within the small angle limits 95% of the
time. This decreases substantially for above-rated cases; the small angle assumption
is violated with greater frequency for decreasing tip speed ratios.
6.5 Unsteady Aerodynamics and Time Lag
It is obvious that certain platform motions will have an impact on the local flow
field of an OFWT, contributing to the effective local flow velocity. Less obvious is the
temporal effect these platform motions may have on spanwise induction. As demon-
strated in Chapter 3 via reduced frequency analysis, platform motions may result in
unsteady aerodynamics, observed as a lag in the loading response. Comparisons be-
tween the spanwise bound vorticity and the platform motions are presented in Figure
6.12 with respect to time.
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(a) Monopile, above-rated (λ=4.43).
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(b) Surge, MIT/NREL TLP, below-rated
(λ=9.63).
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(c) Pitch+Yaw, OC3-Hywind spar-buoy, below-
rated (λ=9.63).
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(d) Pitch+Yaw, OC3-Hywind spar-buoy, above-
rated (λ=4.43).
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(e) Pitch, ITI Energy barge, above-rated
(λ=4.43).
Figure 6.12. Normalized spanwise bound vorticity for the NREL 5-MW turbine.
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While example plots from the simulations are provided within the text, Appendix
B provides bound vorticity plots for all of the cases. Figure 6.12(a) clearly shows the
1P influence on bound vorticity, which is also clearly present in the first 10 seconds of
Figures 6.12(d) and 6.12(e). The 1P influence continues to have a significant effect on
the bound vorticity even after the platform motions begin. Figures 6.12(c), 6.12(d),
and 6.12(e) illustrate the influence of the platform pitching motions on the bound vor-
ticity, with peaks (windmill state) and valleys (transitional to quasi-propeller state)
trending with the pitch motion time derivative maxima and minima. The TLP in
Figure 6.12(b) is most like the monopile in Figure 6.12(a); the 1P influence is the
only clear contributor to variation in bound vorticity.
The variation in bound vorticity because of platform pitching motions will lead to
larger variations in loading on the rotor, thereby leading to increased fatigue. Also
note that as the platform pitches back, negative bound circulation strengths occur
indicating transitions between windmill and quasi-propeller states, which is further
discussed in Section 6.6.
6.5.1 Spanwise Time Lag in Loading
While it is clear that there is a lag between the platform motion and the resulting
spanwise load, it is difficult to discern exactly how large this lag is along the span.
A first-order loading response to changes in geometric angle of attack is expected,
based on the reduced frequency analysis presented in Chapter 3; below a threshold
frequency the flow is quasi-steady and as that threshold frequency is exceeded, the
phase shift between the geometric angle of attack (input) and the angle of attack
(output) should increase. We can assume a first-order low-pass filter to represent this
lag in the loading, given by Equation 6.2,
output
input
=
α
αgeo
=
K
sτ + 1
(6.2)
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where s is the Laplace variable of this first-order dynamic system.
Another approach involves the Carpenter and Friedovich dynamic inflow equation
(Equation 4.2) from Section 4.3. This equation may be rewritten in terms of the
annular thrust coefficient, as shown in Equation 6.3
dCT = 4a (1− a) + CRa˙ (6.3)
where CR is a ratio of the annuluar size and the local velocity,
CR =
16
3piU
(
R32 −R31
R22 −R21
)
(6.4)
and where R1 = r1→N−1 and R2 = r2→N , with N equal to the number of spanwise
stations. Note that Equation 6.4 is the effective apparent mass term for a circular
disk.
The Laplace transform of Equation 6.3 yields a transfer function that reflects the
unsteady aerodynamics modeled by the Carpenter and Friedovich dynamic inflow
equation. Note that this equation is nonlinear; it must be linearized before it can be
transformed. The term 4a2 may be expanded via Taylor series, yielding Equation 6.5,
dCT ' 4a−
[
4a20 + 8a0 (a− a0)
]
+ CRa˙ (6.5)
where a0 is the point the Taylor series is linearizing about. Assuming a step change
in dCT yields Equation 6.6, which is the second-order Laplace transform of Equation
6.5.
output
input
=
a
dCT
=
s− 4a20
CRs2 + s (4− 8a0) (6.6)
Note that if a0 is zero, Equation 6.5 reduces to Equation 6.2; dCT is a proxy for
the input αgeo, as a is a proxy for the output α. The time constant of the resulting
first-order transfer function is equal to CR/4, where the gain is K = 1. This was the
same result obtained by Øye [49].
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Because the frequencies of the geometric and induced α should be similar, a non-
linear least squares frequency-weighted system identification approach is used to com-
pute the time constant, τ along the span for each of the test cases. Figures 6.13, 6.14,
and 6.15 show how τ varies with span for each of the platform configurations and
load cases, with CR/4 included for comparison (black curves, with solid, dashed, and
dot-dashed lines corresponding to below-rated, rated, and above-rated conditions).
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Figure 6.13. Span-varying α time constants of the NREL 5-MW turbine with
monopile and MIT/NREL TLP.
Figure 6.13 compares the estimated time constants for the monopile and the TLP.
Note that the τ profile of the surging TLP under below-rated loading is similar to the
monopile under rated conditions; throughout this study, the TLP has demonstrated
characteristics similar to that of the monopile. Also note the spanwise minimum
that occurs around the midspan of the blade for the monopile under below-rated
conditions. Recall the β histograms (Figure 6.11) and the bound vorticity plots
(Figure 6.12); bimodal distributions in β and spanwise transitions to low or negative
bound circulation values occurred around the midspan as well.
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(a) Below-rated.
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(b) Platform pitching.
Figure 6.14. Span-varying α time constants of the NREL 5-MW turbine + ITI
Energy barge.
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(b) Above-rated.
Figure 6.15. Span-varying α time constants of the NREL 5-MW turbine + OC3-
Hywind spar-buoy.
Figure 6.14 demonstrates a slightly different response. From Figure 6.14(a), surge
and heave modes have similar spanwise τ profiles to the TLP in Figure 6.13. The pitch
mode, however, also has a similar τ distribution to the multiple-DOF case, indicating
that the barge pitch mode is the aerodynamically-significant mode. Comparing the
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barge pitching modes for all three load cases in Figure 6.14(b) shows that the τ value
is nominally 0.075 s. Figure 6.15 indicates that the time constant for the spar-buoy
is heavily influenced by the operating condition of the rotor, with τ dropping to zero
for most of the span for below-rated conditions and nominally 0.11 s for above-rated
conditions.
Recall that time lag is due to induction at the rotor, which is because of the
wake. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show (via opacity of the wake) that as the tip speed
ratio increases, the induction at the midspan is lower than at the root and tip of
the blade. This explains the prominent spanwise minimum in τ for below-rated
conditions; the strength of the root and tip vortices are such that induction, and
therefore lag, should be largest at these locations. Additionally, the ITI Energy barge
with platform pitching appears to have sufficient induction across the span such that
this τ minimum is not as prominent for above-rated conditions. The free-stream wind
convects the vortices downstream such that the relative influence of the tip vortices is
minimized. This is also the case for the spar-buoy in above-rated operating conditions.
After estimating the span-varying transfer functions and determining τ , the overall
phase shift between αgeo and α for each of the cases may be determined; examples
are presented in Figure 6.16 for the above-rated load case.
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Figure 6.16. α phase shift of the NREL 5-MW turbine operating in above-rated
conditions.
Note that the phase shift distribution does not agree with the reduced frequency de-
marcation curve defined by Equation 3.5, although the phase shift does increase with
frequency. However, it may be that the nonlinear relationship between a and a˙ given
by Equation 6.3 invalidates the assumptions made in reformulating the equation as a
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first-order linear transfer function. The nonlinearity of this relationship is expected
to increase with tip speed ratio (i.e. decreasing wind speed). τ should approach CR/4
with increasing wind speed, and this appears to agree with the observed sensitivity
of the τ distributions shown in Figures 6.13 and 6.15(b).
6.5.2 Time Lag Effects on Rotor Performance
The relationship between the geometric and induced angles of attack for a wind
turbine rotor varies along the span. Rotor-scale performance metrics, like thrust,
torque, and power, are the summation of all of the elemental spanwise contributions.
Such outputs may serve as a system response to platform motions; a system identifi-
cation approach similar to Section 6.5.1 may be used to characterize the relationship.
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(a) Pitch, below-rated (λ=9.63).
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(b) Yaw, below-rated (λ=9.63).
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(c) Pitch, above-rated (λ=4.43).
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(d) Yaw, above-rated (λ=4.43).
Figure 6.17. Thrust response of the NREL 5-MW turbine + OC3-Hywind spar-
buoy.
Figure 6.17 shows the thrust response of the OC3-Hywind spar-buoy, compared
to the platform pitch and yaw time series for below and above-rated operating condi-
tions. Immediately evident is the minimal impact platform yaw has on rotor thrust
calculations, particularly for below-rated conditions. Platform pitch, on the other
hand, yields an observable and significant response in rotor thrust. This may be
explained by considering the effective wind shear across the rotor because of the dif-
ferent platform motions. A rotor on a pitching platform will experience an additional
positive or negative wind component corresponding to a windward or leeward pitch,
respectively. A rotor on a yawing platform, however, will experience a positive wind
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component on half of the rotor and a negative wind component on the other half. As
a result, most of the influence of platform yaw on the overall rotor cancels out.
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Figure 6.18. Thrust response of the NREL 5-MW turbine under multiple-DOF.
Figure 6.18 compares the multiple-DOF cases, showing how rotor thrust compares
to the normalized platform motions. Again, platform pitch appears to drive the thrust
response. Note that, as with Figure 6.17, the thrust time series is approximately
90◦ out of phase which the platform pitch motion. It is the time derivative of the
platform motion, the effective velocity contribution, that dictates the delay and overall
variation in rotor thrust response.
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The peak platform motion-induced velocities may be directly compared to the
peak thrust estimates, yielding an estimate for the time lag. Figure 6.19 shows this
comparison for the multiple-DOF cases; lag is clearly evident. Additionally, it appears
to be attributable almost entirely to the pitch mode.
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(a) ITI Energy barge, below-rated (λ=9.63).
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Figure 6.19. Overlay of peak motion-induced velocities to peak thrust values for
the NREL 5-MW turbine under multiple-DOF.
The time constant, τ , of the first-order transfer function given by Equation 6.2
may be used to determine the influence of the various platform motions on the rotor
thrust. Time derivatives of the platform motions were computed and used as transfer
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function inputs, with the generated thrust as the output, as shown in Equation 6.7.
output
input
=
thrust
θ˙platform
=
K
sτ + 1
(6.7)
Table 6.8 presents the resulting values of τ , obtained via nonlinear least squares, as
well as the mean lag values estimated from comparisons of peak platform motion-
induced velocities to peak thrust estimates, tlag.
Table 6.8. Summary of thrust lag results for NREL 5-MW turbine.
Platform Type Mode τ [s] tlag [s]
Below-rated
ITI Energy barge Surge 0.03 0.06
ITI Energy barge Heave 0.01 0.04
ITI Energy barge Pitch 0.06 0.10
ITI Energy barge Surge+Heave+Pitch 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.16 -0.23 -0.01
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch 0.06 0.08
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Yaw 0.00 0.60
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch+Yaw 0.06 1.64 0.07 0.12
MIT/NREL TLP Surge 0.02 0.08
Rated ITI Energy barge Pitch 0.10 0.07
Above-rated
ITI Energy barge Pitch 0.12 0.12
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch 0.71 0.80
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Yaw 0.16 0.29
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch+Yaw 0.71 0.00 0.90 -0.48
Time constants are generally comparable to obtained spanwise values. Large (greater
than 1 s) and negative values of τ and tlag indicate modes of low influence but sufficient
variation resulting in erroneous estimates. Monopile τ and tlag estimates could not
be computed as there is no available input value analogous to the platform motion-
induced velocities of the floating systems. Note that the above-rated spar-buoy with
platform pitching has the greatest lag response of any of the cases. Note that platform
pitching appears to have more of an effect than platform yawing.
6.6 Propeller State Transition Occurrence
Propeller state transitions, as explained in Section 3.5, may be of concern for
OFWTs. WInDS computes the axial induction factor such that positive values indi-
cate windmill states and negative values indicate propeller states. Table 6.9 shows
the percentage of time each test case was operating in the propeller state.
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Table 6.9. Percentage of time operating in propeller state for NREL 5-MW turbine.
Platform Type Mode aroot < 0 [%] amid < 0 [%] atip < 0 [%]
Below-rated
Monopile — 42.81 0.00 0.00
ITI Energy barge Surge 42.83 0.00 0.00
ITI Energy barge Heave 42.83 0.00 0.00
ITI Energy barge Pitch 36.67 0.00 0.00
ITI Energy barge Surge+Heave+Pitch 36.07 0.00 0.00
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch 42.83 0.00 0.00
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Yaw 42.83 0.00 0.00
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch+Yaw 42.83 0.00 0.00
MIT/NREL TLP Surge 42.83 0.00 0.00
Rated
Monopile — 42.81 0.00 0.00
ITI Energy barge Pitch 42.83 0.00 0.00
Above-rated
Monopile — 42.90 28.95 100.00
ITI Energy barge Pitch 39.94 31.17 90.74
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch 34.58 41.11 86.74
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Yaw 41.56 26.44 98.35
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch+Yaw 34.46 41.08 85.42
The monopile appears to have an unusually large propeller state occurrence frequency;
it has a greater frequency than the dynamic cases for above-rated conditions. Note
that the propeller state occurrence frequency is generally greatest closest to the root
and tip for above-rated conditions. This indicates that the tip vortices have a sig-
nificant influence on propeller state occurrence; this is not modeled using momen-
tum balance approaches in a physically-consistent manner. This also explains why
the monopile simulations, which are 1/4 of the length of the dynamic cases, have
artificially-large propeller state occurrence frequencies.
6.7 Comparison to BEM and Dynamic Inflow to WInDS
While example plots from the simulations are provided within the text, Appendix
B provides comparisons between steady and dynamic BEM and WInDS for all of the
cases.
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Figure 6.20. Thrust response of the NREL 5-MW monopile turbine compared to
steady and dynamic BEM.
As was indicated in Section 6.3.2, the below-rated and rated monopile simulations
had not convected the wake far enough downstream to minimize the influence of the
starting vortex. This is clearly shown in Figures 6.20(a) and 6.20(b), which show
that WInDS has not yet approached the BEM-estimated steady state. Figure 6.20
demonstrates that dynamic BEM, implemented using the annularized version of the
Pitt and Peters model (Equation 4.2), rapidly reaches steady state. This is also
observed for the multiple-DOF cases shown in Figure 6.21.
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Figure 6.21. Thrust response of the NREL 5-MW turbine compared to steady and
dynamic BEM for multiple DOFs.
Note that the thrust magnitude and time series response predicted by WInDS
compares favorably to results obtained using dynamic BEM. This does not mean
that dynamic BEM is able to predict thrust loads as well as WInDS. As mentioned
earlier, the lag response estimated using dynamic BEM is much shorter.
To better understand how the lag response compares to the values estimated
using WInDS, τ and tlag estimates associated with the dynamic BEM simulations
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were generated using the same methods used to generate the values used in Table
6.8. The resulting estimates are given in Table 6.10.
Table 6.10. Summary of thrust lag results for NREL 5-MW turbine using dynamic
BEM.
Platform Type Mode τ [s] tlag [s]
Below-rated
ITI Energy barge Surge 0.00 NA
ITI Energy barge Heave 0.00 NA
ITI Energy barge Pitch 0.00 NA
ITI Energy barge Surge+Heave+Pitch 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 NA 0.03
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch 0.00 NA
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Yaw 0.00 NA
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch+Yaw 0.00 0.00 NA NA
MIT/NREL TLP Surge 0.00 NA
Rated ITI Energy barge Pitch 0.03 0.01
Above-rated
ITI Energy barge Pitch 0.00 NA
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch 1.00 NA
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Yaw 1.00 NA
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy Pitch+Yaw 1.00 0.00 0.43 NA
As with Table 6.8, large (greater than 1 s) and negative values of τ and tlag (indi-
cated by NA) indicate modes of low influence but sufficient variation to yield erroneous
estimates. Dynamic BEM appears to undershoot the lag response, resulting in a load
response that virtually tracks the steady BEM simulation. Dynamic BEM uses the
concept of apparent mass term, derived from ellipsoids, to account for non-circulatory
contributions to flow acceleration — circulatory terms are neglected. Theodorsen’s
function demonstrates that the circulatory part of the modeled flow introduces a
phase lag [36]. Because dynamic BEM does not take circulatory contributions into
account, this lag is absent. As with the WInDS simulations, the pitch modes appear
to drive the time response.
6.8 Discussion
The test cases outlined in this chapter were selected to cover a wide range of
turbine design and operating conditions while minimizing the number of required
simulations. The simulated wake is more physically unstable for below-rated cases
than above-rated cases. Alternatively, wake stability is inversely related to tip speed
ratio, and this is because of the rate of vortex filament convection and the prominent
wake self-induction that takes place at high tip speed ratios. Also, roll-up of the
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wake at the roots and tips of the blades results in greater induction at the rotor, and
this is amplified for high tip speed ratios. In terms of wake stability, the platform
pitching mode appears to have the most impact, both for the ITI Energy barge and
the OC3-Hywind spar-buoy.
Induction at the rotor appears to be influenced by the platform pitching mode
via bunches of shed vorticity that have convected downstream. This memory effect
of previous platform motions on the current induction at the rotor is significant,
although its influence, and the influence from all of the simulated wakes, drops below
1% of overall induced velocity at the rotor around two rotor diameters downstream,
and 100% of the induced velocity at the rotor appears to be attributable to the wake
within four rotor diameters.
Analysis of the flight angles, α and β, continue to demonstrate that platform
pitching is the primary mode of interest. It has a significant impact on the standard
deviations of α and increases the likelihood of stall. The yaw mode also appears to
have some impact compared to the monopile, but only for above-rated conditions.
The sideslip angle demonstrates a normal distribution for outboard blade sections,
that turns into a bimodal distribution for inboard sections. This shift in β response
is because of the platform pitching motion and its effective velocity contribution
relative to the free-stream. The bimodal distribution creeps outboard as this velocity
contribution becomes a smaller fraction of the overall local velocity. Additionally,
this shift appears to correspond to the drop in spanwise induction observed in the
simulated wakes.
The spanwise bound vorticity is heavily influenced by the platform motions, with
peaks in vorticity matching up with peaks in platform-induced velocities. Also ob-
served are negative bound vorticity values, located on outboard blade sections. These
negative values match up with leeward platform pitching motions and indicate tran-
sitions between the windmill and propeller states.
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First-order transfer functions are sometimes used to model the time lag associated
with the unsteady aerodynamic response of wind turbines. The results obtained by
WInDS indicate that this assumption is reasonable for above-rated operating condi-
tions or low tip speed ratios. This assumption breaks down for high tip speed ratios
and fails to address the spanwise induction minimum that was observed from the
simulated wakes. Surprisingly, the first-order approach followed similar trends to the
ITI Energy barge with platform pitching, independent of operating condition. This is
likely because of the additional energy injected into the wake by the significant plat-
form motions, indicating that while the first-order approach generated similar time
lag responses, it was for the wrong reason.
Platform pitch drives the rotor thrust response for both the single and multiple-
DOF test cases. Additionally, platform pitching appears to increase propeller state
occurrence for outboard blade sections, particularly for above-rated conditions. The
artificially-large propeller state occurrence observed for the monopile cases is because
of the undeveloped wake resulting from the short simulations. However, the results
obtained from these simulations, when compared to the dynamic cases, indicate that
the trailing hub and tip vortices have a significant influence on propeller state occur-
rence.
Comparison of WInDS results with steady and unsteady BEM models indicates
that BEM is unable to accurately model the lag response for significantly dynamic
systems. Dynamic inflow models appear to approach the steady state solution for
rotor loading at an artificially accelerated rate, undershooting the actual lag response
of the turbine to platform motions. This is due to the omission of circulatory contri-
butions in estimating flow acceleration, including only apparent mass contributions.
WInDS compares favorably to the BEM estimates for rotor thrust, but responds to
changes in effective wind speed in a more physically–consistent manner.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
Offshore floating wind turbines are the future of deepwater wind energy. How-
ever, these systems represent a significant engineering challenge, and for a variety of
reasons. This dissertation has presented a number of the challenges associated with
the aerodynamics of these systems. This chapter will outline the primary conclusions
presented by this study and will also list potential avenues for future investigations.
7.1 Summation of Primary Conclusions
Conclusions regarding the development and testing of the WInDS code (Chapter
5):
• WInDS is able to simulate wake structures in a physically consistent manner;
tip roll-up and the starting vortex structures evolve in a manner consistent with
simple horseshoe models for the elliptical wing test case and the transient jump
in spanwise loading at the simulation start converges to the steady-state value
as the starting vortex advects downstream. Tip roll-up is also observed for the
helicoidal wake of a rotor.
• Because of the proximity of filaments in the wake roll-up to one another, the
induced velocity obtained near the tips are significantly influenced by the se-
lected vortex core model. As filaments move within each others vortex core
regions, predicted induction values are driven more by the core models than
by potential flow assumptions. As a result, while smaller time steps and more
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spanwise stations may increase solution stability (in terms of CFL condition),
this approach may also yield inaccurate simulations.
• WInDS is capable of modeling a rotor operating in windmill, propeller, and
transitional (unloaded) operating states. This means that WInDS is able to
estimate the loads on a rotor undergoing platform motions and estimate the
loads associated with relative changes in flow direction in a physically consistent
manner.
• WInDS-simulated wakes agree favorably with PIV-derived tip vortex locations
for rotors operating in both axial and yawed flows. WInDS is also able to
estimate the experimental rotor power and thrust loads with reasonable levels
of accuracy.
• In the absence of experimental data for OFWTs, the validation cases and results
indicate that WInDS may be applied to OFWT simulations and studies with a
degree of confidence.
Conclusions specific to OFWT aerodynamics (Chapters 3 and 6:
• The reduced frequency analysis indicates that unsteady flow is significant for a
large portion of the inboard sections of a rotor blade. This is attributed to the
larger fraction of platform–induced velocity to the freestream flow.
• Aerodynamically relevant platform DOFs that may lead to unsteady loading
were identified for each of the platform configurations: pitch for the barge,
pitch and yaw for the spar-buoy, and surge and pitch for the TLP. Additionally,
the barge and spar-buoy floating systems were shown to have a greater fraction
of unsteady flow energy because of platform motions than the TLP system. The
TLP system is aerodynamically similar to the monopile.
• The momentum balance analysis indicated that slip-stream violations are most
likely to occur for outboard blade sections, and the likelihood of occurrence
increases substantially with increasing tip speed ratio. Additionally, slip-stream
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breakdown occurrence is greater for floating systems than for monopiles and this
is attributed to the additional kinematics associated with these systems.
• Wake stability is inversely related to tip speed ratio. This is because of the rate
of vortex filament convection — the filaments tend to “bunch up” at lower wind
speeds (higher tip speed ratios) — which results in a strong wake self-induction
effect.
• Roll-up of the wake at the roots and tips of the blades results in greater in-
duction at the rotor. This is due to the close proximity of the filaments to one
another near the roots and tips and the resulting self-induction. In particular,
propeller state occurrence is significantly influenced by the induction associated
with trailing hub and tip vortices. Platform pitching increases propeller state
occurrence for outboard blade sections, particularly for above-rated (low tip
speed ratios) conditions.
• Induction at the rotor appears to be influenced by the platform DOFs via
“bunches” of shed vorticity that have convected downstream. This demon-
strates the memory effect of previous platform motions on the current induction
at the rotor and indicates that a currently static turbine may still be influenced
by previous platform motions. Wake–induced velocity at the rotor drops ex-
ponentially with downstream distance, with 1% of overall induced velocity at
the rotor attributable to two rotor diameters downstream. 100% of the induced
velocity at the rotor appears to be attributable to the wake within 4-5 rotor
diameters.
• Platform motions have a significant impact on the standard deviations of α
and increases the likelihood of stall. The sideslip angle demonstrates a normal
distribution for outboard blade sections that turns into a bimodal distribution
for inboard sections, and is attributed to the platform motions and their ef-
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fective velocity contribution relative to the free-stream. This shift appears to
correspond to the drop in spanwise induction observed in the simulated wakes.
• First-order linear system assumptions are reasonable for above-rated operating
conditions or low tip speed ratios. These assumptions break down for high
tip speed ratios and fail to address the spanwise induction minima that were
observed from the simulated wakes. Simulations using dynamic inflow models
with BEM theory approach the steady state solution for rotor loading at an
artificially accelerated rate, undershooting the actual lag response of the turbine
to prescribed platform motions. WInDS compares favorably with the overall
load estimates computed using BEM theory, but responds to platform-induced
changes in effective wind speed in a more physically-realistic manner.
• The platform pitching mode was the most aerodynamically significant DOF,
followed by the platform yaw mode.
These conclusions force certain considerations in terms of design. Two paths are
available: platform modal amplitude minimization or design adaptation. The TLP
demonstrates the former strategy as it is aerodynamically equivalent to monopiles
and effectively minimizes all platform motions. Aerodynamic analysis techniques
that work for monopiles and onshore turbines are sufficient for these systems as well,
with the caveat that they are generally unable to accurately model the significant
shear flows expected for the large turbine systems that would be deployed on a TLP.
Design adaptation recognizes that the platform will generate motions that impact
the aerodynamics and thus must be accounted for in the rotor design. The resulting
platform-induced velocities on the rotor should be used in conjunction with a FVM
code to develop a DOF-adjusted optimal turbine design. Most OFWT rotor designs
follow blade twist, chord, and airfoil distributions that rely on assumptions used in
designing onshore and conventional offshore turbines. The analysis presented here
indicates that these designs may actually be off-optimal solutions for OFWT applica-
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tions. Use of more physically consistent aerodynamic analysis techniques like FVM,
coupled with an aero-hydrodynamic code, like the NREL FAST code, may result in
improved designs.
7.2 Future Investigation
Ninety percent of the time spent in running a WInDS simulation is occupied by
the calculation of induced velocities within the wake and on the bound filament via
Biot-Savart calculations. The summation of induction from all nodes in the wake
at a single node in the wake is independent from the summation of induction from
all the nodes in the wake at another node in the wake; this calculation of wake self-
induction may be parallelized. The resulting parallelization would yield significant
speed improvements. Approaches include the use of graphics processing units (GPUs)
to handle the calculations in parallel via MATLAB’s Parallel Processing Toolbox. Ad-
ditionally, cluster computing services, like Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2),
provide another option for parallelization. Speed up of the code is a prerequisite for
turbine design optimization and multiple turbine simulations.
Vortex core models have a significant impact on the stability of the simulation and
on the results generated by it. In some ways, this represents a disconnect between
physical realism and simulation limitations. Alternative approaches to addressing
vortex core singularities should be investigated. These include the use of vortex
panels instead of filaments, which ensures that the wake nodes are outside of the
“inner solution” region of induction, thereby avoiding singularity responses.
WInDS currently only models the rotor in free space. To generate more realistic
load responses and wake simulations, ground effects must be included along with tower
and nacelle influences. In the framework of potential flow, this may be accomplished
using fixed source terms or vortex panels of varying strength.
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Aeroelastic responses are currently ignored by WInDS; the blades are assumed to
be rigid. A simple cantilever beam model may be included to couple aerodynamic
loading with the turbine geometry.
Sideslip angles have been shown to be large for inboard blade sections, thereby
invalidating one of the fundamental assumptions used by lifting-line theory. Panel
methods may be employed for these sections in conjunction with lifting-line theory
to create a hybrid panel-line method.
Shed vorticity is currently used to address temporal changes in bound vorticity,
but it is incapable of implicitly modeling dynamic stall in its current implementation.
Thin airfoil theory may be used with dynamic stall models in lieu of shed vortex
filaments to address the overshoot and hysteresis effects associated with dynamic
stall. Care must be taken when using this approach to ensure that the change in the
overall effective vorticity in the domain is zero.
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APPENDIX A
WINDS CODE
The Wake Induced Dynamics Simulator (WInDS) is a time-marching, free vortex
method (FVM) code that has been developed at the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst with the express purpose of modeling the aerodynamics of an offshore
floating wind turbine to a higher degree of accuracy than is possible via momentum
balance methods. WInDS natively incorporates the multiple DOFs present in offshore
floating wind turbines, resulting in a more realistic simulation of the flow field.
Algorithm 6: WInDS Algorithm
Data: Turbine geometry and load conditions
Result: Turbine loads and wake geometry
1 Import turbine geometry and load conditions (Sections 10 & 10);
2 Determine position of blade nodes (Sections 10 & 10);
3 Compute velocity of blade nodes because of platform, turbine and rotor
motions (Section 10);
4 Determine initial values for spanwise lift distribution and bound circulation
strength using BEM theory (Section 10);
5 for all time steps (Section 10) do
6 Compute circulation strength of trailing and shed filaments;
7 Compute vortex core size, including filament strain effects (Section 10);
8 Compute induction at all wake nodes via Biot-Savart law (Section 10);
9 Convect wake nodes via user-selected numerical integration scheme;
10 Compute new bound circulation strength via iteration on Kutta-Joukowski
theorem (Section 10);
A generalized, modular approach (see Algorithm 6) was selected when writing
the functions that make up WInDS, following the work done at Delft University of
Technology [33, 59] developing an FVM code. These functions are described in the
following Appendix sections.
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A.1 Variable Descriptions
WInDS uses five variable types, corresponding to the properties of a particular
variable:
• Scalar.
• Span-varying vector/array.
• Time series vector/array.
• 4D array.
• 4D cell array.
Structures are used as “data containers” for fields, which represent individual data
types. These structures are listed alphabetically. Note that some of the variables are
stored as 4D arrays, as illustrated by equation A.1.
variable
(
ns︸︷︷︸
Radial index
, nd︸︷︷︸
Dimension index
, nt︸︷︷︸
Time index
, nb︸︷︷︸
Blade index
)
(A.1)
For example, the velocity in the y-direction on blade #3 in the blade coordinate
system at radial station 5 and at time index 25 would be called as vel.blade(5,2,25,3).
Note that variables with only a single dimension, like angle of attack, have nd = 1.
Some variables, like wake node positions and vortex filament strengths, are stored
as cell arrays, as shown by equation A.2.
variable {ntau}
 ns︸︷︷︸
Radial index
, nd︸︷︷︸
Dimension index
, nt︸︷︷︸
Age
, nb︸︷︷︸
Blade index
 (A.2)
In this case, nt refers to the age of the entry, and ntau refers to the time index. For ex-
ample, the position at time index 6 of a wake node on the starting vortex segment that
originated from the tip of blade #2 would be called as wake.domain{6}(end,:,end,2).
A.1.1 airfoils
This structure contains information on the airfoils used in the simulation:
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• airfoils.Names contains the names of the airfoils used.
• airfoils.profiles contains the look-up table for each airfoil with respect to angle
of attack.
A.1.2 blade
This structure contains geometric information on the wind turbine blade (or wing):
• blade.TipRad is the blade tip radius.
• blade.HubRad is the blade hub radius.
• blade.RTrail are the radial locations of the trailing filament origin points,
beginning at the hub radius and ending at the tip.
• blade.ChordTrail are the spanwise chord lengths corresponding to blade.RTrail.
• blade.AeroTwstTrail are the spanwise twist angles corresponding to blade.RTrail.
• blade.AR is the computed aspect ratio (A) of the blade.
• blade.RNodes are the radial locations of the spanwise stations, located in
between blade.RTrail locations.
• blade.Chord are the spanwise chord lengths corresponding to blade.RNodes.
• blade.AeroTwst are the spanwise twist angles corresponding to blade.RNodes.
• blade.NFoil are the number of spanwise stations.
• blade.DRNodes are the radial length of each of the spanwise station sections.
• blade.S is the computed planform area.
A.1.3 const
This structure contains constant values used throughout the codes, including phys-
ical constants and unit conversion factors:
• const.alpha is a constant associated with the Ramasamy-Leishman vortex
model.
• const.nu is a constant associated with the Ramasamy-Leishman vortex model.
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• const.delta is a constant associated with the Ramasamy-Leishman vortex
model.
• const.a1 is a constant associated with the Ramasamy-Leishman vortex model.
• const.rho is the free-stream atmospheric density.
• const.rpm2rds is the conversion factor from [rpm] to [radians/second].
• const.drr is the conversion factor from degrees to radians.
A.1.4 fastout
This structure contains all FAST-generated output time series. The number of
fields included is dependent on the user. The following fields are explicitly used by
WInDS:
• fastout.Time are the timestamps.
• fastout.WindVxi are the wind time series in the x-direction.
• fastout.WindVyi are the wind time series in the y-direction.
• fastout.WindVzi are the wind time series in the z-direction.
• fastout.Azimuth are the azimuth angle time series of the rotor.
• fastout.BldPitch1 are the blade pitch time series for blade #1.
• fastout.BldPitch2 are the blade pitch time series for blade #2.
• fastout.BldPitch3 are the blade pitch time series for blade #3.
• fastout.NawYaw are the nacelle yaw time series.
• fastout.PtfmSurge are the platform surge time series.
• fastout.PtfmSway are the platform sway time series.
• fastout.PtfmHeave are the platform heave time series.
• fastout.PtfmRoll are the platform roll time series.
• fastout.PtfmPitch are the platform pitch time series.
• fastout.PtfmYaw are the platform yaw time series.
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• fastout.TipSpdRat are the tip speed ratio time series.
• fastout.RotSpeed are the rotor speed time series.
A.1.5 perf
This structure contains the WInDS-generated performance metrics:
• perf.cl are the spanwise lift coefficient time series.
• perf.cd are the spanwise drag coefficient time series.
• perf.aoa are the spanwise angle of attack time series.
• perf.bem is a structure containing performance values computed using BEM:
– perf.bem.cl are the spanwise BEM-computed lift coefficient time series.
– perf.bem.cd are the spanwise BEM-computed drag coefficient time series.
– perf.bem.phi are the spanwise BEM-computed inflow angle time series.
– perf.bem.aoa are the spanwise BEM-computed angle of attack time se-
ries.
– perf.bem.a are the spanwise BEM-computed axial induction time series.
• perf.CL are the total lift coefficient time series for each blade.
A.1.6 platform
This structure contains the floating platform properties. These are generally not
used by WInDS, but included for reference and for file naming purposes:
• platform.Type is the type of platform used in the simulation. This variable
may be used to define output filenames.
• platform.TwrDraft is the downward distance from mean sea level to the tower
base platform connection.
• platform.PtfmCm is the downward distance from mean sea level to the plat-
form CM.
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• platform.PtfmRef is the downward distance from mean sea level to the plat-
form reference point.
• platform.PtfmDraft is the effective platform draft.
• platform.PtfmDiam is the effective platform diameter.
A.1.7 pos
This structure contains the computed geometric values and station positions:
• pos.platform are the locations of the platform reference point in the inertial
coordinate system.
• pos.hub are the locations of the rotor cone apex in the inertial coordinate
system.
• pos.lead are the locations of the blade leading edge corresponding to blade.RTrail.
• pos.bound are the locations of the blade quarter-chord (lifting line) corre-
sponding to blade.RNodes.
• pos.colloc are the locations of the blade 3/4-chord (collocation points) corre-
sponding to blade.RNodes.
• pos.quarter are the locations of the blade quarter-chord (lifting line) corre-
sponding to blade.RTrail.
• pos.trail are the locations of the blade trailing edge corresponding to blade.RTrail.
• pos.end are the locations of the blade trailing edge corresponding to blade.RNodes.
• pos.blade rotseq defines the blade-specific rotation sequences.
• pos.nodes define the transformation matrix between the inertial and blade
coordinate systems.
• pos.aoag are the geometric angles of attack.
A.1.8 turbine
This structure contains basic information on the turbine geometry:
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• turbine.NumBl is the number of blades.
• turbine.OverHang is the distance from the yaw axis to the rotor apex.
• turbine.TowerHt is the height of the tower.
• turbine.Twr2Shft is the vertical distance from the tower top to the rotor
shaft.
• turbine.ShftTilt is the rotor shaft tilt angle.
• turbine.Precone are the blade cone angles.
A.1.9 user
This structure contains user-defined conditions WInDS operating conditions:
• user.t contains the initial and final times and the frequency of the interpolated
time series.
• user.filename is the user-defined output filename.
• user.tol is the convergence tolerance for the Kutta-Joukowski iteration.
• user.d is the cut-off distance for vortex core models.
• user.co is the distance at which vortex contributions are assumed to be zero.
• user.integ selects the integration method used by WInDS.
• user.ns is the number of radial stations along each blade.
• user.maxiter is the maximum allowed number Kutta-Joukowski iterations.
• user.roll selects whether or not wake self-induction is included.
• user.anim selects whether or not a wake evolution animation is generated.
• user.time is the initialization time of the simulation, used for file naming pur-
poses.
• user.kjtype selects the root-finding method used by Kutta-Joukowski.
• user.relax is the relaxation factor used by Kutta-Joukowski.
• user.ellip is a structure containing user-defined variables for simulating an
elliptical wing:
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– user.ellip.b is the wingspan.
– user.ellip.AR is the wing aspect ratio (A).
– user.ellip.wind is the wind velocity vector.
– user.ellip.pitch is the initial and final pitch angle and the trigger time
for pitch change.
– user.ellip.pitchrate is the pitch rate.
– user.ellip.yaw is the yaw angle.
• user.rotor is a structure containing user-defined variable for simulating a rotor:
– user.rotor.wind is the wind velocity vector.
– user.rotor.tsr is the tip speed ratio.
– user.rotor.casetype is used for file naming purposes.
– user.rotor.pitch is the blade pitch angle.
– user.rotor.yaw is the yaw angle.
– user.rotor.modes is a cell array used to characterize the platform motions
as a bimodal sinusoid.
A.1.10 vel
This structure contains computed velocities:
• vel.bound are the velocites along the blade quarter-chord (lifting line) in the
inertial coordinate system.
• vel.blade are the velocites along the blade quarter-chord (lifting line) in the
blade coordinate system.
• vel.platform are the velocities of the platform reference point in the inertial
coordinate system.
• vel.hub are the motion-induced velocities of the rotor cone apex in the inertial
coordinate system.
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• vel.relhub are the total velocities of the rotor cone apex in the inertial coordi-
nate system.
• vel.domain are the wake node velocities in the inertial coordinate system.
• vel.uind are the wake self-induced velocities in the inertial coordinate system.
• vel.uindb are the lifting line induced velocities in the inertial coordinate sys-
tem.
• vel.unid shed are the wake self-induced velocities because of shed vorticity in
the inertial coordinate system.
• vel.uind trail are the wake self-induced velocities because of trailing vorticity
in the inertial coordinate system.
• vel.rot are the lifting line induced velocities in the blade coordinate system.
• vel.uindb shed are the lifting line induced velocities because of shed vorticity
in the inertial coordinate system.
• vel.uindb trail are the lifting line induced velocities because of trailing vor-
ticity in the inertial coordinate system.
• vel.tot are the total lifting line velocities in the blade coordinate system.
A.1.11 wake
This structure contains computed wake properties:
• wake.domain are the wake node locations.
• wake.Re are the vortex Reynolds numbers.
• wake.rc are the vortex core radii.
• wake.length are the lengths of the vortex filaments.
• wake.rc eff are the effective vortex core radii.
• wake.gamma are the filament circulation strengths.
• wake.r0 are the initial vortex core radii.
• wake.strain are the computed filament strain.
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A.1.12 wind
This structure contains free-stream wind values:
• wind.infty are the free-stream wind velocities.
• wind.time are the timestamps.
• wind.inftyM are the magnitudes of the free-stream wind velocities.
A.2 Main WInDS Driver
This driver code is a script that calls all of the functions in the correct order, allows
for user-specified variables to be defined, and saves the completed simulation results.
1 %% WInDS Driver −> Wake Induced Dynamics Simulator
2 %
3 % Driver script to compute wind turbine performance via unsteady lifting
4 % line method.
5 %
6 % Uses FAST input and output files to define wind turbine geometry and
7 % operating conditions. WInDS then predicts wind turbine performance
8 % due to wake evolution via unsteady lifting line theory.
9 %
10 %
11 % ****Function(s)****
12 % constants Load constants used by other functions
13 % elliptical Generate geometry and variables for elliptical wing
14 % rotor Generate geometry and variables for rotor
15 % input import Import FAST−formatted input files
16 % output import Import FAST−formatted output files
17 % input mod Modify inputs, remove discontinuities
18 % kinematics Compute positions of blade stations
19 % velocity Compute velocity contributions due to kinematics
20 % initials Set initial conditions and preallocate memory
21 % performance Compute performance and load values
22 %
23 %
24 % Written by Thomas Sebastian (tommy.sebastian@gmail.com)
25 % Last edited April 26, 2011
26 %
27
28 %% Clear command window and workspace
29 clear all
30 close all
31 clc
32
33 %% !!!User−defined variables!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
34 user.t=[0 30 10]; %Initial t, final t, and frequency in Hz
35 user.filename='rotor'; %Test case (elliptical, rotor, or .fst file)
36 user.tol=1e−8; %Tolerance value for convergence of numerical methods
37 user.d='visc1'; %Core model for filaments (numerical values are the squared
38 %cutoff radius, 'viscX' applied viscous model of index X)
39 user.co=30; %Distance from wake nodes beyond which influence is negligible
40 user.integ='pcc'; %Numerical integration scheme
41 user.ns=40; %Number of spanwise stations
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42 user.maxiter=50; %Maximum number of iterations for Kutta−Joukowski theorem
43 user.roll='true'; %If 'true', will apply induction to all wake nodes
44 user.anim='false'; %If 'true', will generate animation of wake evolution
45 user.time=datestr(now ,'mm−dd−yyyy HHMM'); %Date and time of code execution
46 user.kjtype='fixed'; %Use either fixed point or Brent's method for
47 %convergence
48 user.relax=0.45; %Relaxation value for fixed−point iteration
49
50 %Variables for user.ellip.* used only if user.filename='elliptical'
51 user.ellip.b=10; %Elliptical wingspan
52 user.ellip.AR=6; %Elliptical wing aspect ratio (AR=bˆ2/S)
53 user.ellip.wind=[1 0 0]; %Wind velocity vector
54 user.ellip.pitch=[5 5 0]; %Pitch angle of elliptical wing (in degrees)
55 user.ellip.pitchrate=0; %Pitch rate of elliptical wing (in degrees)
56 user.ellip.yaw=0; %Yaw angle of elliptical wing (in degrees)
57
58 %Variables for user.rotor.* used only if user.filename='rotor'
59 user.rotor.wind=[6 0 0]; %Wind velocity vector
60 user.rotor.tsr=9.63; %Tip speed ratio
61 user.rotor.casetype='belowbargesurge';
62 user.rotor.pitch=0; %Pitch angle of rotor blade (in degrees)
63 user.rotor.yaw=0;
64 user.rotor.modes={'Surge' 0.72520 0.00740 −1.16256 −0.44205 0.07750 ...
65 2.60940 13.60156 10};
66
67 %% Load constants (physical and derived)
68 [const]=constants;
69
70 %% Load test case (elliptical wing, rotor, or FAST−generated)
71 if strcmp(user.filename,'elliptical')
72 [blade,turbine,platform,fastout,airfoils,wind]=elliptical(user);
73 elseif strcmp(user.filename,'rotor')
74 [blade,turbine,platform,fastout,airfoils,wind]=rotor(user);
75 elseif strcmp(user.filename,'mexico')
76 [blade,turbine,platform,fastout,airfoils,wind]=mexico(user);
77 elseif strcmp(user.filename,'rotorc')
78 [blade,turbine,platform,fastout,airfoils,wind]=rotorc(user);
79 elseif strcmp(user.filename,'rotorc2')
80 [blade,turbine,platform,fastout,airfoils,wind]=rotorc2(user);
81 elseif strcmp(user.filename,'DU')
82 [blade,turbine,platform,fastout,airfoils,wind]=haans(user);
83 elseif strcmp(user.filename,'fast')
84 [airfoils,blade,turbine,platform,wind]=input import(user.filename);
85 [fastout]=output import(user.filename,user.t);
86 end
87
88 %% Compute positions of blade stations in inertial reference frame
89 [pos]=kinematics(blade,turbine,platform,fastout);
90
91 %% Compute velocities of blade stations due to external motions
92 [vel,pos]=velocity(pos,blade,turbine,wind,fastout);
93
94 %% Define initial values (wake strength, geometry, etc)
95 [wake,vel,perf]=initials(pos,vel,blade,turbine,wind,airfoils,fastout,...
96 const,user);
97
98 %% !!!PRIMARY LOOP OVER TIMESERIES!!!
99 %Determine size of test vectors/arrays
100 nt=length(fastout.Time); %Number of timesteps
101 nb=turbine.NumBl; %Number of blades
102 ns=length(blade.RNodes); %Number of shed nodes (stations)
103 tm=zeros(nt,1); %Preallocate memory for timer (time for each timestep)
104
105 for p=2:nt
106 tic; %Begin timing this timestep
107 %Update shed and trailing filament strength
108 %Bound filament for previous timestep becomes new bound filament
109 wake.gamma.shed{p}(:,:,1,:)=wake.gamma.shed{p−1}(:,:,1,:);
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110 %Compute spanwise change in bound filament to compute first set of
111 %trailing filaments
112 wake.gamma.trail{p}(:,:,1,:)=diff([zeros(1,1,1,nb) ; ...
113 wake.gamma.shed{p}(:,:,1,:) ; zeros(1,1,1,nb)],1);
114 %Previous set of trailing filaments becomes new set of trailing
115 %filaments
116 wake.gamma.trail{p}(:,:,2:end,:)=wake.gamma.trail{p−1};
117 %Shed filaments computed via spanwise summation of trailing filaments
118 %(ensure Kelvin's theorem is satisfied)
119 wake.gamma.shed{p}(:,:,2:end,:)=diff(cat(3,cumsum(...
120 wake.gamma.trail{p}(1:end−1,:,:,:),1),zeros(ns,1,1,nb)),1,3);
121
122 %Modify vortex core size via Ramasamy−Leishman model and include effect of
123 %filament stretching from previous timestep
124 wake=vcore(wake,const,fastout,user,p);
125
126 %Compute induced velocity at all points
127 %Velocity induced by shed filaments on all nodes in wake
128 if strcmp(user.roll,'true')
129 vel.uind shed=BiotSavart(wake.domain{p}(1:end−1,:,:,:),...
130 wake.domain{p}(2:end,:,:,:),wake.domain{p},...
131 wake.gamma.shed{p},wake.rc eff.shed{p},user.d,user.co,'full');
132 %Velocity induced by trailing filaments on all nodes in wake
133 vel.uind trail=BiotSavart(wake.domain{p}(:,:,2:end,:),...
134 wake.domain{p}(:,:,1:end−1,:),wake.domain{p},...
135 wake.gamma.trail{p},wake.rc eff.trail{p},user.d,user.co,...
136 'full');
137 %Sum the induced velocity contributions due to shed and trailing
138 %filaments
139 vel.uind{p}=vel.uind shed+vel.uind trail;
140 end
141 %Add the total induced velocity in the wake to the freestream velocity
142 vel.domain{p}=vel.domain{p}+vel.uind{p};
143
144 %Numerically convect wake nodes to time+1
145 if strcmp(user.integ,'fe') && p˜=nt
146 wake=fe(wake,vel,user,p); %Foward euler
147 elseif strcmp(user.integ,'ab2') && p˜=nt
148 wake=ab2(wake,vel,user,p); %2nd−order Adams−Bashforth
149 elseif strcmp(user.integ,'ab4') && p˜=nt
150 wake=ab4(wake,vel,user,p); %2nd−order Adams−Bashforth
151 elseif strcmp(user.integ,'pcc') && p˜=nt
152 wake=pcc(wake,vel,const,fastout,user,p); %Predictor−corrector,
153 %central−difference
154 elseif strcmp(user.integ,'pc2b') && p˜=nt
155 wake=pc2b(wake,vel,user,p); %Predictor−corrector, 2nd−order
156 %backward−difference
157 end
158
159 %Compute strength of new bound vortex via Kutta−Joukowski theorem
160 [wake,perf,vel,ctj]=KuttaJoukowski(pos,vel,blade,turbine,wake,...
161 airfoils,user,perf,p,user.kjtype);
162
163 %Determine time spent on current timeloop and estimate time remaining
164 tm(p−1)=toc; %Time spent on current loop
165 if p>2
166 pt=polyfit([0 ; (2:p)'],cumsum([0 ; tm(1:p−1)]),2);
167 tr=polyval(pt,nt)−sum(tm(1:p−1)); %Extrapolate to determine time
168 %remaining
169 clc; disp([num2str(ctj) ': ' num2str(p/nt*100) ...
170 '% complete, estimated time remaining: ' num2str(tr/60) ...
171 ' minutes'])
172 end
173 end
174
175 %% Compute performance metrics
176 perform;
177
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178 %% Tidy up the workspace
179 clear yn j nb nt wb1 vs vt pg nst ns tr
180 save([user.time ' ' user.filename ' ' user.rotor.casetype '.mat'])
181
182 %% Generated wake animation
183 if strcmp(user.anim,'true')
184 if strcmp(user.filename,'elliptical')
185 plotwake(pos,vel,wind,turbine,blade,platform,fastout,wake,user,1);
186 else
187 plotwake(pos,vel,wind,turbine,blade,platform,fastout,wake,user,0);
188 end
189 end
A.3 BEM
BEM uses a steady implementation of the blade element momentum theory to gen-
erate an initial spanwise lift distribution on the rotor blades, which is then used to
compute the initial vortex filament strengths.
1 function [cl,cd,phi,aoa,a,ap]=BEM(airfoils,blade,turbine,fastout,vel)
2 %% [cl,cd,phi,aoa,a,ap]=BEM(airfoils,blade,turbine,fastout,vel) −>
3 % BEM theory.
4 %
5 % Function computes spanwise and rotor performance and loads via blade
6 % element momentum theory. Includes corrections for skewed flow and
7 % heavily loaded rotors.
8 %
9 % ****Input(s)****
10 % airfoils Structure containing airfoil performance tables
11 % blade Structure containing blade geometry
12 % turbine Structure containing turbine geometry
13 % fastout Structure containing time−dependent kinematics
14 % vel Structure containing velocity components in inertial and blade
15 % coordinate systems
16 %
17 % ****Output(s)****
18 % cl Spanwise lift coefficient
19 % cd Spanwise drag coefficient
20 % phi Spanwise inflow angle
21 % aoa Spanwise angle of attack
22 % a Spanwise axial induction factor
23 % ap Spanwise tangential induction factor
24 %
25 %
26 % Written by Thomas Sebastian (tommy.sebastian@gmail.com)
27 % Last edited January 15, 2011
28 %
29
30 %% Preallocate space for variables within loop
31 %Determine size of test vectors/arrays
32 ns=length(blade.RNodes);
33 nt=length(fastout.Time); %Number of timesteps
34 na=length(airfoils.Names);
35 RNodes=blade.RNodes;
36 Chord=blade.Chord;
37 NFoil=blade.NFoil;
38
39 a0=zeros(ns,nt); %Old (previous iteration) axial induction factor
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40 ap0=zeros(ns,nt); %Old (previous iteration) tangential induction factor
41 phi=zeros(ns,nt); %Local inflow angle
42 aoa=zeros(ns,nt); %Local angle of attack
43 cl=zeros(ns,nt); %Local lift coefficient
44 cd=zeros(ns,nt); %Local drag coefficient
45 ct=zeros(ns,nt); %Local thrust coefficient
46 ftip=zeros(ns,nt); %Tip loss factor
47 fhub=zeros(ns,nt); %Hub loss factor
48 f=zeros(ns,nt); %Total loss corection factor
49 fiter=zeros(ns,nt); %Converence flag for gridpoints ('1' if converged,
50 %'9999' if not)
51
52 %% Define convergence criteria
53 tol=1e−6; %Convergence tolerance
54 da=ones(ns,nt); %Set initial value for axial induction factor residual
55 %equal to 1
56 dap=ones(ns,nt); %Set initial value for tangential induction factor
57 %residual equal to 1
58
59 ncv=find(da>tol | dap>tol); %Identify all nonconverged points
60 %(all initially)
61 miter=5000; %Maximum number of allowable iterations
62 wt=0.1; %Weighting factor on corrections to balance speed with stability
63 %(faster as you approach 1, but less stable)
64
65 %% Compute relevant velocity/angle components
66 Uinf=sqrt(sum(vel.relhub.ˆ2,2));
67 Om=fastout.RotSpeed*(2*pi/60);
68
69 twst=−blade.AeroTwst*pi/180;
70 ptch=fastout.BldPitch1*pi/180;
71
72 rP=−fastout.PtfmPitch*pi/180; %Rotor pitch (vector, wrt time)
73 rY=(fastout.PtfmYaw+fastout.NacYaw)*pi/180; %Rotor yaw (vector, wrt time)
74 if sign(rP)==0
75 sp=sign(rY);
76 elseif sign(rY)==0
77 sp=sign(rP);
78 else
79 sp=sign(rP).*sign(rY);
80 end
81 gamma=sp.*acos(cos(rP).*cos(rY)); %Total skew angle
82 psi=pi−atan2(cos(rP).*sin(rY),sin(rP)); %Total azimuthal angle of skew
83
84 %% Compute initial guesses of key variables
85 Om=repmat(Om',ns,1);
86 Uinf=repmat(Uinf',ns,1);
87 ptch=repmat(ptch',ns,1);
88 gamma=repmat(gamma',ns,1);
89 psi=repmat(psi',ns,1);
90 twst=repmat(twst,1,nt);
91 sigmap=repmat(turbine.NumBl.*Chord./(2.*pi.*RNodes),1,nt); %Local solidity
92 RNodes=repmat(RNodes,1,nt);
93 lambdar=Om.*RNodes./Uinf; %Local speed ratio
94
95
96 % Initial values for axial and tangential induction factors
97 a=real(0.25*(2+pi*lambdar.*sigmap−sqrt(4−4*pi*lambdar.*sigmap+pi*...
98 lambdar.ˆ2.*sigmap.*(8*(twst+ptch)+pi*sigmap))));
99 ap=zeros(size(a));
100
101 %% Primary loop for BEM
102
103 for j=1:200
104
105 % Save previous values of axial and tangential induction factors
106 a0(ncv)=a(ncv);
107 ap0(ncv)=ap(ncv);
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108
109 % Compute inflow angle and angle of attack
110 phi(ncv)=atan2(Uinf(ncv).*(1−a(ncv)),Om(ncv).*RNodes(ncv).*...
111 (1+ap(ncv)));
112 aoa(ncv)=(phi(ncv)−(twst(ncv)+ptch(ncv)))*180/pi;
113
114 % Interpolate over airfoil database for lift and drag coefficients
115 for k=1:na
116 cl(NFoil==k,:)=interp1(airfoils.profiles(k,1).AoA,...
117 airfoils.profiles(k,1).Cl,aoa(NFoil==k,:));
118 cd(NFoil==k,:)=interp1(airfoils.profiles(k,1).AoA,...
119 airfoils.profiles(k,1).Cd,aoa(NFoil==k,:));
120 end
121
122 % Compute elemental thrust coefficient
123 ct(ncv)=sigmap(ncv).*(1−a(ncv)).ˆ2.*(cl(ncv).*cos(phi(ncv))+cd(ncv)...
124 .*sin(phi(ncv)))./sin(phi(ncv)).ˆ2;
125
126 % Compute loss correction factor due to tip and hub losses
127 ftip(ncv)=2./pi.*acos(exp(−(turbine.NumBl.*(blade.TipRad...
128 −RNodes(ncv))./(2.*RNodes(ncv).*sin(phi(ncv)))))); %Tip loss factor
129 fhub(ncv)=2./pi.*acos(exp(−(turbine.NumBl.*(RNodes(ncv)...
130 −blade.HubRad)./(2*blade.HubRad.*sin(phi(ncv)))))); %Hub loss
131 %factor
132 f(ncv)=fhub(ncv).*ftip(ncv); %Total loss correction factor
133
134 % Compute axial induction factor using conventional BEM theory
135 a(ncv)=real((1+4.*f(ncv).*sin(phi(ncv)).ˆ2./(sigmap(ncv).*(cl(ncv).*...
136 cos(phi(ncv))+cd(ncv).*sin(phi(ncv))))).ˆ−1);
137
138 % Identify highly loaded gridpoints (requires use of modified Glauert
139 % correction for axial induction factor)
140 ncvf=find(ct>0.96*f & (da>tol | dap>tol));
141
142 % Compute axial induction factor using modified Glauert correction
143 % (on identified gridpoints)
144 a(ncvf)=real((18.*f(ncvf)−20−3.*sqrt(ct(ncvf).*(50−36.*f(ncvf))+12.*...
145 f(ncvf).*(3.*f(ncvf)−4)))./(36.*f(ncvf)−50));
146
147 % Compute tangential induction factor
148 ap(ncv)=(4.*f(ncv).*cos(phi(ncv)).*sin(phi(ncv))./(sigmap(ncv).*...
149 (cl(ncv).*sin(phi(ncv))−cd(ncv).*cos(phi(ncv))))−1).ˆ−1;
150
151 % Apply skewed wake correction if flow is non−axial
152 if abs(gamma)>1e−8;
153 a(ncv)=a(ncv).*(1+15*pi/32.*RNodes(ncv)./blade.TipRad.*tan(0.5...
154 .*(0.6.*a(ncv)+1).*gamma(ncv)).*cos(psi(ncv)));
155 end
156
157 % Compute residuals
158 da(ncv)=abs(a0(ncv)−a(ncv));
159 dap(ncv)=abs(ap0(ncv)−ap(ncv));
160
161 % Apply corrective weighting for convergence stability
162 if wt>0
163 a(ncv)=a0(ncv)+wt.*(a(ncv)−a0(ncv));
164 ap(ncv)=ap0(ncv)+wt.*(ap(ncv)−ap0(ncv));
165 end
166
167 % Clear all gridpoint flags in preparation for next loop
168 clear ncv ncvf ncvcl ida idap
169
170 % Identify nonconverged gridpoints
171 ncv=find(da>tol | dap>tol);
172
173 % If all points meet convergence criteria, break loop
174 if isempty(ncv)
175 break
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176 end
177
178 % If maximum allowable iterations has been reached, flag nonconverged
179 % gridpoints with '9999'
180 if j==miter
181 fiter(ncv)=9999;
182 else
183 fiter(ncv)=j;
184 end
185 end
A.4 BiotSavart
The BiotSavart function computes the induced velocity at a point in space because
of the influence of defined vortex filaments. Despite being written in a vectorized
form (capitalizing on one of MATLAB’s strengths), the majority of computational
resources spent by WInDS during a simulation is on this function.
1 function [uind,L]=BiotSavart(F1,F2,P,gamma,rc,d,co,type)
2 %% uind=BiotSavart(F1,F2,P,gamma,rc,d,type) −> Biot−Savart Law
3 %
4 % Function computes the velocity contributions due to turbine motion and
5 % freestream flow in the inertial and blade coordinate systems.
6 %
7 % ****Input(s)****
8 % F1 Array containing first point of each vortex filament
9 % F2 Array containing second point of each vortex filament
10 % P Array containing points of interest (where induction is
11 % computed)
12 % gamma Array of vortex filament circulation strengths
13 % rc Vortex core sizes (actually radius squared for code speed−up)
14 % d Squared cut−off distance (if =0, then viscous correction used)
15 % co Distance from wake nodes beyond which influence is negligible
16 % type If 'length', then will only output filament length (for
17 % filament stretching correction), if 'full', will compute
18 % induction on all points of interest
19 %
20 % ****Output(s)****
21 % uind Array of induced velocity at each of the points P due to
22 % contributions from filaments defined by F1 and F2
23 % L Filament length
24 %
25 % Written by Thomas Sebastian (tommy.sebastian@gmail.com)
26 % Last edited May 24, 2011
27 %
28
29 %% Relabel filament endpoint variables, preallocate memory
30 sp=size(P); %Size of 4D array containing induced velocity points
31 if length(sp)==2
32 sp(3)=1;
33 end
34 if length(sp)==3
35 sp(4)=1;
36 end
37 ns=sp(1);
38 nt=sp(3);
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39 nb=sp(4);
40
41 uind=zeros(sp);
42
43 if strfind(d,'visc')
44 n=str2double(d(5:end));
45 end
46
47 %Filament start points
48 x1=F1(:,1,:,:);
49 y1=F1(:,2,:,:);
50 z1=F1(:,3,:,:);
51 clear F1
52
53 %Filament end points
54 x2=F2(:,1,:,:);
55 y2=F2(:,2,:,:);
56 z2=F2(:,3,:,:);
57 clear F2
58
59 x2x1=x2−x1;
60 y2y1=y2−y1;
61 z2z1=z2−z1;
62 L=x2x1.ˆ2+y2y1.ˆ2+z2z1.ˆ2; %Length of vortex filament (NOTE: L is Lˆ2, as rc is rcˆ2)
63
64 if strcmp(type,'length') %If true, then only returns filament length
65 L=sqrt(L);
66 uind=zeros(size(P));
67 elseif strcmp(type,'full')
68
69 %% Begin looping over POIs
70 for k=1:nb
71 for j=1:nt
72 for i=1:ns
73 px=P(i,1,j,k);
74 py=P(i,2,j,k);
75 pz=P(i,3,j,k);
76
77 %% Compute vector difference calculations
78 pxx1=px−x1;
79 pyy1=py−y1;
80 pzz1=pz−z1;
81 pxx2=px−x2;
82 pyy2=py−y2;
83 pzz2=pz−z2;
84
85 %% Compute distances between points on triangle (filament to POI)
86 r1=sqrt(pxx1.ˆ2+pyy1.ˆ2+pzz1.ˆ2);
87 r2=sqrt(pxx2.ˆ2+pyy2.ˆ2+pzz2.ˆ2);
88 r1dr2=pxx1.*pxx2+pyy1.*pyy2+pzz1.*pzz2;
89 r1tr2=r1.*r2;
90
91 if strfind(d,'visc')
92 Ldr12=(x2x1.*pxx1+y2y1.*pyy1+z2z1.*pzz1).ˆ2;
93 Cnu=r1.ˆ2−Ldr12./L;
94 Cnu=Cnu.*(rc.ˆn+Cnu.ˆn).ˆ(−1/n);
95 ubar=Cnu.*gamma/(4*pi).*(r1+r2)./(r1tr2.*(r1tr2+r1dr2));
96 else
97 ubar=gamma/(4*pi).*(r1+r2)./(r1tr2.*(r1tr2+r1dr2)+(d*L));
98 end
99
100 ubar(isnan(ubar) | isinf(ubar) | (r1>co & r2>co))=0;
101
102 uind(i,1,j,k)=sum(sum(sum(ubar.*(pyy1.*pzz2−pzz1.*pyy2),1),3),4);
103 uind(i,2,j,k)=sum(sum(sum(ubar.*(pzz1.*pxx2−pxx1.*pzz2),1),3),4);
104 uind(i,3,j,k)=sum(sum(sum(ubar.*(pxx1.*pyy2−pyy1.*pxx2),1),3),4);
105 end
106 end
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107 end
108 end
A.5 DCMRot
Provided any sequence of rotations and corresponding axes, DCMRot will generate
the associated direction cosine matrix (DCM) and perform the rotations on a given
vector.
1 function [y,A]=DCMRot(x,t,A,rotseq,rev)
2 %% [y,A]=DCMRot(x,t,rotseq) −> Vector Rotation.
3 %
4 % Function performs a series of rotations about user−defined axes by
5 % user−defined angles over a series of vectors.
6 %
7 % ****Input(s)****
8 % x 1x3 (or Nx3) vector (array of vectors) to be rotated
9 % t NxM array of rotation angles, where M=1..M corresponds to
10 % 1st−Mth rotation order (degrees)
11 % A Nx9 array representing preceeding rotation matrix
12 % rotseq String (length M)indicating order of rotation sequence (Example:
13 % 'xyzy' indicates a rotation first about the x−axis, then y, then
14 % z, then y
15 % rev Compute transpose of DCM, then compute reverse sequence (if=1)
16 %
17 % ****Output(s)****
18 % y Nx3 array of rotated vectors
19 % A Nx9 array representing rotation matrix
20 %
21 % Written by Thomas Sebastian (tommy.sebastian@gmail.com)
22 % Last edited February 26, 2010
23 %
24
25 %% Generate direction cosine matrix for rotation sequence
26 if isempty(A)
27 A=zeros(size(t,1),9); %Form an identity array
28 A(:,1:4:9)=1;
29 end
30
31 %Generate diagonal 1's and off−diagonal 0's
32 f0=zeros(size(t,1),1);
33 f1=ones(size(t,1),1);
34
35 %Speed up calculations by computing trig functions once
36 sint=sind(t);
37 cost=cosd(t);
38
39 for c1=1:length(rotseq) %Loop over number of rotation sequences
40 if strcmpi(rotseq(c1),'x')
41 R=[f1 f0 f0 f0 cost(:,c1) −sint(:,c1) f0 sint(:,c1) cost(:,c1)];
42 elseif strcmpi(rotseq(c1),'y')
43 R=[cost(:,c1) f0 sint(:,c1) f0 f1 f0 −sint(:,c1) f0 cost(:,c1)];
44 elseif strcmpi(rotseq(c1),'z')
45 R=[cost(:,c1) −sint(:,c1) f0 sint(:,c1) cost(:,c1) f0 f0 f0 f1];
46 end
47
48 B(:,1)=sum(R(:,1:3).*A(:,1:3:7),2);
49 B(:,2)=sum(R(:,1:3).*A(:,2:3:8),2);
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50 B(:,3)=sum(R(:,1:3).*A(:,3:3:9),2);
51 B(:,4)=sum(R(:,4:6).*A(:,1:3:7),2);
52 B(:,5)=sum(R(:,4:6).*A(:,2:3:8),2);
53 B(:,6)=sum(R(:,4:6).*A(:,3:3:9),2);
54 B(:,7)=sum(R(:,7:9).*A(:,1:3:7),2);
55 B(:,8)=sum(R(:,7:9).*A(:,2:3:8),2);
56 B(:,9)=sum(R(:,7:9).*A(:,3:3:9),2);
57 A=B;
58 end
59
60 if rev==1 %Compute transpose of DCM to reverse rotation sequence
61 B(:,1)=A(:,1);
62 B(:,2)=A(:,4);
63 B(:,3)=A(:,7);
64 B(:,4)=A(:,2);
65 B(:,5)=A(:,5);
66 B(:,6)=A(:,8);
67 B(:,7)=A(:,3);
68 B(:,8)=A(:,6);
69 B(:,9)=A(:,9);
70 A=B;
71 end
72
73 %% Apply rotation sequence to vector elements
74 if size(x,1)<size(A,1) %If a single vector undergoing a series of rotation,
75 %expand for index multiplication
76 x=repmat(x,size(A,1),1);
77 elseif size(x,1)>size(A,1) %If a single rotation seq. applied to multiple
78 %vectors, expand for index multiplication
79 A=repmat(A,size(x,1),1);
80 end
81
82 y(:,1)=sum(A(:,1:3).*x(:,1:3),2);
83 y(:,2)=sum(A(:,4:6).*x(:,1:3),2);
84 y(:,3)=sum(A(:,7:9).*x(:,1:3),2);
A.6 FilamentMod
FilamentMod computes the effective vortex core radius because of filament stretch-
ing between time steps (Equation 5.12).
1 function wake=filamentmod(wake,time)
2 %% wake=filamentmod(wake,time) −> Core size due to filament stretching.
3 %
4 % Function computes the effective vortex filament core size due to filament
5 % stretching between timesteps.
6 %
7 % ****Input(s)****
8 % wake Structure containing wake node positions, filament strengths,
9 % vortex core radii, and vortex Reynolds number
10 % time Index for current timestep
11 %
12 % ****Output(s)****
13 % wake Structure containing wake node positions, filament strengths,
14 % vortex core radii (updated), and vortex Reynolds number
15 %
16 % Written by Thomas Sebastian (tommy.sebastian@gmail.com)
17 % Last edited February 20, 2011
18 %
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19
20 %% Apply filament stretching if time index > 3
21 if time>3
22 trailnew=sqrt(wake.length.trail{time}(:,:,2:end−1,:));
23 trailold=sqrt(wake.length.trail{time−1}(:,:,2:end,:));
24 shednew=sqrt(wake.length.shed{time}(:,:,2:end−1,:));
25 shedold=sqrt(wake.length.shed{time−1}(:,:,2:end,:));
26
27 %% Compute strain of trailing and shed filaments
28 wake.strain.trail=(trailnew−trailold)./trailold;
29 wake.strain.shed=(shednew−shedold)./shedold;
30
31 %Equations modified as rc and re eff are squared
32 wake.rc eff.trail{time}(:,:,2:end−1,:)=wake.rc.trail{time}...
33 (:,:,2:end−1,:).*(1./(1+wake.strain.trail));
34 wake.rc eff.shed{time}(:,:,2:end−1,:)=wake.rc.shed{time}...
35 (:,:,2:end−1,:).*(1./(1+wake.strain.shed));
36 end
A.7 Initials
Initials preallocates memory and defines the initial conditions. This includes vortex
strengths (via BEM) as well as initial rotor position.
1 function [wake,vel,perf]=initials(pos,vel,blade,turbine,wind,airfoils,...
2 fastout,const,user)
3 %% [wake,vel,pos,perf]=initials(pos,vel,blade,turbine,wind,airfoils,
4 % fastout,const,user) −> Define initial values.
5 %
6 % Function preallocates memory for wake and response structures and
7 % variables and computes initial results for the first timestep.
8 %
9 % ****Input(s)****
10 % pos Structure containing relevant positions
11 % vel Structure containing velocity components in inertial and blade
12 % coordinate systems
13 % blade Structure containing blade geometry
14 % turbine Structure containing turbine geometry
15 % wind Structure containing imported wind data
16 % airfoils Structure containing airfoil performance tables
17 % fastout Structure containing imported FAST−generated results
18 % const Structure containing model and atmospheric constants
19 % user Structure containing user−defined variables
20 %
21 % ****Output(s)****
22 % wake Structure containing wake node positions, filament strengths,
23 % vortex core radii, and vortex Reynolds number
24 % vel Structure containing velocity components in inertial and blade
25 % coordinate systems, now including induced velocity
26 % perf Structure containing performance−related variables
27 %
28 % Written by Thomas Sebastian (tommy.sebastian@gmail.com)
29 % Last edited February 18, 2011
30 %
31
32 %% Preallocate for speed
33 %Determine size of test vectors/arrays
34 nt=length(fastout.Time); %Number of timesteps
35 nb=turbine.NumBl; %Number of blades
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36 nst=length(blade.RTrail); %Number of trailing nodes (+1 number of station)
37 ns=length(blade.RNodes); %Number of shed nodes (stations)
38
39 wake.domain=cell(nt,1);
40 wake.domain(1:nt)={zeros([nst 3 nt+1 nb])};
41 vel.domain=cell(nt,1);
42 vel.domain(1:nt)={zeros([nst 3 nt+1 nb])};
43 vel.uind=cell(nt,1);
44 vel.uind(1:nt)={zeros([nst 3 nt+1 nb])};
45 vel.uindb=cell(nt,1);
46 vel.uindb(1:nt)={zeros([nst 3 nt+1 nb])};
47
48 wake.Re.shed=cell(nt,1);
49 wake.Re.shed(1:nt)={zeros([ns,1,nt+1,nb])};
50 wake.Re.trail=cell(nt,1);
51 wake.Re.trail(1:nt)={zeros([nst,1,nt,nb])};
52
53 wake.rc.shed=cell(nt,1);
54 wake.rc.shed(1:nt)={zeros([ns,1,nt+1,nb])};
55 wake.rc.trail=cell(nt,1);
56 wake.rc.trail(1:nt)={zeros([nst,1,nt,nb])};
57
58 wake.length.shed=cell(nt,1);
59 wake.length.shed(1:nt)={zeros([ns,1,nt+1,nb])};
60 wake.length.trail=cell(nt,1);
61 wake.length.trail(1:nt)={zeros([nst,1,nt+1,nb])};
62
63 wake.rc eff.shed=cell(nt,1);
64 wake.rc eff.shed(1:nt)={zeros([ns,1,nt+1,nb])};
65 wake.rc eff.trail=cell(nt,1);
66 wake.rc eff.trail(1:nt)={zeros([nst,1,nt,nb])};
67
68 wake.gamma.shed=cell(nt,1);
69 wake.gamma.shed(1:nt)={zeros([ns,1,nt+1,nb])};
70 wake.gamma.trail=cell(nt,1);
71 wake.gamma.trail(1:nt)={zeros([nst,1,nt+1,nb])};
72
73 perf.cl=zeros([ns,1,nt,nb]);
74 perf.cd=zeros([ns,1,nt,nb]);
75 perf.aoa=zeros([ns,1,nt,nb]);
76 perf.beta=zeros([ns,1,nt,nb]);
77
78 %% Substitute in initial values and truncate size of variables by timestep
79 for j=1:nt
80 wake.domain{j}(:,:,1,:)=pos.quarter(:,:,j,:);
81 wake.domain{j}(:,:,2,:)=pos.trail(:,:,j,:);
82 wake.domain{j}(:,:,j+2:end,:)=[];
83
84 vel.domain{j}(:,:,1:j+1,:)=repmat(wind.infty(j,:),[nst 1 j+1 nb]);
85 vel.domain{j}(:,:,j+2:end,:)=[];
86 vel.uind{j}(:,:,j+2:end,:)=[];
87
88 wake.Re.shed{j}(:,:,j+2:end,:)=[];
89 wake.Re.trail{j}(:,:,j+1:end,:)=[];
90
91 wake.rc.shed{j}(:,:,j+2:end,:)=[];
92 wake.rc.trail{j}(:,:,j+1:end,:)=[];
93
94 wake.length.shed{j}(:,:,j+2:end,:)=[];
95 wake.length.trail{j}(:,:,j+1:end,:)=[];
96
97 wake.rc eff.shed{j}(:,:,j+2:end,:)=[];
98 wake.rc eff.trail{j}(:,:,j+1:end,:)=[];
99
100 wake.gamma.shed{j}(:,:,j+2:end,:)=[];
101 wake.gamma.trail{j}(:,:,j+1:end,:)=[];
102 end
103
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104 %% Define initial induced velocities via 1st−order methods
105 aoa=pos.aoag(:,1,1);
106 if strcmp(user.filename,'elliptical')
107 cl=2*pi/(1+2/turbine.ellip.AR)*aoa*pi/180;
108 perf.cl(:,1,1,1:nb)=repmat(cl,[1 1 1 nb]);
109 perf.aoa(:,1,1,1:nb)=repmat(aoa,[1 1 1 nb]);
110 else
111 [perf.bem.cl,perf.bem.cd,perf.bem.phi,perf.bem.aoa,perf.bem.a]...
112 =BEM(airfoils,blade,turbine,fastout,vel);
113 perf.cl(:,1,1,1:nb)=repmat(perf.bem.cl(:,1),[1 1 1 nb]);
114 perf.aoa(:,1,1,1:nb)=repmat(perf.bem.aoa(:,1),[1 1 1 nb]);
115 end
116
117 %% Define initial vortex strength
118 %Use Kutta−Joukowski theorem to define bound circulation strength
119 wake.gamma.shed{1}(:,:,1,:)=0.5*wind.inftyM(1).*repmat(blade.Chord,...
120 [1 1 1 nb]).*perf.cl(:,:,1,:);
121 %Compute spanwise change in bound filament to compute first set of trailing
122 %filaments
123 wake.gamma.trail{1}=diff([zeros(1,1,1,nb);wake.gamma.shed{1}(:,:,1,:);...
124 zeros(1,1,1,nb)],1);
125 %Shed filaments computed via spanwise summation of trailing filaments
126 %(ensure Kelvin's theorem is satisfied)
127 wake.gamma.shed{1}(:,:,2:end,:)=diff(cat(3,cumsum(wake.gamma.trail{1}...
128 (1:end−1,:,:,:),1),zeros(ns,1,1,nb)),1,3);
129
130 %% Define initial vortex core size
131 T0=2*pi*blade.TipRad./(12*fastout.TipSpdRat.*wind.inftyM);
132 wake.r0=sqrt(4*const.alpha*const.nu*const.delta*T0);
133
134 %% Modify core size using Ramasamy−Leishman model
135 wake=vcore(wake,const,fastout,user,1);
136
137 %% Compute induced velocity at all points in domain and convect points to
138 % next timestep
139 %Velocity induced by shed filaments on all nodes in wake
140 vel.uind shed=BiotSavart(wake.domain{1}(1:end−1,:,:,:),wake.domain{1}...
141 (2:end,:,:,:),wake.domain{1},wake.gamma.shed{1},wake.rc eff.shed{1},...
142 user.d,user.co,'full');
143 %Velocity induced by trailing filaments on all nodes in wake
144 vel.uind trail=BiotSavart(wake.domain{1}(:,:,2:end,:),wake.domain{1}...
145 (:,:,1:end−1,:),wake.domain{1},wake.gamma.trail{1},...
146 wake.rc eff.trail{1},user.d,user.co,'full');
147 %Sum the induced velocity contributions due to shed and trailing filaments
148 vel.uind{1}=vel.uind shed+vel.uind trail;
149 %Add the total induced velocity in the wake to the freestream velocity
150 vel.domain{1}=vel.domain{1}+vel.uind{1};
151 %Numerically convect wake nodes to time+1 via forward Euler
152 wake=fe(wake,vel,user,1);
A.8 InputImport
InputImport imports turbine geometry, operating conditions, and airfoil properties
directly from the user-selected FAST input files.
1 function [airfoils,blade,turbine,platform,wind]=input import(filename)
2 %% [airfoils,blade,turbine,platform,wind]=input import(filename) −> FAST
3 % input files importer.
4 %
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5 % Function imports FAST simulation input files
6 %
7 % ****Input(s)****
8 % filename String containing path to FAST input file (.fst)
9 %
10 % ****Output(s)****
11 % airfoils Structure containing airfoil performance tables
12 % blade Structure containing blade geometry from FAST input file
13 % turbine Structure containing turbine geometry from FAST input file
14 % platform Structure containing platform geometry from FAST input file
15 % wind Structure containing wind data file location
16 %
17 % Written by Thomas Sebastian (tommy.sebastian@gmail.com)
18 % Last edited February 23, 2010
19 %
20
21 %% Use FAST input file to ID other relevant files
22 fn=strread(char(filename),'%s','delimiter','\\');
23 fstfile=char(fn(end));
24 fstpath=filename(1:end−length(fstfile));
25 turbine.filename=[fstpath fstfile];
26 data=importdata(turbine.filename,'\t'); %Import FAST input file
27
28 % Identify platform property file
29 pf=sscanf(char(data(131)),'%i');
30 if pf>=2
31 platform.filename=strread(char(data(132)),'%s','delimiter','"');
32 platform.filename=[fstpath char(platform.filename(2))];
33 else
34 platform.filename='No platform model used.';
35 end
36
37 % Identify AeroDyn file
38 blade.filename=strread(char(data(161)),'%s','delimiter','"');
39 blade.filename=[fstpath char(blade.filename(2))];
40
41 %% Import turbine and blade properties from FAST input file
42 blade.TipRad=sscanf(char(data(78)),'%f');
43 blade.HubRad=sscanf(char(data(79)),'%f');
44 turbine.NumBl=sscanf(char(data(9)),'%i');
45 turbine.OverHang=sscanf(char(data(83)),'%f');
46 turbine.TowerHt=sscanf(char(data(87)),'%f');
47 turbine.Twr2Shft=sscanf(char(data(88)),'%f');
48 turbine.ShftTilt=sscanf(char(data(90)),'%f');
49 turbine.PreCone(1)=sscanf(char(data(92)),'%f');
50 turbine.PreCone(2)=sscanf(char(data(93)),'%f');
51 turbine.PreCone(3)=sscanf(char(data(94)),'%f');
52 clear data
53
54 %% Import AeroDyn file and individual airfoil files
55 % Identify TurbSim−based wind input file
56 data=importdata(blade.filename,'\t');
57 wind.filename=strread(char(data(10)),'%s','delimiter','"');
58 wind.filename=[fstpath char(wind.filename(2))];
59
60 % Count up number of airfoils and blade sections, import airfoil tables,
61 % then import blade properties as a structure
62 nblades=sscanf(char(data(18)),'%i');
63 airfoils.Names=cell(nblades,1);
64 for c1=1:nblades
65 af=strread(char(data(18+c1)),'%s','delimiter','"');
66 af=char(af(2));
67 adata=importdata([fstpath af],'\t');
68
69 if(isfield(adata,'textdata')==0) %Sometimes will import a cell
70 %structure... code checks for this
71 adata1=importdata([fstpath af],' ',14);
72 adata2=importdata([fstpath af],'\t');
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73 adata2(15:end)=[];
74 clear adata
75 adata.data=adata1.data;
76 adata.textdata=adata2;
77 end
78
79 id=isnan(adata.data(2,:));
80 adata.data(:,id)=[];
81
82 af=strread(char(af),'%s','delimiter','\\');
83 af=char(af(end));
84
85 airfoils.Names(c1,1)={genvarname(af(1:end−4))};
86
87 id=find(diff(adata.data(:,1))==0); %ID non−distinct values for AoA
88 adata.data(id,:)=[]; %#ok<FNDSB>
89
90 eval(['airfoils.profiles(' num2str(c1) ' ,1).StallAoA=sscanf'...
91 '(char(adata.textdata(5)),''%f'');'])
92 eval(['airfoils.profiles(' num2str(c1) ' ,1).Cn0AoA=sscanf'...
93 '(char(adata.textdata(9)),''%f'');'])
94 eval(['airfoils.profiles(' num2str(c1) ' ,1).Lift0Cn=sscanf'...
95 '(char(adata.textdata(10)),''%f'');'])
96 eval(['airfoils.profiles(' num2str(c1) ' ,1).StallAoACn=sscanf'...
97 '(char(adata.textdata(11)),''%f'');'])
98 eval(['airfoils.profiles(' num2str(c1) ' ,1).StallAoANCn=sscanf'...
99 '(char(adata.textdata(12)),''%f'');'])
100 eval(['airfoils.profiles(' num2str(c1) ' ,1).CdminAoA=sscanf'...
101 '(char(adata.textdata(13)),''%f'');'])
102 eval(['airfoils.profiles(' num2str(c1) ' ,1).Cdmin=sscanf'...
103 '(char(adata.textdata(14)),''%f'');'])
104
105 eval(['airfoils.profiles(' num2str(c1) ' ,1).AoA=adata.data(:,1);'])
106 eval(['airfoils.profiles(' num2str(c1) ' ,1).Cl=adata.data(:,2);'])
107 eval(['airfoils.profiles(' num2str(c1) ' ,1).Cd=adata.data(:,3);'])
108 eval(['airfoils.profiles(' num2str(c1) ' ,1).Cm=adata.data(:,4);'])
109 clear af adata adata1 adata2 id
110 end
111
112 dm=19+nblades;
113 ivnames=textscan(char(data(dm+1,:)),'%s');
114 ivnames=genvarname(cell(ivnames{1,1}));
115 data=char(data(dm+1:length(data),:));
116 ndata=zeros(size(data,1)−1,5);
117 for c2=2:size(data,1)
118 ndata(c2−1,:)=sscanf(data(c2, :)', '%f %f %f %f %d', [1, inf]);
119 end
120 for c3=1:5
121 eval(['blade.' char(ivnames(c3)) '=ndata(:,c3);'])
122 end
123
124 %% Import platform properties
125 if pf==0 | | pf==1
126 platform.Type='onshore';
127 platform.TwrDraft=0;
128 platform.PtfmCM=0;
129 platform.PtfmRef=0;
130 platform.PtfmDraft=0;
131 platform.PtfmDiam=0;
132 elseif pf==2
133 data=importdata(platform.filename,'\t');
134 platform.Type='monopile';
135 platform.TwrDraft=sscanf(char(data(19)),'%f');
136 platform.PtfmCM=sscanf(char(data(20)),'%f');
137 platform.PtfmRef=sscanf(char(data(21)),'%f');
138 platform.PtfmDraft=sscanf(char(data(36)),'%f'); %Water depth
139 platform.PtfmDiam=sscanf(char(data(31)),'%f');
140 elseif pf==3
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141 data=importdata(platform.filename,'\t');
142 platform.Type=strread(char(data(29)),'%s','delimiter','"');
143 platform.Type=strread(char(platform.Type(2)),'%s','delimiter','\\');
144 platform.Type=char(platform.Type(end));
145 platform.TwrDraft=sscanf(char(data(19)),'%f');
146 platform.PtfmCM=sscanf(char(data(20)),'%f');
147 platform.PtfmRef=sscanf(char(data(21)),'%f');
148 platform.PtfmDraft=sscanf(char(data(32)),'%f');
149 platform.PtfmDiam=sscanf(char(data(33)),'%f');
150 end
A.9 Kinematics
Kinematics works with DCMRot to compute the locations of spanwise points of
interest in the inertial and blade coordinate systems.
1 function [pos]=kinematics(blade,turbine,platform,fastout)
2 %% [pos]=kinematics(blade,turbine,platform,fastout) −> Inertial position of
3 % rotor and blade stations.
4 %
5 % Function computes the station locations of each blade in the inertial
6 % coordinate system
7 %
8 % ****Input(s)****
9 % blade Structure containing blade geometry from FAST input file
10 % turbine Structure containing turbine geometry from FAST input file
11 % platform Structure containing platform geometry from FAST input file
12 % fastout Structure containing imported FAST−generated results
13 %
14 % ****Output(s)****
15 % pos Structure containing relevant positions
16 %
17 % Written by Thomas Sebastian (tommy.sebastian@gmail.com)
18 % Last edited March 25, 2010
19 %
20
21 %% Position of platform reference point in inertial coordinate system
22 pos.platform=[fastout.PtfmSurge fastout.PtfmSway fastout.PtfmHeave];
23
24 %% Position of rotor cone apex (hub) in inertial coordinate system
25 hx=turbine.OverHang*cosd(turbine.ShftTilt);
26 hy=0;
27 hz=platform.PtfmRef+turbine.TowerHt+turbine.Twr2Shft+turbine.OverHang...
28 *sind(turbine.ShftTilt);
29 hub nominal=[hx hy hz]; %Coordinates of hub in ICS
30
31 %Rotation sequence for hub in ICS due to platform+nacelle motions
32 hub rotseq=[fastout.PtfmYaw fastout.PtfmPitch fastout.PtfmRoll ...
33 fastout.NacYaw];
34 hub rotated=DCMRot(hub nominal,hub rotseq,[],'zyxz',0);
35 pos.hub=pos.platform+hub rotated;
36
37 %% Position of spanwise stations and nodes in inertial coordinate system
38 nt=length(fastout.Time); %Number of timesteps
39 nb=turbine.NumBl; %Number of blades
40 nst=length(blade.RTrail); %Number of trailing nodes (+1 number of station)
41 ns=length(blade.RNodes); %Number of shed nodes (stations)
42
43 %Blade stations defined radially along z−axis
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44 blade lead=[−0.25*blade.ChordTrail zeros(nst,1) blade.RTrail];
45 blade bound=[zeros(ns,1) zeros(ns,1) blade.RNodes];
46 blade colloc=[0.25*blade.Chord zeros(ns,1) blade.RNodes];
47 blade quarter=[zeros(nst,1) zeros(nst,1) blade.RTrail];
48 blade trail=[0.75*blade.ChordTrail zeros(nst,1) blade.RTrail];
49 blade end=[0.75*blade.Chord zeros(ns,1) blade.RNodes];
50
51 %Rotation sequence from rotor to inertial coordinate system
52 rotor rotseq=[fastout.Azimuth turbine.ShftTilt*ones(nt,1) ...
53 flipdim(hub rotseq,2)];
54
55 %Preallocate for speed
56 pos.lead=zeros(nst,3,nt,nb);
57 pos.bound=zeros(ns,3,nt,nb);
58 pos.colloc=zeros(ns,3,nt,nb);
59 pos.quarter=zeros(nst,3,nt,nb);
60 pos.trail=zeros(nst,3,nt,nb);
61 pos.end=zeros(ns,3,nt,nb);
62 if strcmp(platform.Type,'EllipticalWing')
63 pos.blade rotseq=zeros(nt,9,nb);
64 else
65 pos.blade rotseq=zeros(nt,10,nb);
66 end
67
68 %Determine azimuth angle between blades, using # of blades
69 Azstep=360/nb;
70 Az=[0 cumsum(Azstep*ones(1,nb−1))];
71
72 if strcmp(platform.Type,'NRELRotor')
73 fastout.BldPitch(:,1)=fastout.BldPitch1;
74 fastout.BldPitch(:,2)=fastout.BldPitch2;
75 fastout.BldPitch(:,3)=fastout.BldPitch3;
76 elseif strcmp(platform.Type,'DU')
77 fastout.BldPitch(:,1)=fastout.BldPitch1;
78 fastout.BldPitch(:,2)=fastout.BldPitch2;
79 else
80 fastout.BldPitch(:,1)=fastout.BldPitch1;
81 fastout.BldPitch(:,2)=fastout.BldPitch2;
82 fastout.BldPitch(:,3)=fastout.BldPitch3;
83 end
84
85 if strcmp(platform.Type,'EllipticalWing')
86 rseq='zzyxxyzxyz';
87 else
88 rseq='zzzyxxyzxyz';
89 end
90
91 for c1=1:nb %Blade−specific rotation sequences
92 if strcmp(platform.Type,'EllipticalWing')
93 pos.blade rotseq(:,:,c1)=[fastout.BldPitch(:,c1) ...
94 turbine.PreCone(c1)*ones(nt,1) Az(c1)*ones(nt,1) rotor rotseq];
95 else
96 pos.blade rotseq(:,:,c1)=[90*ones(nt,1) fastout.BldPitch(:,c1) ...
97 turbine.PreCone(c1)*ones(nt,1) Az(c1)*ones(nt,1) rotor rotseq];
98 end
99 for c2=1:ns
100 total rotseq=[blade.AeroTwst(c2)*ones(nt,1) ...
101 pos.blade rotseq(:,:,c1)];
102 pos.bound(c2,1:3,:,c1)=DCMRot(blade bound(c2,:),total rotseq,[],...
103 rseq,0)'+pos.hub';
104 pos.end(c2,1:3,:,c1)=DCMRot(blade end(c2,:),total rotseq,[],...
105 rseq,0)'+pos.hub';
106 pos.colloc(c2,1:3,:,c1)=DCMRot(blade colloc(c2,:),total rotseq,...
107 [],rseq,0)'+pos.hub';
108 end
109 for c2=1:nst
110 total rotseq=[blade.AeroTwstTrail(c2)*ones(nt,1) ...
111 pos.blade rotseq(:,:,c1)];
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112 pos.lead(c2,1:3,:,c1)=DCMRot(blade lead(c2,:),total rotseq,[],...
113 rseq,0)'+pos.hub';
114 pos.quarter(c2,1:3,:,c1)=DCMRot(blade quarter(c2,:),...
115 total rotseq,[],rseq,0)'+pos.hub';
116 pos.trail(c2,1:3,:,c1)=DCMRot(blade trail(c2,:),total rotseq,[],...
117 rseq,0)'+pos.hub';
118 end
119 end
A.10 KuttaJoukowski
KuttaJoukowski converges to the spanwise circulation distribution because of wake-
induced inflow (Equation 4.15) via user-selected root-finding approaches.
1 function [wake,perf,vel,j]=KuttaJoukowski(pos,vel,blade,turbine,wake,...
2 airfoils,user,perf,time,type)
3 %% [wake,perf,vel]=KuttaJoukowski(pos,vel,blade,turbine,wake,airfoils,user,
4 % perf,time) −> Kutta−Joukowski solver.
5 %
6 % Function computes the bound vortex filament strength via Kutta−Joukowski
7 % theorem, solving via fixed−point iteration or Brent's method
8 %
9 % ****Input(s)****
10 % pos Structure containing relevant positions
11 % vel Structure containing velocity components in inertial and blade
12 % coordinate systems
13 % blade Structure containing blade geometry
14 % turbine Structure containing turbine geometry
15 % wake Structure containing wake node positions, filament strengths,
16 % vortex core radii, and vortex Reynolds number
17 % airfoils Structure containing airfoil performance tables
18 % user Structure containing user−defined variables
19 % perf Structure containing performance−related variables
20 % time Index for current timestep
21 % type If 'fixed', will use fixed−point iteration, if 'brent', will
22 % use Brent's method
23 %
24 % ****Output(s)****
25 % wake Structure containing wake node positions, filament strengths
26 % (updated), vortex core radii, and vortex Reynolds number
27 % perf Structure containing performance−related variables (updated)
28 % vel Structure containing velocity components in inertial and blade
29 % coordinate systems
30 %
31 % Written by Thomas Sebastian (tommy.sebastian@gmail.com)
32 % Last edited February 20, 2011
33 %
34
35 %% Check condition for fixed−point iteration or Brent's method
36 if strcmp(type,'fixed')
37 j=0;
38 dg=1;
39 while max(max(abs(dg)))>user.tol & j<user.maxiter %#ok<AND2> %Fixed
40 %point iteration
41 gamma=wake.gamma.shed{time}(:,:,1,:);
42 [dg,wake,perf,vel]=kj(gamma,vel,wake,pos,blade,turbine,perf,airfoils,time,user);
43 j=j+1;
44 end
45 elseif strcmp(type,'brent')
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46
47 %% Iteration via Brent's method
48 %Preallocate for speed
49 flag=zeros(6,1); %Space for logical values from conditional tests
50 na=length(airfoils.Names); %Number of airfoils
51 nb=turbine.NumBl; %Number of blades
52 Vinf=sqrt(sum(vel.blade(:,:,time−1,:).ˆ2,2)); %Magnitude of wind at the
53 %blade
54
55 %Loop over airfoils + blades, interpolate wrt AoA to determine Cl
56 %and Cd
57 %Adjust AoA +/−10−degrees to set upper/lower bounds for Brent's method
58 aoa=perf.aoa(:,:,time−1,:);
59 cla=perf.cl(:,:,time−1,:);
60 clb=perf.cl(:,:,time−1,:);
61 dalpha=1;
62 for k=1:na
63 for m=1:nb
64 cla(blade.NFoil==k,1,1,m)=interp1(...
65 airfoils.profiles(k,1).AoA,airfoils.profiles(k,1).Cl,...
66 squeeze(aoa(blade.NFoil==k,1,1,m)−dalpha));
67 clb(blade.NFoil==k,1,1,m)=interp1(...
68 airfoils.profiles(k,1).AoA,airfoils.profiles(k,1).Cl,...
69 squeeze(aoa(blade.NFoil==k,1,1,m)+dalpha));
70 end
71 end
72
73 a=0.5*Vinf.*repmat(blade.Chord,[1 1 1 turbine.NumBl]).*cla;
74 b=0.5*Vinf.*repmat(blade.Chord,[1 1 1 turbine.NumBl]).*clb;
75
76 fa=kj(a,vel,wake,pos,blade,turbine,perf,airfoils,time,user);
77 fb=kj(b,vel,wake,pos,blade,turbine,perf,airfoils,time,user);
78 fs=ones(size(fb));
79
80 %Check that bounds are opposite signs (soln must be between bounds)
81 if any(fa(2:end−1,:,:,:).*fb(2:end−1,:,:,:)>0);
82 j=0;
83 dg=1;
84 while max(max(abs(dg)))>user.tol & j<user.maxiter %#ok<AND2> %Fixed
85 %point iteration
86 gamma=wake.gamma.shed{time}(:,:,1,:);
87 [dg,wake,perf,vel]=kj(gamma,vel,wake,pos,blade,turbine,perf,...
88 airfoils,time,user);
89 j=j+1;
90 end
91 return
92 end
93
94 %If any values are zero (Cl=0, for example), then no sign... assign
95 %+/−1 depending on the number of +/− values in bound
96 if any(fa.*fb==0);
97 if numel(fa<0)>numel(fa>0)
98 fa(fa==0)=−1;
99 fb(fb==0)=1;
100 else
101 fa(fa==0)=1;
102 fb(fb==0)=−1;
103 end
104 end
105
106 %Set |fb | < |fa |
107 if abs(fa(mid(fa)))<abs(fb(mid(fb)));
108 [b,a,fb,fa]=deal(a,b,fa,fb);
109 end
110
111 %Set initial values and conditions
112 c=a;
113 fc=fa;
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114 flag(1)=true;
115 j=0;
116
117 %% Iterate until convergence or max. iterations reached
118 while max(abs(fs))>user.tol & j<user.maxiter %#ok<AND2>
119 flag(2)=all(all(fa˜=fc)) && all(all(fb˜=fc));
120 if flag(2) %Inverse quadratic interpolation
121 s=a.*fb.*fc./((fa−fb).*(fa−fc))+b.*fa.*fc./((fb−fa).*...
122 (fb−fc))+c.*fa.*fb./((fc−fa).*(fc−fb));
123 else %Secant rule
124 s=b−fb.*(b−a)./(fb−fa);
125 end
126
127 t1=0.25*(3*a+b);
128 t2=b;
129 if t2(mid(t2))<t1(mid(t1));
130 [t2,t1]=deal(t1,t2);
131 end
132
133 %Conditional flags for method(s) used
134 flag(3)=˜(t1(mid(t1))<s(mid(s)) && s(mid(s))<t2(mid(t2)));
135 flag(4)=flag(1) && abs(s(mid(s))−b(mid(b)))>=0.5*abs(b(mid(b))...
136 −c(mid(c)));
137 flag(5)=˜flag(1) && abs(s(mid(s))−b(mid(b)))>=0.5*abs(c(mid(c))...
138 −d(mid(d)));
139 flag(6)=flag(1) && abs(b(mid(b))−c(mid(c)))<user.tol;
140 flag(7)=˜flag(1) && abs(c(mid(c))−d(mid(d)))<user.tol;
141
142 if any(flag(3:7))
143 s=0.5*(a+b); %Bisection method
144 flag(1)=true;
145 else
146 flag(1)=false;
147 end
148
149 %Apply Kutta−Joukowski theorem to bound filament strength 's'
150 [fs,wake,perf,vel]=kj(s,vel,wake,pos,blade,turbine,perf,...
151 airfoils,time,user);
152 s=wake.gamma.shed{time}(:,:,1,:);
153 d=c;
154 c=b;
155 fc=fb;
156
157 %Swap to set new bounds
158 if any(fa.*fs<0)
159 b=s;
160 fb=fs;
161 else
162 a=s;
163 fa=fs;
164 end
165
166 %Set |fb | < |fa |
167 if abs(fa(mid(fa)))<abs(fb(mid(fb)));
168 [b,a,fb,fa]=deal(a,b,fa,fb);
169 end
170
171 j=j+1;
172 end
173 end
174 end
175
176
177 function [dg,wake,perf,vel]=kj(gamma,vel,wake,pos,blade,turbine,perf,...
178 airfoils,time,user)
179 %% [dg,wake,perf,vel]=kj(gamma,vel,wake,pos,blade,turbine,perf,airfoils,
180 % time,user) −> Kutta−Joukowski theorem.
181 %
176
182 % Function computes the bound vortex filament strength via Kutta−Joukowski
183 % theorem, solving via fixed−point iteration or Brent's method
184 %
185 % ****Input(s)****
186 % pos Structure containing relevant positions
187 % vel Structure containing velocity components in inertial and blade
188 % coordinate systems
189 % blade Structure containing blade geometry
190 % turbine Structure containing turbine geometry
191 % wake Structure containing wake node positions, filament strengths,
192 % vortex core radii, and vortex Reynolds number
193 % airfoils Structure containing airfoil performance tables
194 % user Structure containing user−defined variables
195 % perf Structure containing performance−related variables
196 % time Index for current timestep
197 %
198 % ****Output(s)****
199 % wake Structure containing wake node positions, filament strengths
200 % (updated), vortex core radii, and vortex Reynolds number
201 % perf Structure containing performance−related variables (updated)
202 % vel Structure containing velocity components in inertial and blade
203 % coordinate systems
204 %
205 % Written by Thomas Sebastian (tommy.sebastian@gmail.com)
206 % Last edited February 20, 2011
207 %
208
209 %% Preallocate for speed
210 %Determine size of test vectors/arrays
211 na=length(airfoils.Names); %Number of airfoils
212 nb=turbine.NumBl; %Number of blades
213 ns=length(blade.RNodes); %Number of shed nodes (stations)
214 cl=perf.cl(:,:,time−1,:);
215 cd=perf.cd(:,:,time−1,:);
216 vel.rot=zeros(size(vel.blade(:,:,time,:)));
217 wake.gamma.shed{time}(:,:,1,:)=gamma;
218
219 %% Compute induced velocity on lifting line due to shed and trailing
220 % filament induction
221 vel.uindb shed=BiotSavart(wake.domain{time}(1:end−1,:,:,:),...
222 wake.domain{time}(2:end,:,:,:),pos.bound(:,:,time,:),...
223 wake.gamma.shed{time},wake.rc eff.shed{time},user.d,user.co,'full');
224 vel.uindb trail=BiotSavart(wake.domain{time}(:,:,2:end,:),...
225 wake.domain{time}(:,:,1:end−1,:),pos.bound(:,:,time,:),...
226 wake.gamma.trail{time},wake.rc eff.trail{time},user.d,user.co,'full');
227 vel.uindb=vel.uindb shed+vel.uindb trail;
228
229 %% Perform coordinate transformation on induced velocity (inertial to
230 % blade)
231 vel.rot(:,1,:,:)=pos.nodes.bxn(:,1,time,:).*vel.uindb(:,1,:,:)+...
232 pos.nodes.bxn(:,2,time,:).*vel.uindb(:,2,:,:)+...
233 pos.nodes.bxn(:,3,time,:).*vel.uindb(:,3,:,:);
234 vel.rot(:,2,:,:)=pos.nodes.byn(:,1,time,:).*vel.uindb(:,1,:,:)+...
235 pos.nodes.byn(:,2,time,:).*vel.uindb(:,2,:,:)+...
236 pos.nodes.byn(:,3,time,:).*vel.uindb(:,3,:,:);
237 vel.rot(:,3,:,:)=pos.nodes.bzn(:,1,time,:).*vel.uindb(:,1,:,:)+...
238 pos.nodes.bzn(:,2,time,:).*vel.uindb(:,2,:,:)+...
239 pos.nodes.bzn(:,3,time,:).*vel.uindb(:,3,:,:);
240
241 %% Compute effective wind in blade coordinate system
242 vel.tot=vel.blade(:,:,time,:)+vel.rot;
243 u=vel.tot(:,1,:,:);
244 v=vel.tot(:,2,:,:);
245 w=vel.tot(:,3,:,:);
246
247 Vinf=sqrt(sum(vel.blade(:,:,time,:).ˆ2,2));
248 Vtot=sqrt(sum(vel.tot.ˆ2,2));
249
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250 %% Compute angle of attack and sideslip angle
251 aoa=atan2(−v,u)*(180/pi);
252 beta=asind(w./Vtot);
253
254 %% Interpolate over airfoil data tables
255 for k=1:na
256 for m=1:nb
257 cl(blade.NFoil==k,1,1,m)=interp1(airfoils.profiles(k,1).AoA,...
258 airfoils.profiles(k,1).Cl,squeeze(aoa(blade.NFoil==k,1,1,m)));
259 cd(blade.NFoil==k,1,1,m)=interp1(airfoils.profiles(k,1).AoA,...
260 airfoils.profiles(k,1).Cd,squeeze(aoa(blade.NFoil==k,1,1,m)));
261 end
262 end
263
264 %Check for NaN values of Cl
265 if any(isnan(cl));
266 error('Diverging soln!!!');
267 end
268
269 %% Compute bound vorticity via Kutta−Joukowski theorem
270 gamma=0.5*Vinf.*repmat(blade.Chord,[1 1 1 turbine.NumBl]).*cl;
271 dg=gamma−wake.gamma.shed{time}(:,:,1,:); %Change in bound vorticity between
272 %iterations
273
274 if strcmp(user.kjtype,'fixed')
275 wake.gamma.shed{time}(:,:,1,:)=wake.gamma.shed{time}(:,:,1,:)...
276 +user.relax*dg;
277 else
278 wake.gamma.shed{time}(:,:,1,:)=gamma;
279 end
280 wake.gamma.trail{time}(:,:,1,:)=diff([zeros(1,1,1,nb) ; ...
281 wake.gamma.shed{time}(:,:,1,:) ; zeros(1,1,1,nb)],1);
282 wake.gamma.shed{time}(:,:,2:end,:)=diff(cat(3,cumsum(...
283 wake.gamma.trail{time}(1:end−1,:,:,:),1),zeros(ns,1,1,nb)),1,3);
284
285 dg=dg./(abs(gamma)+1);
286
287 %% Compute performance variables and coefficients
288 perf.cl(:,:,time,:)=cl;
289 perf.cd(:,:,time,:)=cd;
290 perf.aoa(:,:,time,:)=aoa;
291 perf.beta(:,:,time,:)=beta;
292
293 end
A.11 OutputImport
OutputImport imports the FAST-generated platform kinematics and performance
results these values.
1 function [fastout]=output import(filename,t)
2 %% [fastout]=output import(filename,t) −> FAST−generated output importer.
3 %
4 % Function imports FAST output files and interpolates time−series data to
5 % user−specifications.
6 %
7 % ****Input(s)****
8 % filename String containing path to FAST input file (.fst)
9 % t 1x3 vector containing initial and final times and frequency
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10 %
11 % ****Output(s)****
12 % fastout Structure containing imported FAST−generated results
13 %
14 % Written by Thomas Sebastian (tommy.sebastian@gmail.com)
15 % Last edited February 23, 2010
16 %
17
18 %% Use FAST input file to ID other relevant files
19 data=importdata(filename,'\t'); %Import FAST input file
20
21 % Determine if Simulink−derived results or not
22 simq=sscanf(char(data(13)),'%i');
23 if simq==2 % Output file name based on use of Simulink or executable
24 fastout.filename=[filename(1:end−4) ' SFunc.out'];
25 else
26 fastout.filename=[filename(1:end−3) 'out'];
27 end
28
29 dt=sscanf(char(data(11)),'%f'); %Integration time step in FAST
30
31 %% Import FAST output
32 if exist(fastout.filename,'file')
33 data=importdata(fastout.filename,'\t',7);
34 else
35 fastout.filename=[fastout.filename(1:end−4) ' Sfunc.out'];
36 data=importdata(fastout.filename,'\t',7);
37 simq=2;
38 end
39 ovnames=genvarname(data(7,:)'); %Identify output variable names
40 odata=importdata(fastout.filename,'\t',7+1);
41 if simq˜=2
42 odata.data(:,1)=(odata.data(1,1):dt:odata.data(end,1))';
43 end
44
45 %% Interpolate to user−defined times
46 if t(3)==0 %If user−selected freq is zero, then use freq that the data is
47 %sampled at
48 t(3)=1/(mean(diff(odata.data(1,:))));
49 end
50
51 if t(1)<odata.data(1,1);
52 t(1)=odata.data(1,1);
53 disp(['User selected initial time out−of−range, reset to ' ...
54 num2str(t(1)) ' seconds.'])
55 disp(' ')
56 end
57 if t(2)>odata.data(end,1);
58 t(2)=odata.data(end,1);
59 disp(['User selected final time out−of−range, reset to ' ...
60 num2str(t(2)) ' seconds.'])
61 disp(' ')
62 end
63 odatai=interp1(odata.data(:,1),odata.data(:,2:end),(t(1):1/t(3):t(2))');
64 odatai=[(t(1):1/t(3):t(2))' odatai]; %#ok<NASGU>
65 for c1=1:length(ovnames)
66 eval(['fastout.' char(ovnames(c1)) '=odatai(:,c1);'])
67 end
A.12 Velocity
Velocity computes the time derivative of the positions calculated by Kinematics.
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1 function [vel,pos]=velocity(pos,blade,turbine,wind,fastout)
2 %% [vel]=velocity(blade,turbine,wind,fastout) −> Turbine motion−derived and
3 % freestream velocities.
4 %
5 % Function computes the velocity contributions due to turbine and platform
6 % motions and freestream flow in the inertial and blade coordinate systems.
7 %
8 % ****Input(s)****
9 % pos Structure containing relevant positions
10 % blade Structure containing blade geometry from FAST input file
11 % turbine Structure containing turbine geometry from FAST input file
12 % wind Structure containing imported wind data
13 % fastout Structure containing imported FAST−generated results
14 %
15 % ****Output(s)****
16 % vel Structure containing velocity components in inertial and blade
17 % coordinate systems
18 %
19 % Written by Thomas Sebastian (tommy.sebastian@gmail.com)
20 % Last edited June 7, 2010
21 %
22
23 %% Determine size of test vectors/arrays and preallocate memory
24 nt=length(fastout.Time); %Number of timesteps
25 nb=turbine.NumBl; %Number of blades
26 ns=length(blade.RNodes); %Number of shed nodes (stations)
27
28 %Preallocate for speed
29 vel.bound=zeros(ns,3,nt,nb);
30 vel.blade=zeros(ns,3,nt,nb);
31
32 %% Compute kinematically−derived inertial velocities using central
33 % differencing
34 vel.platform=ctdiff(fastout.Time,pos.platform);
35 vel.hub=ctdiff(fastout.Time,pos.hub);
36 vel.relhub=vel.platform+vel.hub+wind.infty;
37
38 vel.bound=ctdiff(fastout.Time,pos.bound);
39 for c1=1:nb
40 for c2=1:ns %Loop over number of blades
41 vel.bound(c2,:,:,c1)=−squeeze(vel.bound(c2,:,:,c1))+wind.infty';
42 end
43 end
44
45 %% Determine velocity in BCS via coordinate transformation (inertial to
46 % blade)
47 pos.nodes.bxt=pos.trail−pos.quarter;
48 pos.nodes.bxt=pos.nodes.bxt./repmat(sqrt(sum(pos.nodes.bxt.ˆ2,2)),[1 3 1]);
49 pos.nodes.bzt=diff(pos.quarter,1,1);
50 pos.nodes.bzt=pos.nodes.bzt./repmat(sqrt(sum(pos.nodes.bzt.ˆ2,2)),[1 3 1]);
51 pos.nodes.bzt=cat(1,pos.nodes.bzt(1,:,:,:),pos.nodes.bzt);
52 pos.nodes.byt=cross(pos.nodes.bzt,pos.nodes.bxt,2);
53
54 pos.nodes.bxn=pos.end−pos.bound;
55 pos.nodes.bxn=pos.nodes.bxn./repmat(sqrt(sum(pos.nodes.bxn.ˆ2,2)),[1 3 1]);
56 pos.nodes.bzn=diff(pos.bound,1,1);
57 pos.nodes.bzn=pos.nodes.bzn./repmat(sqrt(sum(pos.nodes.bzn.ˆ2,2)),[1 3 1]);
58 pos.nodes.bzn=cat(1,pos.nodes.bzn(1,:,:,:),pos.nodes.bzn);
59 pos.nodes.byn=cross(pos.nodes.bzn,pos.nodes.bxn,2);
60
61 vel.blade(:,1,:,:)=pos.nodes.bxn(:,1,:,:).*vel.bound(:,1,:,:)...
62 +pos.nodes.bxn(:,2,:,:).*vel.bound(:,2,:,:)+pos.nodes.bxn(:,3,:,:)...
63 .*vel.bound(:,3,:,:);
64 vel.blade(:,2,:,:)=pos.nodes.byn(:,1,:,:).*vel.bound(:,1,:,:)...
65 +pos.nodes.byn(:,2,:,:).*vel.bound(:,2,:,:)+pos.nodes.byn(:,3,:,:)...
66 .*vel.bound(:,3,:,:);
67 vel.blade(:,3,:,:)=pos.nodes.bzn(:,1,:,:).*vel.bound(:,1,:,:)...
68 +pos.nodes.bzn(:,2,:,:).*vel.bound(:,2,:,:)+pos.nodes.bzn(:,3,:,:)...
180
69 .*vel.bound(:,3,:,:);
70
71 %% Compute geometric total angle of attack (w/o induced velocity)
72 pos.aoag=atan2(−vel.blade(:,2,:,:),vel.blade(:,1,:,:))*180/pi; %Geometric
73 %Total AoA
74 pos.aoag(isnan(pos.aoag) | abs(pos.aoag)==180)=0;
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APPENDIX B
SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES
A.1 FAST-Generated Time Series
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(c) MIT/NREL TLP.
Figure B.1. FAST-simulated time series of platform motions of the NREL 5-MW
turbine for below-rated operating conditions.
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(c) MIT/NREL TLP.
Figure B.2. FAST-simulated time series of platform motions of the NREL 5-MW
turbine for rated operating conditions.
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Figure B.3. FAST-simulated time series of platform motions of the NREL 5-MW
turbine for above-rated operating conditions.
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A.2 Span-varying αgeo PSD
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Figure B.4. Span-varying α PSD with platform modes of the NREL 5-MW turbine
for below-rated operating conditions.
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Figure B.5. Span-varying α PSD with platform modes of the NREL 5-MW turbine
for rated operating conditions.
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Figure B.6. Span-varying α PSD with platform modes of the NREL 5-MW turbine
for above-rated operating conditions.
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A.3 WInDS Simulated Wake Reponses
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(a) MIT/NREL TLP, surge DOF, below-rated.
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(d) Monopile, above-rated.
Figure B.7. WInDS-simulated wake for the NREL 5-MW turbine with monopile
and MIT/NREL TLP.
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(a) Surge, below-rated.
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Figure B.8. WInDS-simulated wake for the NREL 5-MW turbine + ITI Energy
barge.
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(a) Pitch, below-rated.
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(d) Yaw, above-rated.
Figure B.9. WInDS-simulated wake for the NREL 5-MW turbine + OC3-Hywind
spar-buoy.
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Figure B.10. WInDS-simulated wake for the NREL 5-MW turbine + ITI Energy
barge under platform surge, heave, and pitch for below-rated operating conditions.
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Figure B.11. WInDS-simulated wake for the NREL 5-MW turbine + OC3-Hywind
spar-buoy under platform pitch and yaw.
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Figure B.12. Side view of WInDS-simulated wake for the NREL 5-MW turbine
with monopile and MIT/NREL TLP.
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Figure B.13. Side view of WInDS-simulated wake for the NREL 5-MW turbine +
ITI Energy barge.
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(d) Yaw, above-rated.
Figure B.14. Side view of WInDS-simulated wake for the NREL 5-MW turbine +
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy.
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Figure B.15. Side view of WInDS-simulated wake for the NREL 5-MW turbine +
ITI Energy barge under platform surge, heave, and pitch for below-rated operating
conditions.
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Figure B.16. Side view of WInDS-simulated wake for the NREL 5-MW turbine +
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy under platform pitch and yaw.
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(a) MIT/NREL TLP, surge DOF, below-rated.
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(b) Monopile, below-rated.
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(c) Monopile, rated.
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(d) Monopile, above-rated.
Figure B.17. Pareto plots of wake induced velocity at the lifting-line for the NREL
5-MW turbine with monopile and MIT/NREL TLP.
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(a) Surge, below-rated.
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(b) Heave, below-rated.
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(c) Pitch, below-rated.
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(d) Pitch, rated.
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(e) Pitch, above-rated.
Figure B.18. Pareto plots of wake induced velocity at the lifting-line for the NREL
5-MW turbine + ITI Energy barge.
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(a) Pitch, below-rated.
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(b) Yaw, below-rated.
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(c) Pitch, above-rated.
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(d) Yaw, above-rated.
Figure B.19. Pareto plots of wake induced velocity at the lifting-line for the NREL
5-MW turbine + OC3-Hywind spar-buoy.
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Figure B.20. Pareto plots of wake induced velocity at the lifting-line for the NREL
5-MW turbine + ITI Energy barge under platform surge, heave, and pitch for below-
rated operating conditions.
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(a) Below-rated.
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(b) Above-rated.
Figure B.21. Pareto plots of wake induced velocity at the lifting-line for the NREL
5-MW turbine + OC3-Hywind spar-buoy under platform pitch and yaw.
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A.4 WInDS Simulated α and β Histograms
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(a) MIT/NREL TLP, surge DOF, below-rated.
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(b) Monopile, below-rated.
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(c) Monopile, rated.
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(d) Monopile, above-rated.
Figure B.22. α histograms of the NREL 5-MW turbine with monopile and MIT/N-
REL TLP.
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(a) Surge, below-rated.
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(b) Heave, below-rated.
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(c) Pitch, below-rated.
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(d) Pitch, rated.
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(e) Pitch, above-rated.
Figure B.23. α histograms of the NREL 5-MW turbine + ITI Energy barge.
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(a) Pitch, below-rated.
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(b) Yaw, below-rated.
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(c) Pitch, above-rated.
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(d) Yaw, above-rated.
Figure B.24. α histograms of the NREL 5-MW turbine + OC3-Hywind spar-buoy.
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Figure B.25. α histograms of the NREL 5-MW turbine + ITI Energy barge under
platform surge, heave, and pitch for below-rated operating conditions.
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(a) Below-rated.
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(b) Above-rated.
Figure B.26. α histograms of the NREL 5-MW turbine + OC3-Hywind spar-buoy
under platform pitch and yaw.
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(a) MIT/NREL TLP, surge DOF, below-rated.
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(b) Monopile, below-rated.
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(c) Monopile, rated.
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(d) Monopile, above-rated.
Figure B.27. β histograms of the NREL 5-MW turbine with monopile and MIT/N-
REL TLP.
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(a) Surge, below-rated.
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(b) Heave, below-rated.
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(c) Pitch, below-rated.
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(d) Pitch, rated.
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(e) Pitch, above-rated.
Figure B.28. β histograms of the NREL 5-MW turbine + ITI Energy barge.
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(a) Pitch, below-rated.
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(b) Yaw, below-rated.
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(c) Pitch, above-rated.
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(d) Yaw, above-rated.
Figure B.29. β histograms of the NREL 5-MW turbine + OC3-Hywind spar-buoy.
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Figure B.30. β histograms of the NREL 5-MW turbine + ITI Energy barge under
platform surge, heave, and pitch for below-rated operating conditions.
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(a) Below-rated.
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(b) Above-rated.
Figure B.31. β histograms of the NREL 5-MW turbine + OC3-Hywind spar-buoy
under platform pitch and yaw.
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A.5 WInDS Simulated Lag Response Plots
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(a) MIT/NREL TLP, surge DOF, below-rated.
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(b) Monopile, below-rated.
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(c) Monopile, rated.
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(d) Monopile, above-rated.
Figure B.32. Normalized spanwise bound vorticity for the NREL 5-MW turbine
with monopile and MIT/NREL TLP.
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(a) Surge, below-rated.
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(b) Heave, below-rated.
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(c) Pitch, below-rated.
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(d) Pitch, rated.
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(e) Pitch, above-rated.
Figure B.33. Normalized spanwise bound vorticity for the NREL 5-MW turbine +
ITI Energy barge.
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(a) Pitch, below-rated.
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(b) Yaw, below-rated.
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(c) Pitch, above-rated.
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(d) Yaw, above-rated.
Figure B.34. Normalized spanwise bound vorticity for the NREL 5-MW turbine +
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy.
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Figure B.35. Normalized spanwise bound vorticity for the NREL 5-MW turbine +
ITI Energy barge under platform surge, heave, and pitch for below-rated operating
conditions.
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(a) Below-rated.
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Figure B.36. Normalized spanwise bound vorticity for the NREL 5-MW turbine +
OC3-Hywind spar-buoy under platform pitch and yaw.
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(a) MIT/NREL TLP, surge DOF, below-rated.
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(d) Monopile, above-rated.
Figure B.37. α phase shift of the NREL 5-MW turbine with monopile and MIT/N-
REL TLP.
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(e) Pitch, above-rated.
Figure B.38. α phase shift of the NREL 5-MW turbine + ITI Energy barge.
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(d) Yaw, above-rated.
Figure B.39. α phase shift of the NREL 5-MW turbine + OC3-Hywind spar-buoy.
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Figure B.40. α phase shift of the NREL 5-MW turbine + ITI Energy barge under
platform surge, heave, and pitch for below-rated operating conditions.
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Figure B.41. α phase shift of the NREL 5-MW turbine + OC3-Hywind spar-buoy
under platform pitch and yaw.
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(a) MIT/NREL TLP, surge DOF, below-rated.
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(b) Monopile, below-rated.
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(c) Monopile, rated.
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(d) Monopile, above-rated.
Figure B.42. Lag times (τ) of the NREL 5-MW turbine with monopile and MIT/N-
REL TLP.
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(a) Surge, below-rated.
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(b) Heave, below-rated.
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(c) Pitch, below-rated.
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(d) Pitch, rated.
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(e) Pitch, above-rated.
Figure B.43. Lag times (τ) of the NREL 5-MW turbine + ITI Energy barge.
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(a) Pitch, below-rated.
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(b) Yaw, below-rated.
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(c) Pitch, above-rated.
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(d) Yaw, above-rated.
Figure B.44. Lag times (τ) of the NREL 5-MW turbine + OC3-Hywind spar-buoy.
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Figure B.45. Lag times (τ) of the NREL 5-MW turbine + ITI Energy barge under
platform surge, heave, and pitch for below-rated operating conditions.
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(b) Above-rated.
Figure B.46. Lag times (τ) of the NREL 5-MW turbine + OC3-Hywind spar-buoy
under platform pitch and yaw.
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(a) MIT/NREL TLP, surge DOF, below-rated.
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(b) Monopile, below-rated.
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(d) Monopile, above-rated.
Figure B.47. Thrust response of the NREL 5-MW turbine with monopile and
MIT/NREL TLP.
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(a) Surge, below-rated.
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(b) Heave, below-rated.
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(c) Pitch, below-rated.
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(d) Pitch, rated.
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(e) Pitch, above-rated.
Figure B.48. Thrust response of the NREL 5-MW turbine + ITI Energy barge.
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(a) Pitch, below-rated.
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(b) Yaw, below-rated.
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(c) Pitch, above-rated.
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(d) Yaw, above-rated.
Figure B.49. Thrust response of the NREL 5-MW turbine + OC3-Hywind spar-
buoy.
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Figure B.50. Thrust response of the NREL 5-MW turbine + ITI Energy barge
under platform surge, heave, and pitch for below-rated operating conditions.
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(b) Above-rated.
Figure B.51. Thrust response of the NREL 5-MW turbine + OC3-Hywind spar-
buoy under platform pitch and yaw.
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(a) MIT/NREL TLP, surge DOF, below-rated.
Figure B.52. Overlay of peak motion-induced velocities to peak thrust values for
the NREL 5-MW turbine with monopile and MIT/NREL TLP.
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(a) Surge, below-rated.
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(b) Heave, below-rated.
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(c) Pitch, below-rated.
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(d) Pitch, rated.
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Figure B.53. Overlay of peak motion-induced velocities to peak thrust values for
the NREL 5-MW turbine + ITI Energy barge.
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(a) Pitch, below-rated.
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(b) Yaw, below-rated.
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(c) Pitch, above-rated.
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(d) Yaw, above-rated.
Figure B.54. Overlay of peak motion-induced velocities to peak thrust values for
the NREL 5-MW turbine + OC3-Hywind spar-buoy.
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Figure B.55. Overlay of peak motion-induced velocities to peak thrust values for
the NREL 5-MW turbine + ITI Energy barge under platform surge, heave, and pitch
for below-rated operating conditions.
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(a) Below-rated.
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(b) Above-rated.
Figure B.56. Overlay of peak motion-induced velocities to peak thrust values for
the NREL 5-MW turbine + OC3-Hywind spar-buoy under platform pitch and yaw.
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A.6 Comparison to BEM and Dynamic Inflow Thrust Cal-
culations to WInDS
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(a) MIT/NREL TLP, surge DOF, below-rated.
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(b) Monopile, below-rated.
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(c) Monopile, rated.
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Figure B.57. Comparison of steady and dynamic BEM results to WInDS-simulated
rotor thrust for the NREL 5-MW turbine with monopile and MIT/NREL TLP.
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(a) Surge, below-rated.
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(b) Heave, below-rated.
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(c) Pitch, below-rated.
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(d) Pitch, rated.
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Figure B.58. Comparison of steady and dynamic BEM results to WInDS-simulated
rotor thrust for the NREL 5-MW turbine + ITI Energy barge.
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(a) Pitch, below-rated.
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(b) Yaw, below-rated.
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(c) Pitch, above-rated.
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Figure B.59. Comparison of steady and dynamic BEM results to WInDS-simulated
rotor thrust for the NREL 5-MW turbine + OC3-Hywind spar-buoy.
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Figure B.60. Comparison of steady and dynamic BEM results to WInDS-simulated
rotor thrust for the NREL 5-MW turbine + ITI Energy barge under platform surge,
heave, and pitch for below-rated operating conditions.
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Figure B.61. Comparison of steady and dynamic BEM results to WInDS-simulated
rotor thrust for the NREL 5-MW turbine + OC3-Hywind spar-buoy under platform
pitch and yaw.
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